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Work is an enigmatic term. Intuitively, one supposes what it means.  However, 
upon closer inspection, it becomes apparent just how difficult it is to deter-
mine what can and can’t be defined as work (see already, e.g.,  Cummings/
Srivastva 1977; Ransome 1996). It might be uncontroversial to say that a 
person ‘works’ when they are remunerated for their activities at a factory, 
a retirement home or an association. But what if their activities are not 
 remunerated at all? Of course, one wouldn’t say that an entrepreneur man-
aging their own company is not ‘working’; but what if they have someone else 
manage the company, and the entrepreneur retreats to the position of chair-
man of the supervisory board? When a paid tutor at a university teaches the 
intricacies of variance analysis to their fellow students, one would presume 
that they are ‘working’; but what if they’re performing this service as an act 
of friendship?
One could simplify things and refer to all human activities as work (re-
garding the difficulty thereof, see, e.g., Applebaum 1992; Karlsson 2004; 
Budd 2011). For instance, adults who wrap their kids in diapers, take them 
to kindergarten or read to them at bedtime would be performing ‘child- 
rearing work’; cleaning up, grocery shopping and cooking would obviously 
also count as ‘housework’. The same would go for someone who is politically 
or artistically active, or someone who is committed to volunteer work; ac-
cording to this broad definition, they would also be ‘working’. Someone in 
conversation with their partner would be performing ‘relationship work’, 
and if feelings are involved, one could speak of additional ‘emotional work’ 
taking place. Furthermore, one who tries to come to terms with a breakup 
after failed ‘relationship work’ would be performing ‘mourning work’, just 
as one who is processing this long after the separation would be performing 
‘remembrance work’. Whatever we do, we would be performing work—as 
long as we are able to make these activities appear as work to ourselves and 
others (see Liessmann 2000: 86f).
Or one could exclusively attempt to define as work the activities which 
are understood as a burden. The ‘burdensome character’ of work (Marcuse 
1973) would be understood as a feature—if not a central feature—of work. 
For example, digging in the beds of your allotment garden in your spare 
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time would be considered to be a leisurely activity, but if you’re doing this 
to ensure your survival as a subsistence farmer, then it would be considered 
as work. Likewise, if you play with your children, or with those of friends 
or family, just for fun, this would be seen as a leisurely activity; do this as 
a kindergarten teacher’s or day-care worker’s burdensome task, it would be 
seen as work. Ultimately, our relationship to an activity would determine 
whether it was work or not.
However, the question is still: How exactly can we clarify to ourselves and 
others that we are working and not simply pursuing pleasure? All attempts 
to recognize household activities—such as raising children, taking care of 
family members or preparing meals—as paid work have been unsuccess-
ful. Financial remuneration continues to be the decisive criterion to define 
something as work (see Waring 1999). Payment signalizes that an activity is 
of value to someone; in this way, it is possible to negotiate labor power in the 
same way as commodities and capital.
The possibility and—even more importantly—the necessity to offer and 
sell one’s own labor power in the labor markets formed itself comprehen-
sively with the emergence of the capitalist economic system (see Polanyi 
1977: p. 94). In the transitional period from a feudal society to a capitalist 
society, there were still various groups for which the provision of remuner-
ated activities in the labor market did not play a central role. Small farm-
ers, homeworkers and artisans who lived on the countryside had various 
sources that contributed to their livelihood. Indeed, they sold their prod-
ucts and services, but to a considerable extent, they lived from the products 
that they themselves farmed and manufactured. Similarly, the artisans and 
wageworkers that lived in the cities would lease a small piece of land and 
grow food for their own needs in order to maintain partial independence. 
The small garden allotments that can still be found in many cities today 
are remnants of these economic survival strategies (see Crouch/Ward 1997; 
Willes 2014). House personnel, servants and unmarried artisan journeymen 
generally had no access to such a piece of land. However, as they were in-
tegrated in the household of their employers, remunerated work was not 
of central significance to them either. The most important foundations for 
their existence were ‘room and board’, which they obtained ‘for free’ from 
their employers. Remuneration in form of money played a tangential role 
(see Kocka 1983: p. 40, 1990: p. 109). Vestiges of this originally once widely 
spread form of work can be found in the case of au pairs, who work for a 
limited time and are integrated in the household of a family for low remu-
neration (see Búriková/Miller 2010).
It wasn’t until the establishment of wage labor that work became a com-
modity quantifiable by money. It became possible to compare under mon-
etary considerations the activities of a soldier with that of a weaver or an 
agricultural worker. In businesses, it became possible to calculate the cost 
of labor powers similarly to that of raw material and capitals, and these var-
ious cost factors could be correlated as a result. It was possible to calculate 
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whether it was more affordable to execute a task by introducing new au-
tomatized production methods or with the extensive application of labor 
powers. And, quite central—from the moment that work services became 
quantifiable with dollars, marks or francs—they became negotiable in the 
markets, similarly to products or capital (for the observational function of 
markets, see Luhmann 1988a: p. 95).
The last century is characterized by the efforts to have more and more ac-
tivities recognized as paid labor. The women’s movement in particular stood 
for the valuing of household, child-rearing and caretaking work through 
monetary remuneration (seminally, see Oakley 1985, 1990). Conservative 
circles embraced this idea within a certain scope by demanding that women 
be paid a so-called ‘stove premium’ if, instead of handing over their chil-
dren to a day care center, they raised them at home. There were also further 
considerations to value volunteer, citizen and individual work by remuner-
ating it in some way (see Bungum/Kvande 2013). And the kinds of payment 
that were considered were not only monetary, but in the form of tax ben-
efits, access to college placement or state services as well (see Beck 1999; 
Georgeou 2012).
Ultimately, this struggle for recognition by being monetarily valued has 
resulted in increasingly more activities being subjected to commodifica-
tion. Commodification, according to the definition of the social sciences, 
is when more things are valued monetarily and therefore become tradable 
in the market. Just as works of art (Velthuis 2005), the adoption of chil-
dren (Zelizer 1985), human sperm and egg cells (Almeling 2007), organs 
(Healy 2006), educational services (Kühl 2014) or environmental damage 
(Fourcade 2011) are labeled with price tags, the value of more and more 
human activities would also be increasingly calculated in dollars, euros or 
yens (Budd 2011: 43ff.).
It is uncontroversial that the rise of paid work and the correlated emer-
gence of labor markets represent a central feature of modern economy 
(see Castel 1995). However, one of the core questions of social sciences is 
how decisive this process of offering and selling of labor power on the mar-
ket is—not only for the economy but also for modern society as a whole.
The explanation of society over the key category of work
Underneath contemporary sociological analyses—such as those of work 
society, industrial society, service society or capitalist society—hides the 
thought that work is the central category needed to explain modern society. 
With the acknowledgment of such time diagnoses, the idea of using the key 
category of work to describe not only the relations in companies, adminis-
trations or hospitals, but also those in society as a whole became dominant 
(cf. Offe 1985: 129ff.). This is correlated with the fact that the emergence of 
sociology as a scientific school of thought coincided with the height of in-
dustrialization and the formation of capitalism (cf. Dahrendorf 1962: 7ff.). 
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In this way, the sociologist Claude-Henri de Saint-Simon— active in the late 
18th and early 19th centuries—compared the French society with a large 
factory in “Du système industriel” (1964), one of the very first sociological 
monographs. His concept of enterprise industriel does not only describe 
a business; it describes society as well. Herbert Spencer, the evolutionary 
theorist who lived in the 19th century (1969), described the development 
from a military to an industrial society in which the businesslike exchange 
of services would become a commonplace dominant social relationship.
Sociologists had a clear theoretical preference for Marxism for a long 
time—after all, there is scarcely another theory that bestows work with 
such significance in the explanation of society. Work, as Friedrich Engels 
put it (1962: p.  444), is “the primary basic condition for all human exist-
ence, and this to such an extent that, in a sense, we have to say that labour 
created man himself”. At the latest after the upheavals in the universities 
in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the majority of sociologists interested in 
work looked to Marx’s theory of history and society. All paths seemed to 
lead to Marx, who’d offered a “comprehensive theoretical interpretation at 
the highest  intellectual level of all, which one wanted to research” (Bahrdt 
1982: p. 14; see also Strangleman 2016: p. 22). Regarding the key category of 
‘work’, the sociologists that looked to Marx had convincing connections to 
the  sociological theory of society, to the theory of business and to theories 
on the individual. Specifically, as class relation with Marx reflected the re-
lation between capital and work, it was possible to more or less tie with the 
same theory the entire spectrum of societal relations, the tensions in busi-
nesses and the behavior of individuals using the concept of ‘classes’.
However, since the 1990s at least, Marxism seemed to lose ground as a 
central point of reference for large sections of social science. Whether this 
quiet retreat from Marx was owed to the general “theory-fatigue” of old so-
ciology warriors, a dissatisfaction with aspects of Marx’s theory or political 
sobriety in the face of the failure of state socialism, the increasing absti-
nence of societal theory in large sections of work and industrial sociology, 
of work science and of economic science, was undeniable. Fundamental pa-
pers on the development of capitalist economy seldom serve as exceptions 
at the moment. New rationalization strategies in companies are described 
without categorizing profit maximization strategies within the frame of a 
basic Marxist interpretation. Research on work ethic is hardly ever linked 
to the once popular research into class consciousness anymore.
The Marxist roots of social scientists who were interested in work reached 
so deep that most of them dared approach other fundamentally differently 
structured concepts of societal theory only to a limited extent. Predomi-
nantly, the trend seems to be to either use as basis medium-range theories 
such as micropolitics, principal-agent theory or new institutionalism, or to 
completely refrain from any theoretical approach. Most sociological anal-
yses are characterized by a conspicuous theoretical modesty. If at all, the 
theories that are used have an aspiration for explanations which are limited 
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to a fraction of the social field. Salvation is sought in theories that are no 
longer aimed at society as a whole, but only at a small aspect of ‘the social’. 
More and more, empirical researchers are stacked together without the in-
creasing knowledge that would lead to the formation of a comprehensive 
theory (Luhmann 1984: p. 7).
Beyond the limitation of mid-range theories—Marxism and 
systems theory as grand theories
Against this trend of extensive renunciation of the linkage between work 
and industrial-sociological research, work and economic scientific research 
and comprehensive societal theoretical approaches, the focus of this book 
aims to reconstruct the central debate on work from the perspective of 
the two grand theories which are particularly interesting at the moment: 
 Marxism and systems theory. The intention here is not to put forward a 
binding definition of work (see, e.g., Provis 2009; Voß 2010 or Budd 2013 for 
the difficulties hereof) and subsequently to show how these grand theories 
work their way into it, but rather to show how these two theories position 
themselves in regard to the central controversies related to work.
The claim of these two grand theories is their ability to explain not just 
individual, but all aspects of the social. One speaks of a ‘grand theory’ when 
the theory is able to explain the stability and change of societies; when they 
can determine the relationship between economy, politics, law, education, 
science, religion, mass media and sport; when they can shed light on the 
functionality of organizations, be they companies, schools, universities, 
churches or television stations; and when they can explain such elementary 
social forms as grocery shopping, the exchange of affection at an office 
party or bullying in the classroom.
There certainly isn’t an existing analysis from the perspective of a grand 
theory for every single social phenomenon, but it must be fundamentally 
possible to describe every social phenomenon with its resources. One needs 
time to navigate such varying subjects as global social inequality, the decline 
of physical violence in modern cities, the increasing legal equality of women 
and men in organizations, the priority rules of waiting in line for your turn 
or the role conflict of talk show hosts from a theoretical perspective. The 
claim of a grand theory, however, consists of a theoretically consistent—as 
well as appropriately empirical—description of these different phenomena 
within their definition; otherwise, it wouldn’t be considered a grand theory.
It is not easy to discern which social science theories are to be understood 
as mid-range theories and which as grand theories. There are theories—for 
instance, the rational choice theory—which began as mid-range theories, 
but went on to develop the claim of being theories for the explanation of 
all social phenomena. Furthermore, there are theories—for example, the 
conflict theory of Ralf Dahrendorf (1957) or Randall Collins (2010)—
from which, despite containing comprehensive claims to an explanation of 
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modern society, only a highly disputed theory of conflict of interest on a 
societal level has remained.
And yet, the test with which one can determine the range of a theory is 
relatively simple: One simply takes a theory which has been successfully 
used for the analysis of a social phenomenon and applies it to something 
else. If the theory is not suitable to explain the other social phenomenon, 
then we are dealing with a ‘mid-range theory’. Quite often, followers of a 
theory reveal this by aggressively explaining that, for instance, ‘their’ theory 
of micropolitics, of resource mobilization or of hegemonic masculinity are 
well suitable to describe some other social phenomena, but others cannot be 
represented, or only imprecisely.
In order to avoid any misunderstanding: It is impossible to use mid-range 
theories in a multifaceted manner. To name one example, the theory of new 
institutionalism can be used to explain why certain management patterns 
have established themselves in organizations worldwide (see Bromley/Meyer 
2015). With practice theory—to name another example—one can easily 
analyze why a specific habit develops in the upper class (see Bourdieu 1979). 
However, if one has further-reaching sociotheoretical aspirations, explana-
tions of individual aspects of the social do not suffice; one must instead have 
the aspiration to explain all aspects of social phenomena.
At the latest since the beginning of the 20th century, there have been two 
fundamentally different sociotheoretical perspectives in the social sciences: 
One is more focused on class dominance; the other one on work distribution 
between societal subsets which are equal in rank. Simply put, while  Marxism 
sees class differences—that is, the differentiation between top and bottom 
characterized by the relations of productions—as the primary criterion of 
modern society, systems theory explains society from the  tension-laden in-
teraction between societal subsystems such as economy, politics, science 
and religion.
In light of these considerations, however, one should not overlook the fact 
that neither does Marxism possess a monopoly over explanations of soci-
ety on the basis of class antagonism, nor is systems theory the only theory 
that addresses the interaction between societal function systems. Even if the 
concept of ‘class’ is primarily associated with the Marxist definition of own-
ership of means of production, there are other ‘class theories’—for instance, 
those of Ferdinand Tönnies or Pierre Bourdieu. For Tönnies, the struggle 
for economic, political and morally intellectual predominance was always a 
struggle between the classes (Tönnies 2010); and while Bourdieu in no way 
denies the significance of economic capital for class formation, he considers 
the significance of cultural and social capital similarly important (Bourdieu 
1979). The theory of functional differentiation is identified today with Niklas 
Luhmann’s systems theory, although its foundation can be traced back to 
the sociologists Émile Durkheim and Max Weber, active at the end of the 
19th century, beginning of the 20th. Durkheim compares modern societies 
with higher organisms in which each organ fulfills a special function for 
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the ‘greater whole’. In modern society, there is a formation of ‘organic soli-
darity’, as the different ‘organs’ are reliant on each other precisely because 
of their distribution of work (cf. Durkheim 1988: 236ff.). Weber also argues 
that various ‘value spheres’ such as science, finance, law, politic and art find 
themselves in conflict with each other (cf. Weber 1990: 536ff.).
The different formations of Marxist theory on the one hand, and sys-
tems theory on the other, result in the different observations of phenom-
ena such as the influence of financial lobbies in politics, law or science; the 
conflicts between work unions and employers; the organization of work in 
businesses; the cooperative relations between companies, public adminis-
trations and universities; and the class identity of the proletariat. Whereas 
Marx’s theory instruments demand that political, legal or scientific analysis 
refer to the economic relations and consider the rationale of organizations 
and individuals in connection to those economic relations, the theory of 
functional differentiation not only emphasizes the diversity of societal sub-
sets but also focuses on both an organization’s and a person’s own rationale 
as systems.
The focus on three debates
In the following, I’ll present the three central debates in which Marxist the-
ory delivered well-known templates with its understanding of work, and 
which are therefore well suited to work out the difference to systems theory. 
In outdated terminology, one would speak of an analysis on a macro-level of 
society, the mid-level of the organization and the micro-level of the thinking 
and acting of the individual (for further usage of this outdated terminology 
see, e.g., Scott 2001: 83ff.).
The initial focus is set on the reconstruction of whole societal develop-
ments. How is the conflict between capital and work regulated legally? 
Which moderating functions are taken on by politics in this analysis? The 
classical Marxist theory determines the functionality of law or politics, re-
spectively, from the conditions of production. The economy is not a societal 
subset among many, but rather the one that has the relevant influence on 
how society functions as a whole. ‘Capitalism’ therefore not only charac-
terizes the functionality of the financial system but of society in general. 
Systems theory on the other hand—just as other theories of functional 
 differentiation—emphasizes the distinction of various societal subsets 
such as politics, law or finance, which carry out important functions for 
each other without presuming the dominance of one societal subset over 
another.
A second focus is given to the business as the place where, at least during 
a high phase of industrialization, the central production processes occur: 
the organization. The classical Marxist theory understands the structures 
of cooperation, rule and control in organizations as a part of a conflict be-
tween antagonistic camps characterized by objective interests. On the one 
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hand, we have those who have access to external labor power because of 
their capital; on the other hand, we have those that have nothing to sell 
but their labor power. Systems theory admits that conflicts occur in organ-
izations between capital owners and workers, yet it maintains that these 
are often overlapped with other conflicts such as those between different 
departments, or between different groups of profession; it emphasizes the 
obstinacy of organizations—of companies, as well as universities, pub-
lic administrations and hospitals. While in Marxist theory the analysis of 
organizations is mostly derived from societal production conditions, the 
obstinacy of  organizations—of companies, as well as universities, public 
administrations and hospitals—is analyzed by systems theory. In systems 
theory, it is asserted that the economic, legal, political and mass media en-
vironment plays an important role for organizations. However, this theory 
focuses more on understanding organizations as social systems that distin-
guish themselves from their environment by means of membership rules, 
goal formulations and hierarchies.
The third focus is set on the experiences, behavioral reactions and ways 
of thinking of people characterized by the relations of production. With the 
term ‘class’, the theoretical approaches characterized by Marxism possess a 
category which on the one hand seems to be clearly defined by the relations 
between work and capital, and on the other hand makes it possible to com-
prehend the relationship between society and the individual. In this sense, it 
is consistent that an important strand of research has dealt with the forma-
tion of class consciousness of the working population. By contrast, systems 
theory relies strongly on the term of ‘role’ when determining the relation of 
society and individual. From this theoretical perspective, the individual ap-
pears as a role bearer whose role repertoire may also include the role of the 
class-conscious proletarian, but merely as one role among many.
The central perspective lies on contemporaneous societal processes that 
initially developed in Europe and America in the last century, and subse-
quently spread around the world. However, it should not be ruled out that 
it is also possible to learn a great deal about work in antiquity, the Middle 
Ages or early modernity from Marxist or systems theoretical understand-
ing (for a concise historical overview, see Conze 1972; Applebaum 1992 or 
Jochum 2010). Nonetheless, the central debates on the change of work were 
carried out in the past centuries.
In contemporary sociological analyses of our times, there is often the thesis 
of an ‘economization’ of society. Each decision made in society is ultimately 
presented as an economic one. The choice of a field of study, a job, a lane on 
the highway or a sexual partner is presented as an individual’s utility-based 
decision. There are tendencies that come from economic sciences that pres-
ent the ‘economic calculation’ of each decision as ultimately rational.
Neoliberal approaches assume that societies reach the highest possible in-
crease in prosperity for all if one allows economic criteria to rule in all fields 
and maintains the self-regulating (by prices) dynamic of the market forces 
undistorted by political intervention. This approach, which can be traced 
back to the early ideas of the economist Léon Walras, proclaims that the 
markets of work, finance, products, as well as friendships and marriage can 
be held in balance if one grants the invisible hand of the market free reign 
(cf., e.g., Friedman 1997).
Critics of neoliberalism reflect this view as a last resort. They complain 
that the planet then becomes a playing field for one driving force: profit. The 
‘neurotic lucre’, the ‘temptation of profit’ brings ‘the whole territory under 
its rule’ (cf. Forrester 2001: p. 7 and p. 26). What is being criticized is the de-
velopment toward a ‘McKinsey Society’, in which, just as with the globally 
active corporate consulting companies, a ‘dictatorship of efficiency’ domi-
nates. This leads to a ‘total economization of society’, in which all subsets 
are consequently explained within the economic rationale (cf. Kurbjuweit 
2003: p. 11).
Political incompatibility of these positions notwithstanding, both offer 
suggestions in which society is defined by the economy. Society appears as 
a ‘work society’, ‘industrial society’, ‘postindustrial society’, ‘a society of 
service provision’, ‘knowledge society’, ‘market society’, ‘class society’, or a 
‘capitalist society’.
In sociology, Karl Marx has an unparalleled position as a theorist with 
regard to the definition of society within economic relations. Even if po-
litical economists such as David Ricardo and Adam Smith had previously 
attempted to define societies by their economic functionality, it was Marx 
who, in the 19th century, was the first to develop a societal analysis based on 
the definition of the productive forces and the relationships of production.
2 Primacy of economy vs. 
functional differentiation
The debate on the form of 
modern society
10 Economical Primacy & functional differentiation
2.1  The basic Marxian idea: from capitalist economy to 
capitalist society
Salient new developments trigger a description of the whole society with 
reference to these very developments. A soon as it is possible to differenti-
ate the work sphere as an independent section thanks to the driving force 
of capital utilization and the technical-organizational development, and 
work distribution becomes the central principle of an industrial assembly 
line, it stands to reason to describe society as a ‘work society’ or an ‘in-
dustrial society’. If its knowledge—and no longer the capital tied to large 
industrial businesses—which is seen as the main lever for societal value 
increase, it stands to reason to use the term ‘knowledge society’. If the risks 
associated with genetic or nuclear technology are keeping the whole world 
on its toes, these developments could then be described with the term ‘risk 
society’.
The strength of this time diagnosis lies in its ability to precisely focus 
on what is new in society by using the postulate of a comprehensive soci-
etal description of the transitional phenomenon. However, the risk lies in 
relating all dimensions of society to this transitional phenomenon, which 
leads to an overgeneralization of developmental trends (cf. Savage 2009). 
Retrospectively, Karl Marx’s ideas can be precisely observed in relation to 
this field of conflict: They arose at a time of transition from a corporate 
society characterized by agriculture to an industrial society. Today, one can 
either observe Marx as a time diagnostician who developed an overarching 
societal theory from a transitional phenomenon of modern society—that of 
the differentiation of the capitalist economy—or highlight the resilience of 
his economic analyses beyond any transient or limited time diagnosis. In 
sociological research, one tends to do the latter.
The rationale of the economy: from use value to the exchange value 
of commodities
In his definition of capitalism, Karl Marx assumes an analysis of commod-
ities. Commodities are useful because they serve to satisfy human needs. 
According to Marx, they have a ‘use value’. People in the Stone Age, which 
Adam Smith introduced to the political economy, used bearskin because 
they could use it to protect themselves against the cold of the Ice Age. 
Knights in the Middle Ages profited from a horse because it allowed them 
to move more quickly from one place to another. A raspberry sorbet has a 
use value for a stockbroker because it relieves their hunger and tickles their 
palate. We attribute a use value to something we perceive as necessary, use-
ful or pleasant (cf. Marx 1959a: 67ff.).
As the commodities possessed by someone else are always more interest-
ing than those we possess ourselves, exchange processes are implemented. 
One is less interested in the use value of one’s own commodities than that of 
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our peers. Consequently, it is advantageous for both to exchange the com-
modities. It is possible to exchange commodities directly: “Give me your 
bearskin and you can have my horse”. These direct exchange processes took 
place in early societies. However, they can also be observed during moments 
of crisis in modern societies; for instance, during long civil wars or strong 
inflationary periods. Still, it generally makes sense to utilize a medium be-
tween actions of exchange, for instance, money. One no longer exchanges ‘a 
bearskin for a horse’, but instead ‘a bearskin for 250 euros’ and ‘a horse for 
250 euros’. In this way, it is not only possible to take advantage of spontane-
ous exchange possibilities but also to wait for someone else to appear later 
with another, more appealing ‘use value’ compared to that of the current 
buyer of one’s commodities (cf. Sweezy 1972: 41f.).
The immediate form of the circulation of commodities, according to 
Marx’s definition, is the conversion of commodities to money (you get 250 
euros for the bearskin) and the reconversion of money to commodities (you 
can buy a tuna sandwich for 10 euros) (cf. Marx 1961b: p. 70; Marx 1962a: 
p.  161). At the center lies the use value: “I’ll trade you this bearskin for 
your organic strawberries so I can make some jam”. Money is simply a me-
dium so that we can exchange commodities (see Graeber 2011 for a critique 
thereof). The exchange of equally valuable products with the help of the 
medium of money is what Marx meant when he described the original form 
of the exchange of commodities in the premodern societies with the formula 
»C—M—C« (Commodities—Money—Commodities). Money becomes an 
exchange equivalent with which it is possible to purchase all other commod-
ities. It is the most common among all commodities.
So where is the issue here? Marx postulates that commodities always have 
a double dimension. They not only have a use value, but an ‘exchange value’ 
as well. One can use the bearskin as a garment, but it can also be sold for 
gold. You can ride a horse, but you can also sell it at the horse market. You 
can spread the organic strawberry jam on toast for breakfast, or you can sell 
it in the market. Commodities are not only an object with a use value, but an 
object with a price, with an exchange value as well.
The formation of capitalism—and here Marx acts as a contemporary so-
ciological analyst of his time—leads to the interest of the use value falling 
behind in comparison to the exchange value. One no longer kills the bear in 
order to use its fur for warmth; rather, it is done because it can be exchanged 
for a large sum of money at the market. One doesn’t make organic straw-
berry jam because you or your neighbors may like it; you make it because 
it has a higher exchange value in the market than regular jam. The point 
of the exchange of commodities essentially shifted: It isn’t about satisfying 
needs anymore, that is, about the use value, but rather about the maximi-
zation of money. In capitalism, the circulation of money becomes ‘the goal 
itself’. Instead of ‘C—M—C’, the dominating rationale is now ‘M—C—M’ 
(Money—Commodities—Money) (cf. Marx 1962a: p.  167; see also Marx 
1961b: p. 105).
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A capitalist, according to Marx, is a financial dealer who assumes the 
following orientation regarding the multiplication of money:
His person, or rather his pocket, is the point from which the money 
starts and to which it returns. Only in so far as the appropriation of ever 
more and more wealth in the abstract becomes the sole motive of his 
operations, does he function as a capitalist.
(Marx 1962a: 167f.)
Whereas for the independent manufacturer and the worker it is still about 
selling their product or labor power in order to buy what is necessary for 
life, for the capitalist it is about buying raw materials, product and labor 
power in order to later sell it in such a way that they have more money than 
before. In short: The independent manufacturer and the worker sell in order 
to buy; the capitalist buys in order to sell.
This process is excessive and unlimited. One can always use more 
money—an observation already put forward by Aristoteles. Capitalism, 
according to Marx, is characterized by the “restless never-ending process 
of profit-making” (Marx 1962a: 167f.). One would like to sell the individ-
ual parts, purchased at 250 euros, for 300 euros—or even better, 350 euros. 
The goal of the capitalist is that the second ‘M’ in the ‘M—C—M’ process 
be bigger than the first ‘M’. Instead of a simple ‘M—C—M’, they want an 
‘M—C—M*’ (Money—Commodities—more Money). The process of mak-
ing more money out of money—and in turn utilizing that money for the 
multiplication of money—was named ‘accumulation of capital’ by Marx 
(cf. Marx 1962a: 605ff.).
But how is this done? How does the capitalist manage to earn more money 
than they originally spent in the purchase of a commodity?
The commodity of labor power: the formation of the labor power 
entrepreneur and his exploitation
The relation in which various commodities can be exchanged is determined 
by the labor power and the exact work time therein. That a horse costs 250 
euros and a bearskin costs 250 euros, that is, that they can be exchanged 
at a relation of 1:1 (and not 1:5), is due to the fact that one needs the same 
amount of average time to raise a horse as is needed to produce a bearskin. 
The value of a commodity is determined by the work time put in it. More 
precisely: From the average work time necessary for its production. Marx 
speaks here of the societally necessary ‘work time’.
How is then the value of labor power determined? According to Marx, 
labor power is a “completely normal commodity”. It also has a use value 
and an exchange value, just as the bearskin does. Its use value lies in what 
one can do with it, that is, which activities the worker can perform in a 
given time, the value they can add to specific materials. The exchange value 
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of work is determined—just as with that of any other commodity—by the 
work time required for its production. But what exactly is this work time 
necessary for its production? To produce work time it is first necessary to 
produce workers, that is, children must be born and raised. They must have 
at least sufficient clothing, food and accommodations so that they can live 
and be able to work. These so-called ‘reproduction costs’ of work determine 
the exchange value of work: The work of one day is worth as much as how 
many resources are needed to keep a worker alive for one day of their life.
The nub of the matter is then—and this is the core of Marx’s theory of 
capitalism—that the use value of work is greater than its exchange value. 
That the value that a worker adds to the material that they work on a day of 
work is of greater value than the cost of production or maintenance of its la-
bor power for one day. This is why the capitalist applies a surplus value—the 
difference between the exchange value of work, that is, what the work costs 
the capitalist, and the use value of work, that is, the profit value the capitalist 
draws from the work of the worker. The value increase added to the material 
by the worker ‘belongs’ to the capitalist because they are the use value of the 
labor power, and as the capitalist buys the labor power, let’s say, for one day, 
the value use belongs to them in this time.
More critically, the only possibility for the capitalist to make more money 
from money consists of organizing work in such a way that they can create 
more value with the labor power of their workers than they spend for the 
wages of the workers. In the production of commodities organized by them, 
the capitalist—according to this highly simplified depiction—does not give 
back all the value which is produced to the labor powers as actual produc-
ers; instead, the capitalist keeps a part of the produced value for themselves. 
For the worker, this means that they don’t only work for their livelihood and 
for the time necessary for the reproduction of their labor power, they are 
also forced to work more in order to create a surplus value (the ‘s’ in political 
economy) for the capitalist in the surplus time.
However, this ‘principle of exploitation’ is concealed by a simple mecha-
nism. The wage appears as the price that the capitalist pays the worker for 
the work performed. If this were truly so, and the capitalist really paid the 
worker the value the worker produced, the capitalist would have no chance 
to appropriate the surplus value of the work. The wage, according to Marx, 
does not reflect the value of work, but rather the value of labor power. In 
other words, the capitalist purchases the work capacity of a worker for a 
specific time. How much surplus value the capitalist is able to gain from this 
labor power depends on their skill.
At first sight, the ‘commodity labor power’ is no different with regard to 
its use value and its exchange value from a commodity such as bearskin or 
jam (cf. Marx/Engels 1958b: p. 468). The capitalist, as the purchaser of the 
commodity of labor power, must be interested in both the use value as well 
as the exchange value. Transforming the use value of work—that is, the work 
itself—into the object so that the needs of people are satisfied is something 
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that the capitalist obviously can’t ignore; it is of no use to them if things are 
produced which are not needed. At the same time, the exchange value of work 
plays an important role—that is, the amount of money for which the labor 
power is exchanged. The capitalist must be interested in the abstract exchange 
for which they can buy labor power, as this value is crucial to whether or not 
they’ll be able to make a profit. The purchased labor power is implemented 
for the production of cooking pots, plowshares or razor blades as long as the 
capitalist deems it necessary in order to attain the highest surplus value. If, 
however, they find that they can make more profit if their workers produce 
harvesters, tanks and peace buttons instead, the labor power purchased by 
them will then be implemented accordingly (cf. also Geiger 1929: p. 688).
To offer their labor power as a commodity, the ‘double freedom’ of the 
wage worker is called for. On the one hand, with the formation of capital-
ism, the worker is able to attain ‘freedom’ and break from the slave-like, 
domineering, corporative and traditional chains of the premodern era, and 
in this way attain the complete ‘freedom’ of their work capacity; as a ‘free 
wage worker’ they are the sole owners of their labor power and have there-
fore an exclusive right of disposal over it. On the other hand, they are also 
‘free’ from all materials required for the production, and therefore obliged 
to offer the capital owner their labor power—that is, sell their labor power 
(cf. Marx 1962a: p. 183; see Berger 1995 for details; see Castel 1995 for his-
torical development).
When people join a company in order to earn their livelihood, they act as 
free owners of their labor power, which they can offer for purchase. The con-
tract that they make with their ‘employer’ is a ‘simple’ purchase contract be-
tween the buyer and the seller. It depends on the quality of the labor power 
offered, the condition of the labor market and the respective negotiating 
skills of the buyer and seller whether the worker gets a good ‘cut’ of the deal 
or not (cf. Marx 1962a: 190ff.).
In short, with the establishment of the wageworker principle, workers be-
came ‘entrepreneurs of themselves’ who could—had to—offer labor power 
on a free market. The ‘labor power entrepreneur’ came to be in the moment 
in which humans could freely make use of their labor power, which only they 
possess, and not—as is suggested in certain areas of sociology today—when 
the strong managerial involvement of employees began to dissolve 20–30 years 
ago (cf. Voß/Pongratz 1998; see the clarification with Kühl 2002: 81ff.).
However, as a result, whether workers can get by with their earnings or 
not was no longer the problem of the buyer of the labor power commodity. 
A customer at the Middle Eastern bazaar might ignore the vendor’s com-
plaint that, at the agreed upon price, not only the vendor but also the vendor’s 
whole family will also starve. Similarly, the capitalist as buyer of the labor 
power commodity ignores the worker’s complaints of not being able to make 
ends meets with his wage. According to Peter Decker and Konrad Hecker 
(2002: p. 17), the modern proletariat owes its ‘politico-economical birth’ to 
the ‘conceivably most successful combination of necessity and freedom’; 
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in the establishment—safeguarded by the Rechtsstaat (lit. legal state or state 
of law)—of the civil private property, the means of production are essentially 
omitted. The modern proletariat, not accountable to anyone (not even to the 
capitalist) and nonetheless secured by the Rechtsstaat and equipped with 
the sole right of disposal of their own labor power and lifespan, becomes 
the  object of desire for the capitalist proprietors. Proletarians find their 
chance of livelihood in the labor market by making themselves freely avail-
able to the capital, albeit by necessity.
The step toward societal analysis: regarding the economic base and 
political superstructure
One could label the transition from ‘C—M—C’ to ‘M—C—M’ as a dif-
ferentiation of the economic systems in modern society as a result of the 
formation of the labor power entrepreneur and the interest of the capitalist 
in the proliferation of money. Most social scientists would agree with Marx 
that the private property of means of production, the expansion-targeting 
business of acquisitions, the wage labor as a dominant form of acquisitive 
work and the transformation of all produced goods and services—as well 
as the labor power in marketable commodities necessary for it—are central 
characteristics of the capitalist economy (compare Aron 1964; Weber 1976; 
Polanyi 1977; Collins 1990).
But Marx did not leave it at the description of this differentiation of 
economy. His priority was not to describe capitalist economy, but rather 
capitalist society. According to Marx, “In all forms of society there is one 
specific kind of production which predominates over the rest, whose re-
lations thus assign rank and influence to the others”. “Capital is the all- 
dominating economic power of bourgeois society”. Therefore, it must form 
“the  starting-point and the finishing-point” of the examination (cf. Marx 
1961a: 637f.). In capitalism, society is ‘appropriated’ by the economy in an 
even more pervasive way than in feudalism. According to Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels, “The bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revolu-
tionizing the relations of production, and with them the whole relations of 
society” (Marx/Engels 1958b: p. 465).
Simply put, in his societal theory, Marx surmises a primate of the econ-
omy. The economic ‘base’, according to the common Marxist short formula, 
determines the ‘superstructure’ (Marx 1961b: p.  8). In their early works, 
Marx and Engels still conceived of politics and jurisprudence as an urgent 
instrument of the capital in order to continue the economic exploitation of 
the worker. From this perspective, jurisprudence was “but the will of a class 
made into law” for Marx and Engels; politics is “merely the organized power 
of one class for oppressing another” (Marx/Engels 1958b: p. 477).
Later, Marx and Engels would continuously modify this image strongly: 
Marx, especially in the blueprints of ‘Critique of Political Economy’ and in 
his analysis of the French state under Louis Napoleon; Engels, especially 
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in his thoughts on the origin of family, private property and the state. Even 
before developing a coherent theory of state, it is quite clear that both Karl 
Marx and Friedrich Engels saw politics and jurisprudence as autonomous 
authorities that assume a stabilizing function of ‘regulators’ of the class 
struggle. Jurisprudence and politics find themselves in a ‘dual position’. On 
the one hand, they represent the power relations between capital and work; 
on the other, they take the function of a regulator of the class struggle across 
the classes. From this perspective, the state is always two things: Rechtsstaat 
(legal state) and Klassenstaat (class state).
Regarding jurisprudence: The formation of a legal sphere is important be-
cause capitalism is based on the voluntary transaction between autonomous 
legal entities and overcomes the relationship of servitude still dominant in 
feudalism. The bourgeois legal entity is the guarantor for the contractual 
agreement being kept between the free legal persons. If the transaction of 
a latex mattress for 250 euros, or one hour of labor power for eight euros 
has been agreed on, both sides must rely on the existence of an overarching 
entity where they can demand the agreement be honored. If the buyer of the 
mattress has no intention of paying the agreed on 250 euros, or the buyer of 
the labor power commodity refuses to pay the employee the sum laid down 
in the work contract, one can be quite certain that the Rechtsstaat will get 
involved with unrelenting severity (c.f., e.g., Carruthers/Ariovich 2004).
Regarding politics: The possibility that political institutions can form an 
‘apparent’ political power that can become ‘independent’ is not excluded 
by Marx and Engels. While only the law of economic pressure seems to 
apply in many situations in capitalist society, political power nonetheless 
has the possibilities to evade the pressures of capital in moments of crisis. 
In this way, Marx showed which political instruments of the French state 
under Louis Napoleon not only managed to avoid financial breakdown, 
but helped advance the capitalist expansion even further (cf. Marx 1960; see 
also Gurland 1969: p. 55). Friedrich Engels sees the function of the state as 
ensuring that “these classes with conflicting economic interests might not 
consume themselves and society in fruitless struggle”. The state represents 
“a power, seemingly standing above society” that would “alleviate the con-
flict and keep it within the bounds of ‘order’” (Engels 1969: p. 165; see also 
Jakob 1999: p. 20).
The purpose here is not to define the relation of ‘base’ and ‘superstructure’, 
as Marx and Engels have already done, and as it has been further developed 
in the social theory debates of the 20th century (see Mayer 1994: p. 172 for an 
overview). What is important is that a significant strain of the social sciences 
has been strongly influenced by the social theory project of Marxism: The 
definition of the relation of capitalist economy to politics and civil law. 
The aim consisted of, on the one hand, avoiding a merely reductionist deri-
vation of politics and jurisprudence from capitalist conditions; on the other 
hand, developing the political and legal spheres, but not all too loosely cou-
pled to the economic conditions (cf. Holloway/Piciotto 1979: p. 4).
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2.2  The societal theory debate: from Pre-Fordism to Fordism 
to Post-Fordism
In countries with a capitalist economic system, the development of produc-
tive force has obviously not led to one of the many collapses of the system 
predicted by many Marxists. Any of the socialist societies envisioned by 
Marxists seem farther than ever today. Even Marxists theorists are shying 
away from concepts of theory of collapse or immiseration. They advocate 
filing away the concepts that presuppose an inevitable collision with a crisis. 
They also point out that even Marx, in his later writings, did not assume an 
almost naturally ordained transition from a societal system characterized by 
the conflict between capital and work to a classless society. In contrast to the 
common end-of-the-world and immiseration theories of the Malthusians, the 
Darwinists and the utopian socialists in the 19th century, Marx believed that 
an improvement of the conditions of the working masses was possible through 
organized action, thereby considering an adaptation of capitalism possible 
(cf. Gurland 1969: p. 52; Sweezy 1972: 225ff.; Hirsch/Roth 1986: p. 41).
The main challenge for a social science inspired by Marxism consists of 
theoretically ‘getting a grip on’ the development of capitalism as a central 
structuring characteristic of modern societies. How can one explain from a 
Marxist perspective that capitalism manages to survive despite the continu-
ous resurgence of crises? What ‘patchwork’ and what ‘particular measures’ 
manage to keep stable the contradiction of capital and work (Adorno 1969: 
p.  20)? The central question: Which societal structures are the ones that 
ensure a continuing capitalist production, and how do they come to be and 
how do they transform themselves (Aglietta 1979: p. 17)?
The regulation theory, which had its roots in political economy, assumes 
that the dynamic of capital ‘sets free an enormous productive force’, but that 
capital is at the same time a ‘blind power’ that cannot tame the forces it sets 
free. According to the assumption of the regulation theorists, the capitalist 
economy has the ability to set human energy in motion in such a way that 
it is transformed into growth. However, due to conflicting interests, it is not 
able to guarantee overall cohesion (cf. Aglietta 2000: p. 19).
Only the view on the formation of economic, political, legal and social 
manners of regulation can explain—and this is where the regulation theo-
rists look back on the theory of hegemony of Antonio Gramsci, the Italian 
socialist who was active in the first half of the 20th century—why capitalism 
survives despite continuously reoccurring crises. The negotiations between 
the representative bodies of capital and work, the state entities of politic, a 
legal system which is largely autonomous from politics and the economy, 
the various educational institutions, the scientific institutions and mass 
 media—according to the opinion of regulation theorists—all contributed 
to the channeling of the ‘class struggle’ without endangering the further ac-
cumulation of capital (cf. Aglietta 1979: p. 123; see also Lipietz 1998: p. 17; 
Aglietta 2000: p. 19; Jessop 2003: p. 91).
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In this way, the argumentation of the regulation theorists is very simi-
lar to the thesis of economic anthropologist Karl Polanyi. He emphasized 
that an unrestrained development of capitalism would lead to an ‘over- 
exploitation of the labor power’, and consequently to a ‘destruction of so-
ciety’. The capitalist society reacted to this tendency for self-destruction 
with an array of self-limitations, which ultimately aim to plan, regulate and 
control the economy according to political criteria. According to Polanyi, 
the formation of capitalism is a ‘double movement’ of two opposing organi-
zational tendencies. While one tendency aims for the expansion of the mar-
ket organization, the goal of the other is to limit the freedom of the market 
in order to prevent the self-destruction of society (cf. Polanyi 1977). When a 
dominant manner of regulation has formed itself, according to the regula-
tion theorists, there can be relatively stable phases of capitalism on a regu-
lar basis. Only small crises would emerge, and they would not threaten the 
foundational manner of regulation. Yet due to the restless pursuit of capital 
to always achieve more profit, investment strategies, production technolo-
gies and work organizations could change in such a way that they end up 
in opposition to the dominant forms of regulation. With time, structural 
crises would emerge, which would result in the collapse of the old manner of 
regulation, and consequently a new capitalist manner of regulation would 
establish itself.
Against this backdrop, regulation theorists worked out a four-phase 
model, with which the development of capitalism up to the present is 
explained.
The formation phase of capitalism: the phase of extensive 
accumulation strategy
By the middle of the 19th century, the transition from a feudal society to 
 capitalism was largely completed in the centers of the United States and in 
most cities of Europe. In this early phase of developing capitalism, which 
 followed the first industrial revolution, entrepreneurs invested their  capital 
predominantly in the improvement of the existing production  systems.  Indeed, 
new technical developments—especially in the fields of tool  machinery, 
steam operation and casting technology—were reached for and integrated in 
production, but, primarily, the companies attempted to utilize the preexisting 
knowledge for their business.
Until the end of the 19th century, the profit maximization strategy of the 
companies in the pioneering countries of the industrialization was geared 
toward the demand of even more performance by extending the workday of 
a wage laborer. Michel Anglietta describes this stance of capital geared to-
ward wage reduction and work time extension as an ‘extensive accumulation 
strategy’ (Aglietta 1979: p. 130; see also Glick/Brenner 1999: p. 43).
Why was the investment of entrepreneurs in production technology dur-
ing the early phase of developing capitalism so limited?
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According to regulation theorists, one of the main causes was the lack of 
demand in the consumer goods market. Until the middle of the 19th  century, 
many workers ensured their survival through self-sustenance and not by 
purchasing commodities. The groups of small farmers, homeworkers and 
countryside artisans—and in part also the city artisans and workers— 
possessed or leased a small piece of land and farmed food to satisfy their 
own needs. This ‘sustenance economy’ was often more important for the 
worker as the merely irregular wage labor, which was limited to only a few 
months a year (cf. also Kocka 1983: 40ff.). This made the worker partly in-
dependent from price fluctuations at the commodity markets, but, on the 
other hand, also made it possible for ‘the capital’ to pay very low wages. 
The regulation theorists refer to this process—which defined the early phase 
of  capitalism—as ‘dominance of non-commodity type relations’ (what is 
meant is the ‘sustenance economy’) through ‘commodity type relations in 
the way of consumption’ (i.e., the goods that one purchases with one’s wage; 
cf. Aglietta 1979: p. 80).
Mass production without mass consumption: the intensive 
accumulation strategy in the early Fordist phase
At the beginning of the 20th century, mass production progressively estab-
lished itself as the central strategy of the capital. The mass production—
core phenomenon of the second industrial revolution characterized by the 
electrification, distribution of the combustion engine and expansion of the 
chemical industry (cf. Friedmann 1959: 6ff.)—demanded enormous in-
vestments from capitalists in conveyor systems, machines and production 
technology. Regulation theorists define the strategy based on technologi-
cal development and investment in machines as the ‘intensive accumulation 
strategy’ of the capital (cf. Glick/Brenner 1999: 37ff.).
The large investments in production systems could not be afforded by 
many companies, and consequently, in important industries, oligopolies 
formed—that is, a collection of a few companies that could largely divide 
the market among themselves. In the automobile industry, for instance, in 
which initially over 200 providers tumbled about, the focus on mass pro-
duction led to a scarce dozen providers remaining on the market. At the 
beginning, Cornflakes were produced by several hundred manufacturers in 
the city of Battle Creek in the United States. However, the necessary invest-
ment in production technology resulted in the disappearance of a large part 
of these providers.
The capitalist system based on mass production is defined as  ‘Fordism’, 
drawing upon the coining of Antonio Gramsci (Gramsci 1999; see also 
 Aglietta 1979: p. 117). Henry Ford was the founder of the ‘Ford’  Automobile 
Factories and belonged to the leading forces in the introduction of the 
 principle of mass production. Tools and workers were to be assigned 
 according to the ‘order of the preceding tasks’, so that each part would travel 
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the shortest possible way during the production process. Over sliding rails, 
assembly lines and transportation mediums, the parts in production moved 
in such a way that the worker could always stand in the same fixed position. 
Ford’s aim was not just to organize the production process according to 
these principles; the entire value chain—from the creation of raw material 
to the selling of the produced commodity—was to be guided by the princi-
ple of the ‘economic management’, subject to the process of rationalization 
(Ford 1923: p. 93).
Ford developed the production concept of Frederick Taylor—the founder 
of ‘scientific management’—even further. Taylor understood that the divi-
sion of what is planned and what is controlled in the activities that are car-
ried out was a prerequisite for an efficient production. The work process 
should be made independent from any manual skills and any knowledge 
of the worker. According to Taylor’s vision, each detail of the industrial 
production process should be analyzed and scientifically processed. The 
atomistically dissected activities requiring only minimum qualifications 
from the workers should be, from an organizational standpoint, carried 
out in such a way that people and machines are interlocked like clock-
work. In scientific management, the knowledge of the best execution of an 
activity no longer lay with the worker, but with the management (cf. Taylor 
1967: 35ff.).
The great challenge for capitalism during this phase was that the mass 
production of consumer goods did not meet a corresponding demand. The 
big financial crisis at the end of the 1920s is seen as an indication by the reg-
ulation theorists that, even though the newly developing Fordist production 
forms certainly brought about benefits of efficiency, they still led to a crisis, 
as there were no consumers who had the sufficient financial strength. The 
problem—to use the terminology of the regulation theorists—was in the 
existence of an ‘intensive accumulation regime without mass consumption’ 
(cf. Lipietz 1985: 123f.; Lipietz 1998: 38f.).
In an almost paradoxical way, according to the regulation theorists, it 
was first the successful struggle of the working class that contributed to an 
improvement of their life conditions, so that—to some extent already after 
the global financial crisis of the late 1920s, but especially after the Second 
World War—a stable market for mass consumer products developed as a 
result. Simply put: Not until the capitalists were forced to pay higher wages 
to the workers did markets emerge that made possible a new, stable develop-
ment phase of capitalism (cf. Aglietta 1979: 154ff.).
The phase of great Fordist compromises: mass production and 
mass consumerism
The great Fordist compromise that came about after the Second World 
War consisted of profits generated from efficiency gains in mass production 
which were not only being used for investment in new machines but also 
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to pay the increasing wages of workers. According to regulation theorists, 
these wage increases made up the base for mass consumerism in western in-
dustrial states in which, eventually, almost any employee was able to afford a 
small car, a washing machine or a tropical vacation (cf. Aglietta 2002: p. 13).
For regulation theorists, ‘Fordism’ ultimately does not only signify slid-
ing rails, assembly lines and other forms of production based on means of 
transportation, but also a fundamental change of the consumer patterns of 
the working population. Like no other statement, a remark by Henry Ford 
conveys this double orientation on production and consumerism: Each one 
of his workers, according to Ford, should be able to afford a Tin Lizzie, the 
car which was manufactured in his factory. Through large-scale production 
with simultaneously rising wages, the automobile was to be ‘democratized’ 
(cf. Hounshell 1985).
The rising wage level in the industrial core centers stimulated a process 
defined by Burkart Lutz as a capitalist land-grab of the financial sector. The 
traditional family economy, small entrepreneurs working for their own con-
sumption, numerous independents and networks of small service providers 
were increasingly ousted. The production of washing machines resulted in 
the disappearance of small laundromats. The industrial produced ready-
made meals led to more and more people cooking less frequently. In the 
field of mass entertainment, Microsoft’s X-Box—mainly manufactured in 
Asia—is replacing the independent artist (cf. Lutz 1989; see also Gershuny 
1978: 92ff.; Aglietta 2000: p. 339).
Which role did the state play in the formation of this stable production 
and consumption relation? In the tradition of Marx, regulation theorists 
presuppose that capital, in and of itself, does not have an interest in resolv-
ing over-production—or rather, the underconsumption crisis—by raising 
the wage level of the worker. First, according to the argumentation, a ‘statist 
reformism’ made possible the increase of the wage level. Three aspects can 
be identified as the central characteristics of ‘statist reformism’ (cf. Hirsch 
1995: 76ff.; Lipietz 1998: p. 14).
At first, the state took accompanying measures to secure this growth dy-
namic with the aim of—through a Keynesian politic of demand—securing 
full-time employment. The increase of demand was possible because  the 
 national markets were so isolated by customs that direct investment of 
the state or tax relief for the employees were primarily advantageous for 
the  national economy (cf. Lipietz 1998: p. 21).
Second, the state strove to protect employees from all too large income 
losses—in old age, in case of medical issues or unemployment—with so-
cial security measures. With unemployment insurance, pension plans, ac-
cident and health insurance, regulations for continuation of wages in case 
of illness and work disability insurance, ‘indirect wages’ were created that 
could guarantee at least limited consumerism even in the case of short or 
long term cessation of gainful employment. The ‘reserve army of work’—
comprised of the unemployed whose function Marx saw in the disciplining 
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of the worker found ‘in bread’ (Marx 1962a: p. 661)—lost in significance due 
to the various state regulated safe-guarding mechanisms (cf. also Habermas 
1981: 530ff.).
Third, the state created the framework for a ‘social partnership’ between 
capital and work. The class conflict was set aside by the state by placing 
the responsibility for the financial growth in the hands of both labor mar-
ket parties. As a result of the participation of work unions in the concept 
of the social partnership, as self-domestication of the working class came 
to be. Precisely the success of the work unions in the negotiation of wage 
increases, as well as the implementation of rights of protection, informa-
tion and codetermination, led to a transformation into ‘internal system ac-
tors’ of even the lobbies officially aligned with the aims of the class struggle 
(cf. Beckenbach 1991: p. 185).
This highly standardized form of work and mass consumerism, the ‘inner 
land-grabbing’ of more and more social areas with the industrial production 
paradigm and the integration effect of the social state cumulated, according 
to some observers, in the diagnosis of a ‘formed society’ (Ludwig Ehrhard) or 
a ‘programmed society’ (Alain Touraine). ‘People’s lives’ during the  Fordist 
period were, according to Ulrich Beck, ‘just as standardized as the metal 
sheets from which they welded cars together’ (Beck 2000b: p. 39).
But the ‘dream of perpetual prosperity’ (Lutz 1989), the hope of a con-
stant ‘golden age’ (Lipietz 1998) lasted only until the 1970s. Fordism, sooner 
or later, led to falling profit rates, according to the diagnosis of the reg-
ulation theorists. Management exhausted the advantages drawn from in-
tensifying work, deconstructing the work process and introducing new 
machines.  Additionally, the primarily state-national forms of regulation 
found themselves contradicting the increasing internationalization of pro-
duction (cf. Aglietta 1979: p. 163; Lipietz 1998: p. 39; Hirsch 1995: 84ff.).
These crisis phenomena provided for a long time the research program for 
social sciences geared toward Marxism; the question that sparks the interest 
of Marxists: What is the shape of the capitalist society after the end of the 
dominant Fordist age?
The contours in the Post-Fordist phase: worldwide financial markets 
and global value chain
With the description of the capitalist societal system that has formed itself 
since the end of the 20th century, sociologists in the Marxian tradition are 
either inclined toward the very abstract formulation of ‘Post-Fordism’ or 
‘late Fordism’ (e.g., Hirsch/Roth 1986), or, with concepts such as  ‘Toyotism’ 
(Roth 1994), ‘Sonyism’ (Wark 1991) or ‘Wintelism’—a portmanteau of 
 ‘Windows’ and ‘Intel’—(Borrus/Zysman 1998), they attempt to coin, as pre-
cisely as possible, a counter-concept to Fordism. While in the first concept 
strategy the ‘post-’ and the ‘late’ alone conveyed a certain hopelessness in 
determining new forms of regulation, the concept selection of ‘Toyotism’, 
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‘Sonyism’ or ‘Wintelism’ often led to a limitation of perspective on sole pro-
duction strategies of the capital. Differently to the term ‘Fordism’, which 
formulated a societal theory in the early system, the studies collected under 
the new concepts often ended up as ‘nearly theory-abstinent’ works on in-
dustrial sociology (cf. the critique of Jessop 2003: 95ff.).
Among regulation theorists, there is a general consensus that one cannot 
agree on which criteria are characteristic of the new forms of regulation of 
‘Post-Fordism’, ‘Toyotism’, ‘Sonyism’ or ‘Wintelism’. Regulation theorists 
have so far not been able to deliver a similarly precise definition to rival 
that of Fordism. There are only two central trends that indicate the gaining 
significance of global financial markets and the emergence of global value 
chains as crucially characteristic of ‘Post-Fordism’.
Regarding the globalization of financial markets: The Fordist compro-
mise was based on wages and price being geared nationally, and financial 
markets having primarily a national focus. In Fordism, the accumulated 
savings in a country were made widely available to companies in the 
country. The supporters of the Fordist financial regime were—at least 
in Germany, France and Italy—nationally embedded banks and insur-
ance companies. They either themselves possessed significant stocks in 
industrial companies and significantly determined the company politics 
through supervisory boards (equity participation) or influenced the com-
pany through credit lending (outside capital provision). The banks carried 
the Fordist compromise—which, after the added value was generated, did 
not only benefit the equity owners but could also be reflected in the in-
creased wages for the employees—for a long time. Their goal was a long-
term safeguarding of capitalist accumulation. ‘Joe Public’—the Fordist 
prototype—earned sufficient money as an employee to not only satisfy his 
consumer needs, but to be able to entrust his minor savings to his banks 
at a fixed interest rate of 4% or 5%, which in turn made it possible for 
the bank management to provide a loan to a mid-sized company in the 
same region (cf. Aglietta 2000: 50ff). The Post-Fordist era is, in contrast, 
characterized by the globalization of the financial markets, whose sup-
porters are no longer the banks of the Fordist age—which were connected 
to the companies for years and decades—but the institutional investors 
in all financial centers around the world. Funds, foundations, insurance 
companies and banks focused on investment businesses invested their own 
money and the money entrusted to them in the businesses that guaranteed 
a short term return on their investment (see also Krippner 2011). Whether 
this business is in Frankfurt, Chicago, New York, Singapore or Tokyo is 
irrelevant. This change correlates with the modified investment behavior 
of ‘Joe Public’ (see also Polillo 2009). Instead of putting their money in 
postal office savings books or treasury obligations, the prototype of the 
Post-Fordist saver now invests either directly in shares of large, high-tech 
and small growth companies or they purchase stocks in funds that invest 
the money in companies for them. Had they entrusted their money to the 
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banks for a fixed interest rates during Fordism, they would now hope 
for high dividends and especially for a rising share price. Whenever the 
 financial markets boom, it escalates to an ‘exit capitalism’ in which equity 
owners resell the once purchased company stocks at a highest possible 
‘exit profit’ after a short time (cf. Kühl 2003: 9ff.). For the company, this 
means that they have to maintain their investors—who are interested in 
a quick profitable ‘exit’—by permanently providing success notifications. 
The share profit becomes a “guiding variable for the behavior of the com-
pany” (Aglietta 2000: p. 94).
Global value chain: In Post-Fordism, the internationalization of the fi-
nancial market is accompanied by a special form of international division of 
labor. This development is often summarized under the buzzword ‘globali-
zation’. What is new is certainly not the formation of worldwide markets. 
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels had already postulated in “The Communist 
Manifesto” that the “modern industry” established the world market and the 
bourgeoisie gave “a cosmopolitan character to production and consump-
tion in every country” through “its exploitation of the world market”. “In 
place of the old local and national seclusion and self-sufficiency, we have in-
tercourse in every direction, universal inter-dependence of nations” (Marx/
Engels 1958b: 464ff.). What, then, is new? Simply put, regulation theorists 
see the difference in the fact that, in Fordism, the production of goods (but 
not trade) had a primary national focus, whereas in Post-Fordism, compa-
nies and complete industries increasingly outsource the production of their 
commodities abroad; supported by the development of microelectronics—a 
core characteristic of the third industrial revolution—company-wide, sys-
temic rationalization processes were developed. From the purchase of raw 
materials to the development of products and machines, to the central man-
ufacturing steps and the final assembly, the individual steps of the value 
chain were increasingly distributed across different regions of the globe. 
The individual elements of production were, respectively, outsourced to the 
countries where qualification, wage prices and taxes were most affordable 
for the company (cf. Lipietz 1998: p. 127).
Which effects does this development have on the nation state? The nation 
state, according to the regulation theorists, cannot get the financial forces 
that were initially promoted by it under control. It progressively loses its 
ability to perceive the function of a regulation of capitalism. It may well 
be that the internationalization of the financial markets and the division 
of labor does not lead to a disappearance of the nation state (cf. Aglietta 
2000: p. 42), but it increasingly sets in a ‘social competition of undercutting’. 
As capital tends to act increasingly globally, while labor power continues 
to be very strongly domestically geared, the ‘domestic competition state’ 
focuses on ‘creating affordable utilization conditions in competition with 
other states’. Under labels such as ‘America Inc.’, ‘Japan Inc.’ or ‘Germany 
Inc.’, nations could be perceived as capitalist companies—for instance, ac-
cording to the analysis of Joachim Hirsch—that “functioning smoothly and 
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efficiently” are “geared toward an economic goal” (Hirsch 1995: 103ff.). Un-
der these conditions, it becomes more difficult—according to the opinion of 
regulation theorists—to maintain the Fordist wage compromise.
The limits of the regulation approach: how far can a productionist 
theory of society reach?
The strength of the regulatory approach can be seen in the fact that it has pro-
vided a framework that could be used to grasp the rough lines of economic 
change both theoretically and empirically (see, for a review, the antholo-
gies of Amin 1994; Boyer/Saillard 2002; Jessop/Sum 2006). In the debate 
about whether we are dealing with Fordism, High-Fordism, Neo-Fordism, 
or Post-Fordism, the sociology interested in work did not lose sight of the 
overall economic developments. Thus, the theory of regulation contributed 
so significantly, so that this strand of sociology did not wither away into a 
mere industrial sociology.
However, the premises of this approach must not be ignored: With the 
diagnosis of late or neo-capitalism, Fordism or Post-Fordism, emphasis is 
put on the fact that the Marxian analysis is still valid, and only gradual dif-
ferences existed compared to the dominant forms of economic production 
in Marx’s lifetime. The intervention of the ‘welfare state’, which Marx could 
not have predicted, would have well led to a ‘stopping’ of the class conflict, 
but the classes might—at least presumably—break up in a crisis at any time. 
In this way, it was possible to set oneself apart from the terms ‘welfare state 
economy’, ‘service economy’, or, later, ‘knowledge economy’, which asserted 
that society “so thoroughly determined by unimaginably-extended technol-
ogy” that, by contrast, “the social relations, which once defined capitalism”, 
that is, the formation of wage-work conditions and the emergence of the 
contradictions of classes, lost relevance (Adorno 1969: p.  12; see also the 
overview in Beckenbach et al. 1973: p. 25; Beckenbach 1991: 94f.).
In this variation of social theory, the focus is a ‘productionist definition’ 
of society. When Otto Morf (1970: 90f.) emphasizes that the political econ-
omy defines production as “a concept of the largest scope as a societally 
general definition”, he ultimately coincides with all explanation approaches 
of late capitalism explicitly inspired by Marx, Fordism and Post-Fordism. 
By means of this productionist definition, all problems indicated in Marx’s 
theory are reproduced: An ultimately functional department of the state 
from the production conditions and a tendency toward deterministic as-
sumptions over the development paths of the capitalist economy.
The central question in this direction of societal theory is to what extent the 
relations of production can support a definition of the whole society. Is it pos-
sible to define society as a whole by way of the relation of capital and work? 
Is it possible—just as the Marxist theorists from Antonio Gramsci (1967), to 
Louis Althusser (1977) and Nicos Poulantzas (1973) did—to grant a relatively 
high level of importance to the willfulness of societal subsets like politics, 
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law or science and still maintain the capitalist relations of production as the 
starting point of analysis? How is an opposite societal theory formed which 
places the willfulness of subsets at the center of its analysis and is simultane-
ously in the position to control the popularity of capitalist economy?
2.3  The systems-theoretical approach of functional 
differentiation: capitalist economy instead of capitalist society
With formulas such as ‘M—C—M’, Marx described the differentiation of 
the economy and then—perhaps hastily—generalized from the formation 
of the economy as an independent functional system to society as a whole. 
The theory of functional differentiation agrees with Marx on the thesis of 
the differentiation of the capitalist economy, but asserts that the economy 
is not the only social subset that has undergone a process of self-sufficiency. 
Politics, law, science, religion, health care, education, the mass media, even 
family and intimacy had similar processes behind them. Max Weber was 
certainly one of the first sociologists to look at this development (Weber 
1990) with his concept of the differentiation of ‘social value spheres’, such as 
religious ethics, capitalist economy, scientific rationality and the acceptance 
of bureaucratic rules (cf. Weber 1990).
Economy as one societal subset among many
The differentiation of a societal subset—be it economy, politics, law or 
 science—means that the operations of the respective functional system run 
according to their own logics and rules. With increasing differentiation, for 
example, the solution of practical problems of the economy is no longer rele-
vant in science; rather, the scientists are more concerned with the publication 
of essays in prestigious magazines. The scientist is primarily interested in 
the opinion of their colleagues, and not the political or economic usefulness 
of their own research. Even with the differentiation of the economy as an 
independent functional system, only ‘money-making for the sake of money’ 
(see ‘M—C—M’) counts. In contrast to pre-modern societies, money can 
no longer be used to buy souls, political offices or scientific reputation. You 
must pray to save souls, campaign as a candidate in political elections and 
publish articles accepted by professional colleagues for scientific reputation. 
Money can only be used to satisfy its needs for  consumption—or to make 
more money (see ‘M—C—M’). With the differentiation of love as an inde-
pendent societal subset, unlike in the Middle Ages and in the early modern 
age, it is no longer interesting to see how a partner can fulfill economic, 
legal or political functions; today, on the other hand, everything revolves 
around ‘romantic love’. The groupies who throw themselves at the world’s 
pop and sports stars, and who are discriminated against in the mass media 
as ‘gold diggers’, serve only as a morally objectionable counterpart to ‘true’ 
romantic love.
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In the most far-reaching form of functional differentiation, societal sub-
sets only work according to simple two-step schemes: In the economy, it is 
only interesting if one pays or not, and not whether the color of the skin, 
the gender or the political affiliation of a customer or vendor is acceptable; 
in the legal system, verdicts must be justified by reference to the legality 
or illegality of conduct. It may be that black people are more often con-
demned for murder than white people, that workers without a high school 
diploma are more likely to get a speeding ticket than a professor wearing 
their bourgeoisie on their sleeve—still, skin color, level of education or 
tenure status are not relevant arguments when questioning legality or ille-
gality in court.
The inherent logic of the social subsystems is so strong that one is usually 
automatically guided by them. A student usually knows that good grades 
are obtained through the fulfillment of examination requirements, not 
by regular transfers to the bank account of their lecturer or by perform-
ing sexual favors to their professor. In educational institutions such as the 
university, everything revolves around learning; in business everything is 
about solvency. Even if money can be used to pay for tutoring with emeritus 
professors or to gain access to universities, and reciprocally a good edu-
cation makes it more likely that one gets a good job in the financial world, 
all parties are well aware of the difference between money and education. 
The popular argument among US students that paying 20,000 US dollars 
per semester should earn you a good university degree can be dismissed by 
professors as pathological, just as the employer can dismiss the argument of 
applicants that claim that they alone—thanks to their impressive university 
degrees—deserve a higher salary.
The increasing differentiation of economy, politics, law, art or love as 
societal subsets, according to Luhmann’s terminology (e.g., 1984), offers 
an ‘expectation of trustworthiness’. If, during summer sales, a beach towel 
is offered as a supposed ‘bargain’, the buyer assumes that the department 
store—despite the favorable price—strives for profit, and not to do their 
potential customer a favor with a cheap towel, or to persuade them to vote 
for a certain political party. The management knows that the buyer in the 
department store is neither looking for a favor nor political self-realization, 
but rather a ‘good deal’ during the summer sales, and is thus accordingly 
oriented. On the other hand, a lover assumes that their partner is with them 
because of love, and not because they intend to persuade them to vote for 
a conservative party, visit a Marxist group meeting, or buy a beach towel. 
Mutual tenderness (a whispered ‘I love you’) strengthens the conviction that 
their partners motivating force is always love. Functional differentiation is 
thus not just a societal principle based on the actions of actors; it is also a 
principle repeatedly reproduced and confirmed in everyday communication.
If one disregards the understandable Marxist defense against the theory 
of functional differentiation, one can read it as a radicalization of Karl 
Marx (cf. Luhmann 1975e: p. 81; Luhmann 1997: p. 366). The willfulness of 
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differentiated societal subsets such as religion, politics or love leads to econ-
omy not needing to worry about much more. It is only under these ‘relief 
conditions’—and herein lies the radicalization—that capitalism can unfold 
its dynamic (Luhmann 1997: 724ff.). In the simplest terms, the separation of 
religion and economy in the modern world signifies that one can do without 
the not-so-profitable spiritual salvation investments, and instead put one’s 
money in new machines. The development of a self-sufficient political system 
had similarly dynamic effects. With the securing of collective state power 
over parliaments and governments, the connection of land ownership and 
political influence—which is still characteristic of the pre-modern  period—
lost a great deal of importance. The possible sale of the often- unprofitable 
land ownership led to the availability of capital for more profitable invest-
ments. Not only did the formation of economy and love as two societal fields 
with their respective logics brought forth the phenomenon of romantic love 
(no longer economically or politically justified), it also gave the capitalist 
economy a dynamic thrust. In some African and Asian regions, it is still 
possible to observe the extent to which the capitalist economy is hampered 
by the fact that families spend large amounts of money to ‘buy’ a ‘loving’ 
partner for their daughter (or, less commonly, their son).
Legitimate indifference as a hallmark of functionally 
differentiated societies
In the early differentiation theory of Émile Durkheim and Talcott 
 Parsons, the functional differentiation was still conceived as a large so-
cietal division of labor in which every sector, more or less adjusted with 
regard to each other, provided its services to society. The sociologist 
 Durkheim—active at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of 
the 20th  century—showed how the various disciplines develop with their 
respective logics in modern society, but also emphasized that, due to the 
interdependent nature of the societal subsets, there is an emergence of 
a new societal cohesion, an ‘organic solidarity’. Parson, whose most im-
portant works appeared in the middle of the 20th century, points out in 
his theory of structural functionalism, which was primarily justified by 
him, that the self-preservation of a society is ensured when the systems 
adapt themselves to their environment, they keep their target parameters 
in view, the integration of the processes is assured and the values are stable 
(cf. Parsons 1971; Durkheim 1984).
The differentiation theory of Niklas Luhmann, which has been develop-
ing since the 1960s, has no longer anything to do with this tendency towards 
a harmonious society. In contrast to Durkheim’s theory of the social divi-
sion of labor and Parson’s structural functionalism—but also to the the-
ory of regulation or Max Weber’s theory of bureaucracy—the approach of 
functional differentiation, represented by systems theorists, surmises a ‘sub- 
integration’ of modern societies.
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The differentiation of subsystems takes place as a ‘cultivation, association 
and finally adoption of world views’. This leads to a reality in which the sub-
systems, from their own perspective, comprehend society as a whole; from 
the perspective of the economy, society presents itself as capitalism. Science 
sees society as a knowledge economy or even as a science economy. For the 
legal system, it seems self-evident to understand society as a legal state. The 
media understands everything as part of a large communication society, 
which, of course, could not exist without mass media.
Every occurrence in modern society is interpreted differently from the 
logic of the respective social subsystems. Nutritional problems in Ethiopia 
are viewed by the economy from the point of view of whether business can 
be made from the import or export of grain, from the transport to Ethiopia, 
and distribution to the allegedly deprived population. Ethiopian politics are 
interested in whether it can secure its power in the country by directing aid 
supplies. From a scientific point of view, it is of interest whether the topic is 
suitable for a university qualification or even for a larger research project. 
The media is interested in the subject from the point of view of whether they 
should publish a story about a famine or report critically on the ‘staged 
starvation’.
From this perspective, the above-mentioned complaint (or the enthusi-
asm) about the ‘economization of society’ is only one of many on the so-
cial  ‘Wailing Wall’ (Luhmann 1997: p. 763). Just as economization can be 
deplored, the self-righteousness of science can be denounced, and fears 
can be voiced that a scientific ‘expertocracy’ is increasingly colonizing all 
spheres of life (see Illich 1979: 7ff.). Or it is the primacy of politics that is 
criticized because there is too little consideration for the natural logic of 
science, economics, sport or culture. The new Aristoteleans, who demand 
a return to policy, are told that the interference of politics is precisely the 
problem (see Kieserling 2003: 423ff.). Or it is deplored that social, economic 
and  political relations will increasingly be subject to a legal regime. Ulti-
mately—according to this excessive criticism—in the case of a an electoral 
dispute, it wouldn’t be the United States wholesalers, the media moguls or 
even the voters who would decide who the new US president will be, but 
rather some courts in Florida. Or one complains about the increasing power 
of the media in the determination of social issues, and declares that, as a 
politically interested person, there is no need for the analysis of editorialists, 
which after a “short stint in the bestseller list…wander over to the yellowed 
collections of the antiquaries” (Bourdieu 2003: 10f.).
How is it that these complaints are formed? Modern society, according to 
the theorists of functional differentiation, is characterized by a high degree 
of ‘legitimate indifference’ between the individual subsystems (Luhmann 
1965: p. 35). In modern society, the economy does not need to take into ac-
count the fact that the mass unemployment caused by it leads to a collapse of 
the pension or health system. If an entrepreneur, in view of the mass layoffs 
they have carried out, points out that they are not responsible for the welfare 
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of the whole world, they play upon this legitimate indifference. In modern 
society, science is freed from the constraints of taking excessive considera-
tion of religious feelings, aspects of economic usability or political utility. 
Naturally, science is called upon to ‘respect Christian values’, facilitate the 
production of ‘useful products’, and, more than ever, strengthen the ‘critical 
potential’ of the social movement; however, it is a sign of highly functional 
differentiation when science succeeds in making clear its legitimate indiffer-
ence towards religion, economics or politics by referring to their ‘freedom 
of research’.
This ‘functional relief’ (Luhmann 1975c: 145ff.) does not lead to an in-
dependence of the individual function systems from each other, but to the 
exact opposite. Since universities—with the exception of some old private 
universities in the United States and the United Kingdom—do not have 
their own goods which they can use to finance their researchers and edu-
cators, they are dependent on the fact that economic wealth is produced, 
which can then be partly redirected into science by a functioning political 
system. As the economy can now concentrate ‘solely’ on the principle of 
profit maximization, and—as it was in the beginning of European capital-
ism and, in some cases, still is in developing countries—no longer has to en-
sure the protection of its constant and variable capital with private armies, 
it is therefore strongly dependent on the functioning of the police. Since 
capitalist companies no longer keep their ‘own judges’, they are dependent 
on the autonomy of the legal system. If, as in Russia, politics makes use 
of the legal system for its own purposes, and firms can be sentenced using 
 paper-thin reasons, the development of a self-sufficient capitalist economy 
is compromised as a result.
From this perspective, there is no reason to pay heed to a function system. 
Not only capitalist economy is dependent on a functioning political system, 
a thriving scientific landscape and a sophisticated legal system; the political 
system must also be able to rely on a functioning economic system and a 
stable legal system. A differentiation theorist would argue to the Marxist 
state theorist that, although they have correctly understood the problem of 
the dependence of societal subsets such as politics and law on the economy, 
there is no reason to limit this dependence to the economy.
From the problem of exploitation to the problem of exclusion
What are the central problems of modern societies from this perspective? 
Functional differentiation produces subsequent problems, which in turn 
cannot be easily solved by further functional differentiation: The risks of 
nuclear energy, genetic engineering and ecological catastrophes, and the 
exclusion of large parts of mankind from basic livelihood. It can be seen 
that the individual functional systems are overburdened with the solution 
to these problems, and, as a result, do not consider themselves as (solely) 
responsible for them.
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The central difference to a theory of society put forward by Marx is that 
the main problems of society are no longer explained by injustices in social 
structure determined by the conditions of production. If one looks at the 
large masses of starving people who can not sufficiently satisfy their basic 
needs and have neither legal certainty nor political rights to speak or access 
education or health care, then—according to Niklas Luhmann—one can-
not define this with terms such as ‘exploitation’ or ‘oppression’. These con-
cepts are simply traditional mythologies only used out of habit. Exploitation 
and oppression on the basis of an internationally imposed class rule indeed 
presented simple solutions, such as revolutions. However, similarly to the 
theories of modern individualism, they also ended up trivializing the prob-
lem (Luhmann 1995a: p. 147; Luhmann 1995c: p. 259). The main problem 
of modern society is that poor people in metropolitan areas—which Karl 
Marx called the ‘lumpen proletariat’—were no longer needed for exploita-
tion. In short, the problem of modern society could be better understood 
with the inside/outside scheme than with the top/bottom one. In the func-
tionally differentiated society, the disadvantaged are better described with 
the concept of the ‘excluded’ than with the concept of ‘proletariat’ (for the 
debate, see Kronauer 1997).
A special problem of exclusion, according to the perspective of systems 
theory, is the formation of ‘chains of exclusion’. According to the obser-
vation, the exclusion from a functional system can lead to a ‘cumulative 
exclusion’. Families who live on the street and do not have a permanent 
address cannot register their children for school. Someone who does not 
have a passport or some form of ID is excluded from social benefits, cannot 
vote or legally marry. The exclusion from one functional system is a valid 
excuse for the exclusion from another: No work leads to no income, which 
leads to a restriction of the consumption possibilities, which leads to worse 
health care, which leads to an unstable intimate relationship, which leads 
to less favorable education opportunities for the children, which leads to 
hardly any access to legal protection and possibilities to take legal action 
and which leads to worse income opportunities for the children (Luhmann 
1995c: p. 260, 1997: p. 630).
It only seems to be possible to survive the exclusion from a few func-
tional areas unscathed. Withdrawal from the church—and, as a result, be-
ing largely ignored by religion—leads neither to a status of lawlessness nor 
to the exclusion of political co-determination rights or to a prohibition of 
work (even if depictions from fundamentalist Christian strongholds in the 
southern United States would partly suggest otherwise). Non-participation 
in social areas of culture and sport does not diminish the chances of win-
ning a judicial process. Before an election, neither politicians, as service 
providers, nor voters are required to take a test in art or sports. In contrast 
to segmented and stratified societies, estranging yourself from your family 
remains largely inconsequential if you can nevertheless see yourself as part 
of a large ‘single society’ within a functionally differentiated society.
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The risk of a ‘chain of exclusion’ seems to be particularly high when one 
slips out of the functional systems of the economy, law, politics, health or 
education. There are dramatic cases of individual exclusion, in which the 
chain of exclusion originates in an exclusion from the economy; there are 
also followers of theories of functional differentiation which regard work as 
the medium of inclusion in a functionally differentiated society, and there-
fore see the ‘beginning of the end’ in the exclusion from the world of work 
and its resulting lower chances of consumerism. However, there is no em-
pirical or theoretical suggestion that chains of exclusion are fundamentally 
attributed to the economy. Studies on migrants point out that the lack of a 
legal status is often the cause of this phenomenon, and often just by legaliz-
ing their residential status, the problem could be significantly reduced. The 
case of Indian and Chinese minorities in some East African states—as well 
as Jewish entrepreneurs and workers during the period of German National 
Socialism—shows that successful economic inclusion is also of little use if 
basic political and legal rights are denied and, consequently, chains of ex-
clusion ensue.
The chains of exclusion raise problems first for the individual person and 
then also for the society. “What does it mean”, asks Luhmann,
that the illiteracy rate does not decrease, but increases for reasons that 
can not be controlled educationally? What does it mean for the legal 
system if exclusion areas—as well as the police as a connecting organi-
zation between inclusion and exclusion and ultimately politics—are no 
longer bound by a constitutional state, but can be just as well and equally 
successful if they operate lawfully or unlawfully? What does it mean for 
the economic system if large parts of the population are excluded from 
the marketplace, but cannot support themselves in the manner of a sub-
sistence economy either, so that it becomes obvious that the economy is 
not capable of delivering sufficient food where it is needed?
(Luhmann 1995c: p. 261)
The crisis scenario of the theory of functional differentiation is that—as is the 
case in some regions of Europe, America, Asia and Africa—the  distinction 
between inclusion and exclusion is more important than the distinction be-
tween the functional systems. According to Luhmann (1997: p. 632), whether 
or not the distinction between right and wrong can be made depends on the 
previous filtering based on the distinction of inclusion and exclusion; this 
becomes clear when looking at the favelas and barrios of Latin America, the 
large refugee camps in Africa, as well as the  ‘hyperghettos’ and ‘banlieues’ 
of the North American and European metropolises, respectively. There is 
no legal form in which a functionally differentiated society is not being re-
placed by another form of differentiation; which is why, for adherents of this 
theory, the discovery of the chain of exclusion may be disturbing but not 
surprising (cf. Kronauer 2002: 126ff.).
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Open questions: how can it be explained that economy plays such an 
important role?
The theory of functional differentiation assumes that societal subsets ful-
fill different functions that cannot be easily taken over by any other social 
subsystem. If politics ‘doesn’t take charge’, the economy—embodied in the 
representatives of employees and employers—may complain, but it cannot 
take on the tasks of politicians. In the same way, however, politics cannot 
take over the functions of the economy whenever it doesn’t fulfill its tasks in 
the eyes of political representatives.
It would be too easy to place all function systems at the same level and 
on equal terms. Although Luhmann points out that all subsystems tend to 
fulfill their function for society and one cannot simply forgo an individual 
subsystem, it would be naive if religion were granted a status of equal sig-
nificance as politics. Art and sport may represent independent functional 
systems, but just a glance at several people active in these fields is enough to 
know that one can do just fine without their individual services.
Functional differentiation, according to Luhmann, in no way guaran-
tees equal opportunities for all sectors of society. It is a question of social 
evolution, the focal points of development and the functional systems that 
are particularly active (cf. Luhmann 1997: 770f.). However, these abstract 
aspects are not by themselves sufficient. The theory of functional differ-
entiation requires research that refer to different subsystems of modern 
society with the same questioning and with the same conceptions. Only 
in this way is it possible to compare the different areas of society with 
one another and to coordinate them within a societal theory (Beck et al., 
2001: p. 79).
The theory gives only the first starting points as a ‘functional primacy’ 
of economics. In the sociology inspired by Marx, the primacy of economics 
is determined on the one hand by a particular role of the economy in the 
development of modern society, on the other by a stronger position of power 
of the economy compared to other societal subsets. In their—appropriately 
caricatural—version, one imagines how capital controls the mass media, 
how politicians are led by the economy, or why science is forced to follow 
economic guidelines. On the other hand, under the primacy of a functional 
system, Luhmann does not understand the rule of one functional system 
over another. On the contrary, for him, ‘primacy’ means that the develop-
ment of a company “depends primarily on one of its functionally necessary 
subsystems” and the problems of the other functional systems are prede-
fined by this functional system (Luhmann 1975e: p.  96). For the political 
system, for example, political success is all that matters—whether or not 
success is achieved by winning an election, the violent removal of a despot 
from office or a victorious global revolution. A population paralyzed in its 
religious devotion, a functioning legal system or economic prosperity for 
all are only interesting for politics insofar as they contribute to political 
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success. Luhmann would speak of a functional primacy of a functional sys-
tem if political success is decisively dependent on the functioning of this 
functional system.
From the point of view of systems theory, the prominence of a function 
system is not understood in terms of its strength, but in terms of its weak-
ness. “The system with the highest failure rate dominates”, says Luhmann, 
“because the failure of specific operating conditions cannot be compensated 
anywhere and can be accentuated everywhere”. If money was no longer ac-
cepted or law no longer enforced, not only the economy or the legal system, 
but also all other areas of society would be faced with problems that could 
hardly be solved (Luhmann 1997: p. 769).
This explains why the economy becomes such a salient social subsystem 
in our field of vision whenever phenomena such as mass unemployment, 
diminishing purchasing power or inflation occur. It is precisely the failure 
of the capitalist economy that contributes to the rise in their interest. But in 
the functionally differentiated society, there is no legal measure which con-
tributes to the fact that this role of the ‘chronically sickly’ has to be taken by 
the economy. Just as the Italian model of politics—that of a government in 
perpetual crisis—focuses on the necessary function of politics, great crises 
of value as a result of the dwindling significance of religion serve to ensure 
that this societal field receives greater attention.
In the early 1970s, writers Yaak Karsunke and Günter Wallraff published 
a ‘questionnaire for workers’. In it, the worker was asked to provide infor-
mation about their situation on the basis of 90 sets of questions: “Is the 
company you are working for privately owned or a stock company?” “How 
do foremen and master craftsmen behave towards their colleagues, their su-
periors?” “Are there any dismissals because of production change or adjust-
ment?” “Are there punch-clocks?” “Can you set your own working speed?” 
“Who or what supervises work?” “Does an increase in the dividends for 
shareholders result in a rise in your wages, in other words, do you partici-
pate in the profits you have generated from the company?” “Are you aware 
of the assets of the owner or the majority shareholders of the company you 
are working for?” “Has there been a strike within the last five years?” “Are 
you aware of any abuse that might justify a strike or which could only be 
resolved through a strike?” (Karsunke/Wallraff 1970: 2ff.).
This questionnaire, distributed in companies, was based on a well-known 
model. In 1880, Karl Marx had developed a questionnaire for the Paris Social-
ist Review in order to launch a ‘serious investigation’ into the situation of the 
French working class. Marx’s questions were also concerned with the work-
ing conditions in the factories, capital relations and the living conditions of 
the workers: “Is the workplace overfilled with machines?” “How many hours 
do you work daily and how many days a week?” “What is your contractual 
relationship with your employer?” “Do you get time or piece wages?” “How 
much is your wage per day or per week?” “From personal experience, have 
you seen an increase in prices for essential things higher than that which 
wages allow?” “Do you know of cases where workers have lost their jobs as 
a result of the introduction of machines or other advancements?” “Are there 
associations of employers to enforce pay cuts or extensions of the working 
day, to eliminate strikes and, in general, to force their will upon the working 
class?” “What is the general physical, mental, and moral condition of the 
workers employed in your profession?” (Marx 1962b: 230ff.).
This “Questionnaire for Workers” had a dual function in the Marxian 
sense, as did Karsunke’s and Wallraff’s later versions. On the one hand, 
it was a way of gathering data on the condition of the working class in the 
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form of a social survey. On the other hand, when the questionnaire was read, 
the worker was to associate the “seemingly quite self-evident and everyday 
details discussed therein” to a “general picture of his situation”. According 
to the assessment of the social scientist Hilde Weiss, by answering the ques-
tions they gained “insight into the nature of the capitalist economy and the 
state, and get to know ways and means of abolishing the wage labor condi-
tions, towards his liberation” (Weiss 1936: p. 86).
Even though social scientists would probably not use such a questionnaire 
for an ‘operational analysis’ today (if only because the response rate to such 
an extensive catalogue of questions would be unsatisfactory), the question-
naire managed to address the central issues regularly dealt with by the so-
ciology of work and industrial sociology focused on working conditions in 
businesses.
3.1  Marx’s basic notion: the increase of absolute and relative 
surplus value
All capitalists, according to Marx, strive to increase profit in their own 
businesses. Their “ravenous appetite” for surplus value cannot be satiated 
(Marx 1962a: p.  249). For this reason, they not only try to get as much 
work as possible for their money, but also focus on technical, organiza-
tional and work-psychological innovations, which lead to increased work 
productivity. The capitalist can succeed in gaining advantage over the 
competition because the workload they put into a product is less than the 
average workload in their industry. According to Marx, they create an ‘ex-
tra value’. But this extra value disappears because the ‘compulsory law of 
the competition’ drives the competitors to introduce innovations as well. 
Thus, the measures initially introduced in single cases become widespread 
(Marx 1962a: 336ff.).
The technical level of the means of production is thus improved further 
and further. As a result, less and less labor power is required for the produc-
tion of a watering can, a grinding machine or a Mercedes-S-Class sedan. 
But this, according to Marx’s idea, means that the share of capital expended 
for work wages (the variable capital ‘v’), as opposed to the capital spent on 
machines (the constant capital ‘c’), consistently decreases. In Marx’s terms, 
the “organic composition of capital”—the relation of constant and variable 
capital—is constantly changing to the detriment of the variable capital. As 
a result, profit rates—the relation of the value added by work alone to the 
total capital invested—are reduced. Marx refers to this as the law of the 
“progressive fall of the profit rate” (Marx 1964: 223ff.; see also Sweezy 1972: 
p. 177; Herkommer/Bierbaum 1979: 39ff.).
For the individual capitalist, this means that they are not able to get out 
of the ‘rat race’ of permanently increasing their surplus value under condi-
tions of the capitalist “compulsory laws of competition”. To increase surplus 
value, the capitalist has two strategies: either the extension of the working 
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day of the worker (increase in absolute surplus value) or the intensification 
of work (increase in relative surplus value). Even the ‘Enquete Ouvrière’ by 
Marx (1962b: 230ff.) aimed at these basic strategies for surplus value produc-
tion with questions regarding the shortening of lunch breaks, working over-
time for the cleaning of machines, night work or seasonal overtime work on 
the one hand, and questions regarding the increase of work intensity on the 
other (cf. Weiss 1936: p. 89).
Work as long as possible: the increase of absolute surplus value and 
the discussion on working time
A first central strategy of the capitalist to draw the biggest possible value 
from the purchased labor power is to let the workers work as long as pos-
sible. The logic of the capitalist is easy to understand: “If I have secured 
the labor power of Mr. Jones or Mrs. Smith for a salary of 2,500 dollars, 
I try to let them work for this salary as long as possible”. The more hours 
a day and the more days a month Mr. Jones or Mrs. Smith are present 
in the company for those 2,500 dollars, the higher the value for the cap-
italist. The “extension of the working day beyond the point at which the 
worker would have produced only one equivalent for the value of his la-
bor power” is what Marx defines as the increase of absolute surplus value 
(Marx 1962a: p. 532).
The capitalist tries, wherever possible, to organize working hours in terms 
of the logic of capital utilization. If it seems necessary to the capitalist that 
expensive machines run around the clock, then the workers must come to 
the factory from ten o’clock at night to seven o’clock in the morning. If it’s 
the holiday season, then the workforce in the mail order office must also 
work on Saturdays and Sundays.
In capitalism, workers increasingly lose the possibility to manage their 
own time. “Time for education, for intellectual development, for the ful-
filling of social functions and for social intercourse, for the free-play of his 
bodily and mental activity, even the rest time of Sunday”, seemed to the 
capitalist to be pure “moonshine!” (Marx 1962a: p. 280). The capitalist does 
not support the needs of their workers as values in and of their own, unless 
they help the worker improve the use of their labor power.
And yet, it is not possible to simply extend working hours to 24 hours a 
day. According to Marx, the “maximum barrier of a day of work” is deter-
mined by two factors. A human being needs time to rest, eat and drink every 
day. If this ‘physical barrier’ is not respected, the workers’ ability to work 
is at risk. However, the extension of the working day also faces a ‘moral 
barrier’. The worker needs time for the satisfaction of mental and cultural 
needs, whose circumstance and structure are determined by the cultural 
condition of the country in which they live (Marx 1962a: p. 246).
Yet both the physical as well as the moral barrier are “of a very elastic 
nature”. It is true that a working day cannot last longer than 24 hours, but 
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whether it is now 18, 16, 8 or 4 hours long is not determined by any natural 
law. Accordingly, there were also different views as to how long a workday 
should last. The capitalist bought the “labor power at its daily value”. The 
time during which the “worker works is the time during which the capitalist 
consumes the work he has purchased of him. If the worker consumes his 
disposable time for himself, he robs the capitalist”. The capitalist, like any 
other buyer of a commodity, can act against this unlawful appropriation 
(Marx 1962a: p. 247).
However, as Marx observed, the unrestricted attempts of the capital to 
increase absolute surplus value through the extension of the working day 
and the adjustment of the time to the needs of capital utilization ran into 
counter-strategies of the workers. The sale of labor power is ultimately 
subject to the same laws as the sale of other goods. Just as one can try to 
‘get’ as much as possible from the sale of a record collection at the flea 
market, the worker can try to sell their labor power for as much as possi-
ble. And just as the buyer aims to reduce the price of a record collection, 
the capitalist as the buyer of the labor power as a commodity also tries to 
squeeze its price.
Thus, according to Marx, the negotiation of working time does not 
 depend on the basic religious attitude or the attitude of heart of the 
 capitalist, but is rather the result of an economic negotiation process. 
 “Capital has”, says Marx, “one single life impulse, the tendency to create 
value and surplus value, to make its constant factor”, from the workers, 
to extract the greatest “possible amount of surplus”. The worker insists 
on a working day which is justifiable for them: “I demand, therefore, a 
working day of normal length, and I demand it without any appeal to 
your heart, for in money matters sentiment is out of place”. “I demand 
the normal working day because I, like every other seller, demand the 
value of my commodity” (Marx 1962a: 247ff.).
According to Marx, the history of capitalism is characterized by the 
workers’ struggle for the determination of what a working day is “the result 
of a struggle, a struggle between collective capital, i.e., the class of capital-
ists, and collective labour, i.e., the working-class” (Marx 1962a: p. 249). It is 
only when the worker, as a free seller of their labor power in the form of the 
working class, faces the class of capitalists that they are no longer defense-
less. According to Marx, “The creation of a normal working day is, there-
fore, the product of a protracted civil war, more or less dissembled, between 
the capitalist class and the working-class” (Marx 1962a: p. 316).
Three aspects regarding the regulation of the working day can be high-
lighted, all of which have established themselves in an increasing number 
of industrialized countries since the middle of the 19th century (cf. Altvater 
et al. 1999: 78f.): First, this regulation protects individual capitalists from 
the ‘compulsory law of competition’. It creates roughly equal conditions for 
the purchase of labor power for all capitalists. In this way, it prevents the 
strategies of individual capitalists from increasing their competitiveness by 
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extending the working time without restriction. Second, “state law” consti-
tutes an “overriding societal obstacle” which prevents workers from selling 
“by voluntary contract with capital themselves and their families into death 
and slavery” (Marx 1962a: p. 320). The overarching regulation of working 
hours also prevents the competition among the workers as sellers of labor 
power as a commodity. Minimal standards would be developed which, for 
example, could not undercut the unemployed on their desperate search for 
a job (cf. Müller/Neusüss 1979: 37f.). Third, defining the working day in-
creases the binding capacity of the capitalist system. An unrestricted work-
ing day would reveal the exploitation to the workers on a daily basis and 
could lead to a growing protest against the appropriation of surplus value 
by capital.
Industry and industry-wide safeguarded regulations hinder many strat-
egies of the capital which aim to extend the working time and thus the 
absolute surplus value production. Capital is therefore forced to concen-
trate on a different strategy for surplus value production: The increase in 
the value that an employee produces during the non-extendable working 
hours. According to Marx, production must be circulated in such a way 
that the “productive power of work” can be increased. “In addition to a 
measure of its extension, i.e., duration, labour now acquires a measure of 
its intensity or of the degree of its condensation or density” (Marx 1962a: 
p. 334 and p. 432).
Work as productively as possible: the increase of the relative 
surplus value
The more effectively work equipment is used, the more work a worker can 
carry out in a working day. The faster a machine is operated by a worker, 
the higher the yield of work at the end of the working day. This process is 
defined by Marx as an increase in relative surplus value, an increase in the 
output of work through its ‘better’, ‘more rational’ use of machinery, equip-
ment, or the more efficient arrangement of work steps.
For Marx, the transition from production in manufacturing businesses 
to industrial production is the decisive step towards the increase of relative 
surplus value. The capitalist production process in manufacturing busi-
nesses consisted mainly of craft-oriented production from the middle of the 
16th to the end of the 18th century. Individual craftsmen concentrated on 
certain activities in the production process and thus perfected their ‘detailed 
skills’, for instance in the operation of certain machines. The implementa-
bility of machines was, however, limited by the “muscular development, the 
keenness of sight, and the cunning of hand” (Marx 1962a: p. 359; see also 
Altvater et al. 1999: p. 96, whose overview I follow herein).
In manufacturing businesses, the individual worksteps and machines had 
not yet been systematically connected. It was only with the advent of indus-
trial production that machines became increasingly interlinked. By means 
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of ‘machines of motion’, such as conveyor belts, rails or slides, the individual 
production steps were combined in such a way that complex “organized sys-
tem of machines” were created and the industrial production process func-
tioned as a “huge automaton” (Marx 1962a: 402f.).
This “system of machinery” liberated the machine as the means of pro-
duction par excellence from the dependence of the individual workers. It was 
no longer the skilled worker who dominated the machine; with industriali-
zation, “the organized system of machines” came about, which the worker 
found to be an “existing material condition of production” as an entirely 
“objective production organism”. “The cooperative character of the work 
process is”, says Marx, “a technical necessity dictated by the instrument of 
the work itself” (Marx 1962a: p. 407).
What were the effects of machinery operation on the workers?
Compared to the activities in the manufacturing businesses, which were 
generally carried out by qualified craftsmen, no special qualification was 
required of the workers in the ‘system of machinery’ at many workplaces. 
According to Marx,
The labour of women and children was, therefore, the first thing sought 
for by capitalists who used machinery. That mighty substitute for la-
bour and labourers was forthwith changed into a means for increasing 
the number of wage-labourers by enrolling, under the direct sway of 
capital, every member of the workman’s family, without distinction of 
age or sex.
(Marx 1962a: p. 416)
The change from manufacturing production to industrial production fun-
damentally changed the relationship between the worker and the machine. 
In industrial production, the “capabilities of the tool are emancipated from 
the restraints that are inseparable from human labour-power”. The “lifelong 
specialty of handling one and the same tool”, which had still determined 
the role of the worker in the manufacturing businesses, became, in the in-
dustrial production, “the lifelong specialty of serving one and the same ma-
chine”. “In handicrafts and manufacture, the workman makes use of a tool, 
in the factory, the machine makes use of him” (Marx 1962a: 442ff.).
This drastic change shifted control of the work process from the workers 
to the capitalists. In the manufacturing businesses, the workers were ‘for-
mally’ separated from the means of production. Ultimately, it was the cap-
italists and not the workers who were the owners. But in the specific work 
process, the workers had great influential power because of their knowledge. 
The capitalist had the tools and materials, but they did not control the pro-
cess of work as such. Marx calls this a mere “formal subsumption” of work 
under capital. By the introduction of the ‘modern industrialists’, the work-
ers were deprived of control over the work process. The work process was 
now no longer governed by the workers, but by the capitalists themselves or 
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by their delegates. The “formal subsumption” was extended to a “real sub-
sumption” of the workers under capital. Even if the subordinate order of the 
worker under the conditions of production—the “real subsumption”—was 
never perfectly achieved and could never be achieved, the process of work 
had fundamentally changed (see Marx 1962a: 532ff.).
According to Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, the trend towards “real 
subsumption” had devastating consequences for the workers. “Owing to 
the extensive use of machinery, and to the division of labour, the work 
of the proletarians has lost all individual character, and, consequently, 
all charm for the workman”. The worker became “an appendage of the 
machine, and it is only the most simple, most monotonous, and most eas-
ily acquired knack, that is required of him” (Marx/Engels 1958b: p. 468). 
 According to Marx,
At the same time that factory work exhausts the nervous system to the 
uttermost, it does away with the many-sided play of the muscles, and 
confiscates every atom of freedom, both in bodily and intellectual ac-
tivity. The lightening of the labour, even, becomes a sort of torture, 
since the machine does not free the labourer from work, but deprives 
the work of all interest.
(Marx 1962a: 445f.)
“Economy of the social means of production, matured and forced as in a 
hothouse by the factory system, is turned, in the hands of capital, into sys-
tematic robbery of what is necessary for the life...”. ‘Factory’ meaning:
Every organ of sense is injured in an equal degree by artificial eleva-
tion of the temperature, by the dust-laden atmosphere, by the deafening 
noise, not to mention danger to life and limb among the thickly crowded 
machinery, which, with the regularity of the seasons, issues its list of the 
killed and wounded in the industrial battle.
(Marx 1962a: 448ff.)
3.2 The debate: Taylorist vs. Holistic forms of work
There are, as shown, two strategies of capital according to the Marxian 
analysis to ‘get more’ out of the worker: The extension of working hours, 
without the capitalist having to pay for it, and the more effective use of 
bought-and-paid-for work time (rationalization as a continuous improve-
ment of the work organization). These two strategies for enhancing sur-
plus value are related. If the expansion of work hours is not possible due 
to legal provisions on work protection or collective agreements on work 
hours, ‘capital’ will increase the intensity of work. By improving the tech-
nology and the work organization, optimum performance is to be achieved. 
At the same time, however, an excessively high intensity and long working 
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times can destroy the labor power. For this reason, an increase in the in-
tensity of the work would inevitably lead to a reduction of working hours 
(cf. Marx 1962a: p. 440).
Because of their strong roots in the Marxist tradition, the rationaliza-
tion measures for the intensification of work—in addition to the research on 
remuneration and working time—were the main focus of business-focused 
Marxist research. Particularly the 13th chapter of “Capital”, in which the 
change from manual production to industrial production is portrayed, can 
be seen as the Marxian ‘source’ of industrial sociology. This chapter, ac-
cording to a heretical outside view of Hans Paul Bahrdt, is to sociology what 
the epistle to the Romans is to Protestant theologians. The dispute about the 
13th chapter—the dispute as to whether, more and more, the worker is being 
demoted to an appendage of the machine—will, as Bahrdt says, no more 
come to an end than the dispute between the theologians on the relationship 
between God and the state (cf. Bahrdt 1982: p. 14).
Even if nowadays a great deal of the research on work in the industrial 
and service sectors refrains from referring to Marx, one can understand the 
main discussions within the research direction focused on businesses merely 
as an examination of the profit maximization strategies developed by Karl 
Marx.
Taylorist-Fordist work structures: the escalation of the debate on 
the work process
It was only natural to update Marxian reflections about an ever-stronger 
dominance of machines over workers. Harry Braverman, the most prom-
inent representative of a Marxian-based ‘de-qualification theory’ in the 
1970s, argued that the increasingly accepted rationalization strategies served 
to transform the production process so that the experience, knowledge and 
traditions of the artisan skills could no longer be regarded as inseparable 
from the worker as a person. The knowledge that the workers had accu-
mulated over decades and centuries would be systematically transferred to 
management. This would free the capitalist from the qualifications of the 
worker and allow them to subordinate workers to the goals, ideas and plans 
of management.
According to Braverman, capitalists are able to kill two birds with one 
stone thanks to their rationalization strategies: First, they have an efficient 
organizational structure that could be used to increase relative surplus 
value; second, the de-qualification of the workers and the strong dissection 
of the work process made it possible for them to have better control over the 
workers (cf. Braverman 1974: 124ff.).
With this combination of rationalization strategies and questions of 
management control strategies, Braverman concludes directly with a spe-
cific aspect of the employment contract which was already touched on by 
Marx. While in a simple purchase contract—for example, when purchasing 
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a bicycle or Nutella—services and return services are exactly specified, the 
employer purchases labor power in a very abstract form with a contract 
of employment. The employee writes a ‘blank cheque’ by signing an em-
ployment contract and affirms their willingness to apply their work, their 
abilities and their creativity according to their assigned task. They forgo a 
detailed description of what their services consist of in detail (see Commons 
1924: p. 284).
For the capitalist, however, this results in a problem of control: While the 
employment contract precisely specifies the services of the employer (namely 
the wage payment), the return services of the employees are not precisely 
defined. Thus, the employee can try to hold back on the provision of their 
services as much as possible. The purchase of work by the  capitalist—the 
‘formal subsumption’ of the worker—is therefore not the same as the real 
use of labor power by the capital—the ‘real subsumption’ (see Marx 1962a: 
532f.). When the employer buys labor power, they cannot be certain that it 
can be arranged into the work process smoothly (as opposed to the build-
ings, machinery and materials they buy) (Braverman 1974: p. 57;  Friedmann 
1977: p. 78; Berger 1999: p. 155). The transformation of work capacity (i.e., 
what a worker could perform in the work time bought by the capitalist) into 
work service (i.e., what the worker actually does) is problematic. In this 
view, both a Marxist-influenced sociology and an institutional economy 
stemming from the study of business economics are in agreement.
It was only through the systematic de-qualification of the workers and 
their submission to a Taylorist-Fordist production regime that, according to 
Braverman’s Marxist-influenced statement, capitalists would have gained 
control of this ‘transformation problem’ (Braverman 1974: 124ff.). In his 
analyses, Harry Braverman takes the rationalization strategies of Frederick 
Winslow Taylor and Henry Ford at their word when he assumes that, with 
the advance of industrialization, the reality of business will increasingly 
correspond to the production ideologies that Taylor and Ford promoted 
at the beginning of the 20th century. Braverman differs from Taylor and 
Ford solely in the assessment of new production processes for workers. He 
saw in Taylorism a systematic expropriation of workers by capital, while 
 Taylor and Ford saw in the form of the work organization promoted by them 
not only the most efficient method of production for the capitalist, but also 
the guarantee of ‘prosperity’ for the workers (cf. Taylor 1967: p. 9; see also 
Bendix 1960: 363ff.). According to their assumption, both the employer and 
the workers would benefit from a Taylorist-Fordist production system—a 
situation that would later be glorified by management theory as a typical 
‘win-win situation’.
In science, the question of how widespread the Taylorist-Fordist mode of 
production was in businesses is still controversial (see Spencer 2000). Some 
scholars argue that the Taylorist and to some degree the Fordist production 
paradigm—particularly in its escalated state of ‘Fordism’—were constructs 
of science rather than a hegemonic reality in businesses. Especially Taylor’s 
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ideas seem to have been part of a public hysteria in the United States at the 
beginning of the 20th century, which, with the exception of businesses, was 
apparently ubiquitous. There were courses for scientific housekeeping for 
housewives, committees for clerical efficiency were established in churches, 
universities and schools incorporated scientific management, but the  ‘Taylor 
Principle’ was implemented in only a few business establishments (cf. Haber 
1964: 51ff.; see also Moldaschl/Weber 1998: 347ff.).
But precisely as a dominating rationalization model with some quasi- 
practical considerations, the Taylorist-Fordist production paradigm was 
well-suited to contrast with empirical researches and to delineate the 
contours of a production paradigm that transcended Taylor and Ford. 
Those who came up against this production ideology had to show that 
they were better than Taylorism or Fordism. Any successful refutation and 
correction had to be ultimately identified as an instrument for increasing 
productivity.
More holistic forms of work
Between the two world wars, work that explicitly refrained from Taylorist 
approaches was already being experimented with. For example, in the case 
of Mercedes Benz in Stuttgart, preliminary tests began with so-called ‘group 
production’ (cf. Lang/Hellpach 1922). In the post-war period, ‘holistic work’ 
was carried out at Fiat, in the southern Italian city of Termoli, with the aim 
of abolishing assembly line work (cf. Guidi et al. 1974). These, however, were 
only isolated attempts in the automotive industry, striving to take the lead in 
the production sector, to move away from assembly line production.
Only toward the end of the 1970s and early 1980s did forms of work become 
established that explicitly distanced themselves from the  Taylorist-Fordist 
production dogma. While the farewell from Taylor and Ford was positively 
characterized in management literature by the concepts of ‘modular fac-
tory’ (Wildemann 1988), ‘lean management’ (Womack et al. 1990), ‘learn-
ing organization’ (Senge 1990), ‘business reengineering‘ (Hammer/Champy 
1993), ‘fractal factory’ (Warnecke 1993), ‘multi-cell enterprise’ (Landier 
1987)—later ‘holacratic organization’ (Robertson 2015)—or ‘agile system’ 
(Holbeche 2015), social scientists in particular opted for more neutral de-
scriptions. They talked about the formation of a ‘responsible autonomy’ 
(Wood/Kelly 1982), ‘new production concepts’ (Kern/Schumann 1984a), 
‘flexible specialization’ (Piore/Sabel 1984) or a ‘post-Fordist work organiza-
tion’ (Aglietta 1979).
Even if the concepts differed in their emphasis, there was broad agree-
ment with respect to the central features (for an overview, see Kühl 2017). 
Under the label of decentralization, central competences were partially 
abandoned and decision-making competences were shifted to the lower 
levels of organization. Strategic issues were no longer decided upon at the 
top levels of the company, but in largely autonomous areas. In their most 
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pronounced form, these ‘business units’, ‘profit centers’ or ‘segments’ were 
small ‘companies within a company’, with their own purchasing, research 
and development, and sales departments. In operational issues, the strict 
separation between planning and execution was reduced. The disposition 
over the work processes returned to value-adding areas. For this reason, 
individual workplaces were often closed down and the employees were sub-
sumed into groups and teams. In these teams, there was often no supervisor; 
instead, one was jointly responsible for the accomplishment of a roughly 
defined task (‘goal agreement’). The instruction competencies of the fore-
men and lower supervisors were curtailed and their roles redefined as that 
of a ‘moderator’ of self-organized groups. The rationalization measures 
were no longer made exclusively by specialized staff; the expert knowledge 
of employees organized in groups was elevated by ‘continuous improvement 
processes’ and ‘quality circles’.
As the focus on the development of the means of production ultimately 
fell back on Marx, in addition to the availability and the use of new tech-
nologies, the ‘saturation on the sales markets’, the intensified ‘national and 
international competition’ and the ‘growing cost pressure’ were also seen 
as the main engine for the change of the employment process. Especially 
the development of microelectronics led to machines being able to carry 
out complex work steps. Although this rendered superfluous a lot of simple 
jobs in the industry, remaining positions had to deal with the increasingly 
complex tasks of ‘machine operators’ and ‘system regulators’. In the ter-
minology of Marx, it could be said that the investments in the means of 
production (the constant capital ‘c’) required a re-qualification of workers 
(ultimately investment in the variable capital ‘v’).
In the case of Harry Braverman, his theses for the further de- qualification 
of the workers were strongly modified, if not entirely rejected, especially in 
the work process debate carried out in the Anglo-American regions (see 
Thompson/O‘Doherty 2009; Thompson/Van den Broek 2010). Andrew 
Friedman, for example, emphasizes that the ‘direct control’—with very 
reduced responsibility of the workers and their strict monitoring by the 
 management—is just a strategy to transform work capacity into work. An-
other possibility is to bind the workers to the company through stable em-
ployment and to grant them ‘responsible autonomy’ (Friedman 1977) in the 
framework of this basic loyalty. Craig R. Littler argues that neither the con-
trol structures and production processes in the factories nor the conditions 
on the labor market can be extrapolated from the relation between capital 
and work prevailing in society. There is a high degree of autonomy at the 
levels of the labor market, control structures and the production process. 
Thus, it is quite possible that Taylorist-bureaucratic forms of work preside at 
the level of the production process, while Post-Taylorist strategies dominate 
the control level of management (Littler 1982: 57ff.).
The ‘project group automation and qualification’ pointed out early 
on that the training of computer-aided production and service provision 
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processes did not automatically lead to a transfer of production knowledge 
to management. It was not the extensive separation of mental and manual 
work prophesied by Braverman, but the use of comprehensive production 
knowledge of the worker which was to be observed in the concrete work 
process (cf. Projektgruppe Automation und Qualifikation 1976). This idea 
was generalized by Horst Kern and Michael Schumann. The two sociolo-
gists proclaimed a ‘historic upheaval in the use of labor power’ and a de-
parture from the dominance of the Taylorist-Fordist form of production. 
“Living work” is no longer—as Marx predicted—a “barrier to production”, 
which the capitalist seeks to overcome by an “as far-reaching automation 
of the production process” as possible and a “restrictive, ‘Taylorized’ work 
organization”. Due to changes in capitalist exploitation conditions, further 
compression of work through technology would in many cases no longer 
represent the economic ideal, as the “restrictive access to labor power” 
would squander important productive potentials. For this reason, core eco-
nomic sectors such as the automotive, mechanical engineering and chemical 
industries are experiencing a “re-professionalization of production” (Kern/
Schumann 1984a: p. 19 and p. 74).
The idea of ‘contingency’—the notion that processes could go ‘this way 
or that’, but without any special preference—was strengthened in the ra-
tionalization discussion as a result of the ‘work process debate’ following 
the Braverman developments, early pioneering work on automation work 
and the research on new production concepts. Under capitalist exploitation 
conditions, according to the basic argumentation, a further increase in ef-
ficiency could not only be imagined in the form of an increasing separation 
of the worker from their experience, knowledge and traditions, but in an 
opposing process as well.
The debate structure in the question of work organization
The merit of this long-standing predominant reading mustn’t be overlooked: 
The rationalization processes were under strict social-scientific observation, 
and an intensive, scientifically informed discussion about the assessment of 
the observed rationalization strategies took place. The heated debate about 
whether we are dealing with a Post-Fordist–Post-Taylorist work organiza-
tion or a return of Fordism-Taylorism has ultimately provided the formulas 
for the controversy on rationalization strategies being implemented and the 
impact they have on the employees.
This debate structure, however, led to a strong conceptual ‘narrowing’ of 
the discussion in industrial sociology (cf. also Kern 1997: p. 29). Ultimately, 
the debate in work sociology—but also in large parts of business adminis-
tration studies, work science and organizational psychology—can be fit in a 
relatively simple chart (Table 3.1).
On the one hand, the debate revolves around the question of which work 
structure—a highly collaborative, ‘Re-Taylorised’ one (cf. Springer 1999), 
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or work based on holistic work forms (cf. Kern/Schumann 1984a; Kern/
Schumann 1984b)—is most likely to contribute to profit maximization. On 
the other hand, the question of what effect the shared or holistic forms of 
work—seen as rational for the capital—have on the employees: Do post- 
bureaucratic strategies contribute to satisfaction, self-realization, and 
liberation? Horst Kern and Michael Schumann in particular have strong 
sympathy for the ‘new production concepts’ they identified. In view of the 
central significance of work, the aim was to ‘grab the opportunity’ and as-
sist enlightened managers with the introduction of these new production 
concepts (Kern/Schumann 1984a: p. 327, with great sympathy for this ap-
proach). A ‘subjectivization’ of work establishes itself as a result of employ-
ees increasingly striving to bring their interests and abilities into the work 
process and thus perform challenging and ultimately meaningful work 
(cf. Baethge 1991). Another direction in sociology puts the ‘potential for lib-
eration’ of new production concepts into perspective, and exemplifies the 
paradoxical work requirements arising from the decentralized corporate 
structures (see Boltanski/Chiapello 1999; Alvesson/Willmott 2002). The 
focus of the discussion is a ‘dissolution’ of work that allows the bounda-
ries between work and private life to erode and leads to the formation of a 
‘Post-Fordistic social character’ (cf. Eichler 2013).
This simple four-panel scheme provided the basis for a now almost incal-
culable number of research projects that ask—on behalf of newly emerg-
ing industries, countries, and employee groups—how work processes are 
Table 3.1  Debate about work structure and situation of the workers
Stronger work-sharing 
organization as an 
efficient form of value 
creation
Holistic work forms as an 
efficient form of value 
creation
Highlighting the 
advantages for 
the workers
Both capital and workers 
benefit. The work may 
be dull for the worker, 
but they participate in 
an increase of efficiency. 
The argumentation can 
be found with Taylor and 
Ford
There is a win-win 
situation for work 
and capital, because 
the work becomes 
more efficient and at 
the same time more 
satisfying for the 
workers. The argument 
can be found with Kern 
and Schumann
Highlighting the 
disadvantages for 
the workers
Capital profits at the 
expense of workers. 
Argumentation is 
prominent in Braverman, 
can ultimately be traced 
back to Marx
Holistic forms of work 
are sold as liberation 
for the workers, but 
are ultimately just 
more ingenious control 
mechanisms in favor of 
capital
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changing, and how workers are affected as a result. Thus the central dis-
cussion threads of sociology of work, work psychology and work science 
focused on businesses can be ultimately understood with this four-panel 
scheme.
In a first strand of the debate on industrial sociology, new management 
concepts are being examined to determine whether they were more likely to 
lead to ‘Re-Taylorisation’, or to allow for more holistic work designs. Thus, 
there is a strong debate about whether ‘Lean Management’—popular in the 
1990s—is a departure from Taylorism or, ultimately, only its continuation 
under modified conditions (cf. Jürgens 1995). The ‘group work’ in companies 
is examined from the point of view of whether it was practiced in a limited 
form with low workload, a high integration into assembly line production 
and a low degree of self-coordination, or whether it leads to a far- reaching 
partial autonomy of the group—with heavier workloads, a tendency to de-
tach from the assembly line and a high degree of self-coordination. The 
‘marketization’ with which, on the one hand, companies enter the markets 
and, on the other, structure cooperation between their organizational units 
through internal market processes is taken into consideration.
In a second strand of the debate, the rationalization strategies are ex-
amined for national specifications. While initial comparisons between 
 Western European countries were at the focus of research (Maurice et al. 
1980, 1982), since the late 1980s, early 1990s, research has been concentrated 
on comparisons between Japanese, American and European production 
forms (cf.,  e.g., Cole 1989; Lincoln/Kalleberg 1990; Jürgens 1995). Due to 
the  successes of the Japanese automotive, microelectronics and mechanical 
engineering industries in the 1980s, industrial sociology is interested in the 
way in which the production methods developed in Japan could be classified 
into the discussion about Taylorist versus holistic production forms, and 
which processes could be observed in the transference of the organizational 
forms developed in Japan (cf., e.g., Ackroyd, Stephen et al. 1988; Lillrank 
1995). Ultimately, these studies focus on national differences in the context 
of a research direction, which aims to work out “Varieties of Capitalism” 
(Hall/Soskice 2001) in different countries.
A third strand of the debate takes different work groups into considera-
tion. As the ‘classical industrial worker’ was, in the eyes of sociological and 
work sciences, male and white for a long time, it was obvious to claim ‘gen-
der blindness’ or ‘ethnicity blindness’ (Glucksmann 1990). The concept of 
‘gendered organizations’ was used to study the role women play in organ-
izations in contrast to men (see Acker 1990; Martin 2003; Britton/ Llogan 
2008). At the same time, the aspect of ethnicity came to the attention of 
organizations, and it was found that the opportunities for promotion 
were markedly worse—particularly in North America and Europe—for 
non-whites than for whites (see Davis 1995; Wingfield/Alston 2014; Wilson/ 
Roscigno 2016).
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A fourth strand of the debate, which is linked to the discussion on gen-
der and ethnicity, examines the question of whether the descriptions of 
 Taylorist-Fordist or Post-Fordist forms of organization, which are primar-
ily developed by means of investigations in large industrial businesses, can 
also be found in other sectors. Due to the close link between the disciplinary 
history of development of companies—particularly in the field of industrial 
sociology and work sciences—and the formation of ‘industrial society’, the 
focus on industrial production companies was considerably strong. For a 
long time, a large part of work sociology and work science did not feel respon-
sible for addressing the situation of hairdressers, nurses and flight attendants. 
It was only when it was recognized that the number of industrial jobs was 
declining, and the number of jobs in the service sector and in science was 
growing steadily— which was dramatized in mass media by the proclamation 
of a change from an industrial economy (see Galbraith 2007) to a service 
economy (see Häußermann/Siebel 1996) or a science economy (see Drucker 
1969)—that work structures found their way to the center of attention: The 
care industry (see, e.g., Abel/Nelson 1990; Duffy 2011; Stacey 2012); the 
service sector (see, e.g., Hochschild 1983); call centers (see, e.g., Callaghan/ 
Thompson 2001;  Krishnamurthy 2004; Aneesh 2012); the telecommunica-
tions sector (e.g., Katz 1997; Sako/Jackson 2006); hospitals (see, e.g., Reich 
2014) or the fast food industry (see, e.g., Leidner 1993), to name just a few.
The half-hearted farewell from purposive rationality
A common feature in the industrial-sociological discussion is striking: 
Whether a trend was observed towards further Taylorization or towards the 
formation of holistic forms of work, it was always assumed that the strate-
gies of the capital were to increase the economic rationality of the company. 
The industrial enterprise appeared in Marx’s tradition wholly as a product 
of modern capitalism, in which profitability and the prosperity principle 
were dominant as the “Ultima Ratio”. A ‘secret efficiency determinism’ 
owed to the Marxian tradition was still dominant (Ortmann 1994: p. 94).
This form of the approach, in which the entire enterprise is reconstructed 
from the principle of profit orientation, can be described as a ‘purposive- 
rational’ organizational understanding, in accordance with Max Weber. 
“One acts in a purposive-rational way”, says Weber, “when one balances 
different purposes in one’s actions, chooses the most favorable means for the 
attainment of the defined purposes, and takes into account possible unde-
sirable side-effects in this selection process of purposes and means”. To meet 
Weber’s purposive rational criteria, the decision-makers must be aware of 
their interests, wishes and values. For example, the capitalist must be aware 
of the goal of transforming ‘M’ into ‘M′’. They must collect information that 
is as comprehensive as possible, spanning all alternative courses of action 
and ponder their consequences (see Weber 1976: p. 13; see also March 1988).
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This end-means structure was then ‘connected in parallel’ to the hierar-
chical structure, similarly to the classical, purposive rational organizational 
theory. The management of the company defines how the company wants to 
make profits. Actions necessary as a means of achieving this end are thus 
“assigned to the subordinate as a task”. They then “delegate sub-tasks to 
their subordinate entities” until the “ground floor of the hierarchy”, the im-
mediate execution level, has been reached (Luhmann 1971: 96f.).
By means of this ‘parallel connection’ of the end-means relation with the 
hierarchical top/bottom distinction, clear organizational analyses emerge. 
For example, the company’s management decides to become the number 
one company in the world market for drill boxes: Containers in which small 
and large attachments for drilling machines can be arranged neatly. As a 
result, the means by which this overall objective can best be achieved are 
determined. It is stated that the US market must be ‘conquered’ in order to 
achieve this goal, and that the production times for a series of drill boxes 
must be reduced by half. The defined means for achieving the overall goal 
of ‘world market leaders in drill boxes’ are then subdivided into sub-targets, 
and means for achieving these sub-targets are determined. The company 
management, for example, states that the ‘foreign sales manager’ should re-
cruit a certain marketing specialist for the conquest of the US market, and 
the factory manager should introduce ‘partially autonomous group work’ 
to reduce the production times in the production area. This creates a hier-
archical chain of overall goals and sub-goals, with which every action in the 
organization can be thoroughly structured.
The appeal of this purposive-rational organizational understanding is 
that a purpose derived from the requirements of capitalism—namely the 
goal of profit maximization—is taken as a starting point, and the whole 
organization is subsequently analyzed on the basis of this aspect. One can 
look at the alternatives aimed at achieving a goal and—even as a scientist—
make statements on whether the strategy of the company is the right one or 
not from an exterior perspective. In this way, a generally clear network of 
theses and hypotheses emerges, which—in the best of cases—can even be 
verified for accuracy.
With Frederick Taylor and Henry Ford, and then—albeit in opposition to 
them—with Harry Braverman, there was a ‘tight package deal’ between the 
purposive-rational decision-making in the organization and a bureaucratic- 
Taylorist organization type based largely on the deconstruction of the work 
process (for more details, see Kühl 2018a). There was the conviction that 
there is no form of organization that can be integrated into the hierarchi-
cally structured and bureaucratically organized companies in terms of ra-
tionality and ultimately efficiency. Taylor, similar to Max Weber, assumed 
that the top of the hierarchy identified with the purposes of the organization 
and divided it into many small tasks. The division into precisely defined 
work tasks is organized using a multi-tiered hierarchy. The tasks are as-
signed to those who are best qualified to carry them out. As the upper level 
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of the hierarchy would be overwhelmed if it had to give instructions to the 
lower levels for each individual task, it establishes programs that provide the 
recipients of the instructions with information on how to behave in a stand-
ard scenario. The level of leadership of the hierarchy can be concentrated 
on the compliance of regulations and dealing with special cases (see Weber, 
1976: 128ff.; see Luhmann 1973: 55ff., 2000: 16f.).
In retrospect, the innovation of sociology of work and work science which 
focuses on business is that they broke the ‘package deal’ between purposive 
rationality and a Taylorist-Fordist organizational concept. For the under-
standing of an organization that can be organized in a purposive-rational 
way without looking to the Taylorist-Fordist production or even at the bu-
reaucratic ideal type of Weber as a guiding concepts, the concept of ‘para-
digm shift’, that is, the basic change of a structural form—otherwise used 
sparingly in sociology—was evoked (see Kern/Schumann 1984a: p. 24).
But—and this aspect must not be overlooked—even after the supposed 
paradigm shift, this research direction, as well as the mainstream in the 
study of business economics, remained theoretically tied to a purposive- 
rational organizational understanding. In a turbulent market environment, 
according to the reasoning behind the argument, it is rational to opt for 
a decentralized, flattened, ad hoc form of organization; while in a stable 
market environment, it can make economic sense to return to a form of 
organization more aligned to the Taylorist-Fordist production model or 
the bureaucratic ideal type of Weber. Just like the situational approach in 
organizational research, this understanding went beyond a more sophisti-
cated version of the ‘one best way’ philosophy. There is a best way for each 
 situation—but it depends on the situation in which the organization finds 
itself. Instead of a Taylorist-Fordist-bureaucratic ‘one best way’, there is 
now a ‘situationally relative best way’ which, depending on the market situ-
ation, technological development or political environment, provides either 
a  Taylorist-Fordist-bureaucratic form of production, or a more holistic form 
of production (Pondy/Boje 1980: p. 96).
The dominance of the purposive-rational approach can explain why the 
company analyses of Marxist sociology are surprisingly similar to the anal-
yses of classical business administration in their conception. In the end, the 
dominating strands of work sociology as well as business administration 
are understood by companies as the long arm of capital—and differ only in 
the political assessment. Both scientific viewpoints understand rationaliza-
tion strategies of companies as attempts to increase their efficiency; the only 
difference is that business administration theory views these as legitimate 
(and scientifically sound) efforts to maximize profits, while industrial and 
work sociology tend to sense in them new, more subtle exploitation mech-
anisms. Both perspectives recognize employee strategies to restrain their 
own work, the difference being that business administration theory sees 
(understandable) attempts by employees to withhold the already paid ser-
vices from the company as ‘principal’; attempts which must be countered 
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with appropriate measures, while work and industrial sociology describes 
this restraint of performance as a comprehensible resistance to capitalist 
exploitation processes.
The danger is that the sociology which is influenced by purposive ration-
ality in its operational analyses may degenerate into a study of business eco-
nomics which is reduced to the ‘societal aspects’ as soon as it—as has been 
increasingly happening in the last 30 years—abandons its predominantly 
critical evaluation of capitalism. The heated debate about whether work so-
ciology is supposed to practically participate in rationalization projects not 
only as an accompanying researcher, but as a co-designer or consultant as 
well can only be understood in the light of this similarity in the analytical 
approach of work and industrial sociology, on the one hand, and business 
administration theory, on the other. As a problem of an increasing involve-
ment of work and industrial sociologists in design projects, it is no longer 
reputable to become a ‘minion of capital’, merely operating a ‘cow sociology’ 
which allows employees to be more effectively ‘milked’ by management. The 
subconscious concern seems rather to be that with the abandonment of the 
distance to entrepreneurial practice—cultivated over decades, and based 
on Marx—it becomes difficult to discern where sociology of work ends and 
other disciplines begin.
The strength of sociology of work was that, in contrast to the mainstream 
of business economics studies, its own empiricism pointed to the fact that 
the reality of the companies can be described only to a limited extent in 
terms of the clear end-means-scheme relatively early on. Michael Burawoy 
observed that on the ‘shopfloor’—the production area of the company—the 
workers themselves carry out their own ‘games’ under the conditions of a re-
strictive Taylorist organization, with which they try to have as much respon-
sibility and fun as possible. By means of this ‘self-acting’ design of the work 
process, the workers would work together on the creation of a  consensus on the 
‘shopfloor’ and ultimately develop their own forms of  exploitation  (Burawoy 
1979: 71ff.; Burawoy 1985: 10f.). Horst Kern and Michael  Schumann empha-
size that rationalization processes are not pre-set by capitalist exploitation 
imperatives. Depending on the constellations of power, ‘margins of political 
formability’ which would shape the rationalization developments emerged in 
companies (Kern/Schumann 1984a: 324f.). It has been shown that organiza-
tional change cannot be understood solely from one functional perspective. 
Which organizational structures, methodologies and personnel deployment 
concepts apply as rational means for achieving the organizational purpose, 
which concrete forms of organization ultimately prevail to what extent, or 
whether the changes envisaged by the top level of the organization can be 
realized only partially, in modified form—or possibly even not at all—would 
depend on the business power relations.
On the whole, within the sociology of work, there was growing doubt as 
to whether the conditions in businesses could be derived from general social 
conditions of capital and labor, and whether companies could be understood 
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from the starting point of profit maximization. ‘Marxist Functionalism’, in 
which the functioning of a business was derived from the general movement 
laws of capitalism, became the subject of rising criticism (cf. Littler/Salaman 
1982: p. 256; Littler/Willmott 1990: p. 12; see also Littler 1990: 46ff.). The 
organization’s own life has never been able to properly intersect with indus-
trial sociology and sociology of work. Theoretically ambitious approaches, 
such as Burawoy’s arguments (1979) within the framework of the ‘Labour 
Process Debate’, ultimately persisted in the objectivist framework of Marx’s 
“Critique of the Political Economy” (1961a) and derived the acting rationales 
in businesses from the capitalist conditions of competition. The approaches 
which concentrated on the ‘areas of formability’ or on ‘work and business 
politics’ succeeded in capturing the autonomy of companies empirically, 
but—according to critics—while businesses were taken empirically seri-
ously in their autonomy, they were not taken seriously from a theoretical 
standpoint.
3.3  The approach of systems theory: the inherent rationale of 
the organization
Considering processes of functional differentiation from the perspective of 
systems theory, one may not understand at first why a sociology that focuses 
on ‘work’ should limit itself to companies. Ultimately, companies are only 
just one special type of work organization. Even the sociologically untrained 
observer is aware of the fact that not only in companies do people work for 
payment, but that this is also the case in hospitals, courts, schools, uni-
versities, administrations, armies and even trade unions and professional 
lobbying organizations such as Greenpeace, and that nurses, judges, teach-
ers, civil servants, trade union officials and managing directors of political 
lobbying organizations also describe their activities as work.
The long-standing focus, particularly of sociology of work and business 
administration theory, on core sectors such as the automotive, mechanical 
engineering and chemical industries, and the focus on their production ar-
eas, while neglecting sectors such as the service industry or knowledge-based 
work, can be understood when considering Marx’s aphorism “work is where 
something is produced”. From a systems theory perspective, there is no 
comprehensible reason for this initially slow-emerging, work-sociological 
restriction to trade-union-organized, predominantly male technical work-
ers in the engineering, automotive or chemical industries.
Of course, it would be naive now to assume that companies, churches, 
universities, ministries, armies and police precincts are all identical organ-
izational forms—if they were equal, then these different concepts would 
not exist. Financial companies are different from other organizations in 
that they pay employees (or suppliers) only because they assume that this 
leads to the immediate ‘return’ of their solvency as soon they sell their prod-
ucts or services. In contrast to government administrations, which spend 
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money so that services can be provided to others (e.g., welfare recipients, 
road builders or consultants), or armies financed by looting or by the more 
modern alternative of taxes, companies spend money so that it flows back 
to them in excess when they sell their products and services (cf. Luhmann 
1988b: 249ff.).
However, the criterion ‘work for pay’ is clearly not limited to companies 
and their particular form of refinancing. Contrary to Marxism, systems the-
ory, in its ‘analyses of work’, deals therefore at the level of ‘organizations’, 
regardless of whether they are in the financial system (companies), in the 
health system (hospitals or small clinics), in the legal system (courts, law 
firms), in the scientific system (universities, large research facilities) or in the 
political system (ministries, municipal administrations, non-governmental 
organizations). With this focus on the whole range of organizations, systems 
theory—with an eye for processes of functional differentiation—finds itself 
following the tradition of Max Weber, who abandoned the Marxian focus 
on economic organizations in his studies on the formation of bureaucracies 
and the development of rational forms of rule and developed a sense for the 
similarity of rationalization processes in companies and public administra-
tions (cf. Weber 1976).
What is the commonality of organizations from the perspective of sys-
tems theory? If the organizations of different functional systems are com-
pared, it is striking that they are not only structurally similar, but that the 
principles of pre-modern societies can be identified within them. The fact 
that events such as business conglomerates, the dissolution of ministries or 
the closure of universities do not have a serious impact on the community 
shows that organizations are, similarly to tribes in segmented societies, in-
dependent from each other. The failure of a unit usually has no devastat-
ing consequences for the whole. Internally, organizations are differentiated 
according to the overall dominant pattern of ‘top and bottom’ in stratified 
societies. Despite frequently delivered management speeches regarding the 
‘abolition of hierarchies’, the ‘death blow’ of hierarchies or ‘hierarchies as 
an expiring model’, which also regularly show up in sociology of work and 
industrial sociology (cf. Bahrdt 1974), there is no example of an organiza-
tion too large to fit all their employees around the conference table forgoing 
some type of ‘top-bottom’ differentiation (see Dahrendorf 1962: p. 77).
Whereas—put very simply—the Marxist-influenced social sciences un-
derstand the top-bottom scheme of companies as an indicator for the struc-
ture of society as a whole (see Deppe 1971: 16f.)—therefore stylizing the 
factory regimes as a relation of social domination—systems theory high-
lights the difference between society and organization. Particularly Niklas 
Luhmann came to the conclusion that even though the significance on a 
societal level of first membership inclusions and exclusion, second purposes, 
and third hierarchies is diminishing, they remain nonetheless increasingly 
popular as attributes of organizational structures (cf. Luhmann 1975a: p. 39, 
1997: p. 826).
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Regarding membership: The management of inclusion and exclusion—
the determination of memberships—is handled by organizations differently 
to modern societies. The exclusion of members from societies through the 
death penalty, exile or expulsion constitutes the exception. The maintenance 
of the principle of exclusion immediately exposes a state (see the debate on 
the death penalty in the United States) to the charge of being ‘antiquated’. 
In organizations, on the other hand, the management of the inclusion and 
exclusion of members is a central instrument. In determining membership, 
management can decide who belongs to a company, an administration or an 
association. This creates boundaries within which the members (and only 
the members) have to submit to the rules of the organization (Luhmann 
1964: 44f.).
Regarding purposes: Functionally differentiated societies, in contrast to 
the societies of antiquity or the Middle Ages, hold back from prescribing 
higher purposes such as the religious realization of its citizens or the attain-
ment of the socialist human ideal, and to subject citizens to these ends. It is 
completely different with organizations: Whether a government adminis-
tration, a company or a trade union is concerned, only the determination of 
concrete purposes allows a certain kind of orientation for dealing with or-
ganizations. An organization which completely renounces the formulation 
of purposes would provoke a maximum degree of confusion among its own 
members, as well as with the external environment (cf. Luhmann 1973: 87ff.).
Regarding hierarchies: The concept of hierarchy is also losing its impor-
tance in society, but this form of governance is still the method of choice 
for structuring organizations (Luhmann 1997: p. 834). In modern societies, 
there is no longer a ruler who is able to regulate the various spheres of life of 
the population through orders and chains of command. As the example 
of Iraq shows during the Saddam Hussein era, or Afghanistan in the time 
of the Taliban, states with a hierarchical structure are considered unfash-
ionable and even potentially dangerous. In modern society, no one, with the 
exception of the members of the presidential administration, accepts the 
president as the supreme leader of a commanding hierarchy. In contrast to 
modern societies, organizations are centrally structured using hierarchies. 
Ulrich Beck refers to this phenomenon with the concept of ‘half a democ-
racy’. Large sections of society were ‘de-hierarchized’, while the organiza-
tions in business, science, politics and art remained, for the most part, as 
hierarchically structured systems, free of democracy (Beck 1992).
The management of memberships, the formation of a variety of purposes, 
and the establishment of a hierarchy—in whichever way—are not only the 
key distinguishing features of societies and organizations, but they can also 
help explain why organizations have a ‘life of their own’, an ‘autonomy’ be-
yond the functioning of business, politics or law. Both systems theory and 
Marxist sociology have as their central figures of organizations the deter-
mination of purposes, hierarchy and membership. Systems theory arranges 
and interprets them differently, however.
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Membership in organizations
How do organizations manage to maintain their independence with respect 
to the rest of society? How do they make sure that a bank employee will 
don a suit and tie as a matter of course, although there is no such thing as a 
specific dress code in society (except for having to wear at least some form 
of clothing)? How is it possible that young professionals are willing to sub-
ordinate themselves to the behavioral expectations of an organization when 
they first start working at a company? Luhmann’s answer is ‘membership’. 
Unlike the tribes of the archaic societies, the aristocratic networks of pre- 
modern societies, or even the families of today’s modern society, member-
ship is not a quasi-natural fact, but falls within the decision-making sphere 
of the organization itself (cf. Luhmann 1964: 39ff.).
Organizations can stimulate completely different motivations in order to 
attract members (see in detail their limits and possibilities in Kühl 2013: 
p. 31ff.). Obviously, people can be motivated by remuneration to enter and 
remain in organizations. Because people have a chronic need for money, 
members can be tied to an organization not only for a limited period of 
time, but long-term as well. In all the advanced cultures of antiquity, the 
Middle Ages, and early modern times, compulsion is a tried and tested mo-
tivation still used by some organizations. With it, organizations use their 
own means of enforcement—such as police, jurisdiction, and prisons within 
the organization itself—to ensure the participation of members in organ-
izational activities. The use of compulsion to recruit and retain members 
has lost popularity in modern society, but is still being used by government 
organizations—case in point: Compulsory military service. Another way 
to bind members to organizations is to offer them attractive purposes. As a 
rule, the more motivating the purposes are, the lower the payment of mem-
bers can be. Attractive activities are therefore a further mean to motivate 
members to remain in the company. Consider the volunteer fire brigades 
or the Red Cross, which primarily bind their members through interesting 
tasks. Another way to establish membership ties is through the esprit de 
corps that forms among the members of an organization. Organizational 
researchers—especially representatives of the so-called ‘human-relations 
approach’—have repeatedly tried to prove that members of an organiza-
tion are both more satisfied and more efficient when they have a close rela-
tionship with their colleagues. As a rule, organizations use different means 
to motivate their members. But, with all the heterogeneity of membership 
motifs, one thing is central: Whatever moved individual members to join 
a company, an association or a political party, be it identification with the 
purpose or the prospect of money or a pleasant atmosphere among the other 
members of the organization, the organization can expect members to stick 
to the rules, so long as they wish to remain members of the organization.
With the more or less voluntary acceptance of membership, the employee 
of an organization agrees to submit to its rules, instructions and practices. 
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Just by understanding yourself as a member of an organization, you start 
following a supervisor’s instructions to check the links of a motor chain for 
imperfections; or as an employee of a call center, you are willing to treat 
even the rudest of customers in a friendly manner; or as a student, you 
subject yourself to attending a mind-numbing lecture on “Introduction to 
 Statistics” at 8:15 in the morning.
This binding force is achieved, on the one hand, by the fact that it is clear 
to every member that there is no natural right to membership, and that it 
can therefore be revoked. Even if dismissals from companies, compulsorily 
de-matriculation of students and the exclusion from the bowling club are the 
exception rather than the rule, the mere possibility can lead to a high level 
of willingness to comply with the rules, instructions and practices in an or-
ganization. In most cases, it is not necessary to intimidate, often not even to 
openly threaten, in order to inspire willingness to comply. It is sufficient to 
casually imply that membership to the organization can be revoked.
On the other hand, the binding to the organization—and this force must 
not be underestimated—is also achieved by the self-commitment of the 
member. As Marx pointed out—even if only in respect to wageworkers—the 
‘liberation’ of humans from the relation of state-feudal domination means 
that they, as autonomous legal individuals, can decide to perform activities 
in a company (see Marx 1962a: 99ff.). Because a member decided to work 
at the pharmaceutical company Bayer of their own volition, and was not 
coercively recruited by a slaveholder, they only have limited possibilities 
to convey their distance to this organization. While a school student can 
still openly express their dislike for the school, a university student has a lot 
more trouble showing their displeasure without being more or less directly 
reminded that, contrary to a school, attendance in universities is not com-
pulsory (cf. Luhmann 1964: 37f.).
Through their self-commitment, employees can hardly escape two central 
expectations of organizations (cf. Luhmann 1964: 36f.). This concerns first 
the purpose of the organization. Whoever fails to affirm the guiding pur-
pose of an organization and nonetheless remains in it is consequently per-
ceived as acting inconsistently by other members. Whoever considers work 
for profit-making companies to be a reprehensible support of capitalism and 
proclaims this openly while being a member of such a company is acting 
contradictorily. This is what was experienced by the students influenced by 
the protests in Germany in 1968 who, for the purposes of the movement, 
hired themselves out as assembly workers at Opel, Renault or Citroën. The 
role of the ‘revolutionary’ in the organization leads to role conflicts which 
can only be suppressed—either short or long term—by the increasing adap-
tation to the membership expectations of the company, the retreat into the 
institutionalized resistance roles in the worker’s council, or the fundamental 
change of the organizational purpose (cf. the portrayal of Linhart 1978). 
Second, it is difficult for members to escape the hierarchical management 
structure of the organization. As a member of a company, a political party, 
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or a university institute, it is difficult to deny the management of the organi-
zation your loyalty without risking your membership. Openly contradicting 
your own boss is a risk only to be taken if you have the legitimate hope that, 
after the ensuing power struggle, you can take over their position.
Niklas Luhmann points out that the membership rule is already  violated 
when a member of staff withdraws from a single requirement of the 
organization— this is the key point. Anyone who doesn’t accept ‘a  directive 
from his superior’ or refuses to recognize a regulation ‘on principle’, is rebel-
ling ‘against the system and against all formal expectations’ (cf.  Luhmann 
1964: p. 63). The statement by a scientific colleague to the director of his 
research institute that they will not attend a coordination meeting because 
they consider this meeting to be unnecessary would be an example of a 
violation of the central membership rule. Forgetfulness, delays, illness are 
all accepted as reasons for absence; an explicit refusal to follow a directive 
from their supervisor, however, is not. It is not a question of the point which 
one refuses to carry out, but of how the rejection of even one directive or 
regulation calls into question the basic principle of ‘organization’. Thus, 
when a clerk of the student administration office explicitly refuses to pro-
vide a requested file of a student to their boss, this does not trigger consider-
able organizational unrest because the file may be essential for the work of 
the office, but rather because the rejection of even this small direction must 
be interpreted as an act of rebellion against all the formalized expectations 
of the organization.
Despite the possibility of members losing their membership, organiza-
tions do not control their members like puppets. In companies, public ad-
ministrations, universities and hospitals, employees can perform a variety 
of actions that are not safeguarded by rules, instructions or regulations 
without risking membership. Precisely because the decision of inclusion and 
exclusion is such a serious one, neither the organization nor the members 
of the organization dare to openly question membership status every time 
some form of subversion is identified. Supervisors would have to spend all 
day writing notice and dismissal letters, and members would only be con-
cerned with the question of whether or not they’ll be allowed to remain in 
the organization. This explains the many small everyday actions which—
upon a closer look—might well contradict the guidelines of an organization 
but remain unaddressed.
What is the role of membership for companies, public administrations, 
universities or hospitals? Organizations have the possibility—and this can 
have severe consequences—to abstract from the motives of their members 
(see Kühl 2013: p. 24f.). You don’t have to ask whether the motives of the 
members are identical with the goals of the organization, and if, for exam-
ple, the new employee was already working on a six-ply, flowered toilet pa-
per, or if the technical worker at BMW, Ford or Toyota would like to teach 
an intercultural awareness course. The organization can also forgo the dif-
ficult and time-consuming development of motivations for the actions of 
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organization members for every decision made, as the membership itself 
already implies a generalized motivation regarding compliance. As Niklas 
Luhmann puts it in his famous sentence, “Soldiers march, clerks keep re-
cords, ministers of state govern, whether it pleases them in a certain situa-
tion or not” ( Luhmann 1975b: p. 12).
Members, upon their entry, forgo the detailed definition of their activities. 
As shown above, they write a sort of ‘blank cheque’ to the work organiza-
tion for the usage of their work as shown above (see Commons 1924: p. 284). 
The deal between employers and employees is designed in such a way that 
the employee submits to the corporate objectives, promises obedience to the 
hierarchical instructions and is rewarded by the employer with cash pay-
ments (see Barnard 1938: 167ff.). In the case of employees, an ‘indifference 
zone’ emerges, within which they cannot say no to the orders, requests, in-
structions and regulations of the superiors (see Simon 1957). The advantage 
for the management of the company is obvious: The employees vow a kind 
of general obedience to orders and directives not initially specified in fur-
ther detail. They enable management to adapt the organization to changing 
requirements quickly and without the need for painstaking internal negoti-
ation processes.
How can it be explained that more and more organizations are no longer 
solely motivating their employees by more or less openly threatening to 
withdraw their membership, but rather aim for their employees to identify 
with their company and with their products? How to understand the man-
agement strategy which designs various requirements, communication and 
learning opportunities so that employees find their work tasks interesting 
and meaningful—a strategy which is welcomed and endorsed by a number 
of sociologists of work and work scientists?
The idea of not only hiring employees to an organization via monetary 
payment is already present in management literature from the first half 
of the 20th century. Chester I. Barnard (1938: 149ff.) found that it was not 
enough to bind employees to the organization by offering them wages, ca-
reer opportunities, or status symbols. On the contrary, in terms of purpose 
identification, it is important to influence the needs and benefits of employ-
ees in such a way that they feel that their own interests are aligned with the 
interests of the organization. If employees find their work interesting, the 
hope is that the work process will ‘solidify’ and ‘stabilize’. It is believed that 
change processes work better with the approach of the employees recogniz-
ing the company as part of their personal interests, and not by offering them 
high salaries and bonuses, fancy company cars with teak wood interiors 
or incentive trips with celebrities. The assumption is that people are more 
motivated if they are fascinated by the thing itself and can therefore identify 
with the values and norms of the company.
At first glance, this approach offers advantages for organizations. If em-
ployees were only motivated by money, a suspicious supervisor would have 
to constantly control their actions. Supervisors benefit from the fact that 
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norms, values and basic principles complement rewards in monetary form 
and promotions because they offer a more stable base for cooperation than 
the pure principle of exchange of labor power for money. The transforma-
tion problem of capital, the conversion of purchased work capital to real 
labor power, is reduced. But unlike Marxist sociology, which here merely 
detects subtler control strategies of capital, Luhmann refers to the dark 
side of organizations when employees identify with certain processes or 
products.
A company—and this may seem surprising at first sight—loses its ability 
to change. According to Luhmann, companies lose their organizational re-
silience when employees identify with a product or a process (cf. Luhmann 
1964: 137ff.). Solidifying and stabilizing prevent the once established pro-
cesses from being easily modified. The stonemason who defined himself as 
having been an active participant in the building of a cathedral could not 
have been as easily employed for the various other construction sites of the 
Middle Ages. An employee who draws a significant amount of their motiva-
tion from bringing a specific product to a customer will find it difficult to be 
enthusiastic about selling a different product. An employee who is respon-
sible for the flexible handling of certain tasks within their group—and who 
strongly identifies with this group—can suffer from motivational problems 
when they are suddenly asked to work on different tasks in a completely 
different department.
The ‘tragedy’ here consists of the fact that a company that makes every 
effort to get its employees to identify with a particular product or process 
loses its ability to transform in regards to this product or process. Especially 
where employee motivation is particularly strong, change becomes particu-
larly difficult. For a company that is dependent on constantly adapting to 
changes in the market and its environment, it would be a particular burden 
if it also tried to ensure that the employees personally identified with the 
respective state of the organization (cf. Kühl 2018b).
How far does the category of membership reach? Does it do justice to the 
discussion carried out in sociology on the ‘dissolution of the company’, the 
‘delimitation of companies’ and ‘networks as a structuring form beyond 
the market and hierarchy’ (Powell 1990). Is the category of membership still 
relevant in the face of ‘virtual networks’, in which a large number of col-
leagues work together? Does the membership role also erode with the dwin-
dling of normal working conditions?
According to the argument of the organizational approach presented 
here, the more contingent the membership of an organization, the harder 
all those involved will observe what exactly counts as a part of the organi-
zation and what doesn’t. The technical workers in a production department 
of Siemens may tremble in front of Mr. Foreman, just as long as he is the 
principal ‘member’ responsible for the steam turbines at the factory. But as 
soon as Mr. Foreman leaves Siemens or is transferred to another depart-
ment, his statements are suddenly the mere opinions of a private person 
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(or of a member of another organization), and thus largely irrelevant to the 
technical workers. Students at the Institute of Sociology take note when their 
professors reveal their awareness of the possibility of downloading ‘half- 
finished term papers’ from the Internet, not because they have always been 
interested in the utterances of their professors, but rather because they know 
that those statements can assume the character of organizational decisions. 
If they are dealing with frequently changing professors, this observation be-
comes more difficult.
It may be that what is inside and what is outside is constantly being re-
defined in the strategic decision about the structures and functions of 
cross-company production and value chains. The permanent redefinition 
of what does and does not belong to an organization is not an indication of 
the criteria of membership losing significance. On the contrary, it is proof 
that the ‘management of the memberships’, the decision on how to draw the 
‘limits of membership’, is increasingly becoming a central measure in the 
development of organizations.
The purpose as an inherent construction of the organization
There is no denying that organizations are capable of defining purposes and 
objectives, and do so on a daily basis. “We are increasing our market share 
in Bosnia from 7 to 8.5 percent”, “Next year we are reducing our committee 
by 10,000 parts per year” or “Our management ensures that all employees 
are happy with us, and as a result we never lost more than one employee in a 
month”—such or similar purposes are formulated by companies in the same 
way work unions make statements such as “800 new members hired in three 
months” or “Pay raises of at least 4.5 percent can be achieved by the strikes 
in Northern Mexico”.
As shown above, the popularity of purpose formulations in organizations 
has led some areas of sociology to recognize organizations as ‘purpose as-
sociations’. Especially the profit motive of companies can be seen as a main 
purpose from which the actions of this type of organization can be easily 
understood, and which allows for possible ‘deviations’ in the form of false 
market predictions, problems with the procurement of supplies and individ-
ual employees not performing services (positive or negative). At the same 
time, there was a tendency to understand political parties in terms of their 
supposed main purpose of winning elections, or to approach the function-
ing of churches through their central purpose of the successful recruitment 
and counseling of followers. Such analytically rather loosely knit organiza-
tional theories à la ‘in the beginning there was purpose’ nonetheless obscure 
the fact that the matter of ‘purpose’ is not a simple one.
Solely for this reason, purposes are not suitable as a central starting point 
for the analysis of organizations, because even the ‘final’, ‘loftiest’ purposes 
of an organization may be modified. Organizations that originally produced 
rubber boots can shift their purpose to the production of mobile phones. 
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Companies producing mainly steel pipes can try to change their purpose in 
such a way that they operate mobile radio networks. Even profit maximiza-
tion as a supposed main purpose can be modified. A printing company can 
transform itself into a ‘charitable foundation’ and claim the conversion of as 
many unbelievers as possible to Christianity as the new ultimate purpose of 
the distribution of their writings (Luhmann 1971: p. 95).
The ability of organizations to define their own purposes often leads to 
the formulation of contradictory goals. For example, companies often de-
mand that business operations bring profits, develop new markets, develop 
innovative products, and treat employees excellently—all of this simultane-
ously. These goals may be compatible in a distant future, in the after-life, in 
a functioning market economy, or in a classless society. Short term, how-
ever, these goals are typically competing in organizations. Thus, an increase 
in operating profit can lead to the dismissal of employees, while long-term 
investments in innovations can often exclude the simultaneous conquest of 
new markets (Luhmann 1971: p. 95).
According to Luhmann’s early observations, not all purposes are so in-
structive that they can be derived from correct means, let alone ‘one correct’ 
mean (1971: p. 94). Certainly, ‘making profit’ and ‘selling cars’ sounds plau-
sible for companies; the issue, however, concerns the setting of purposes 
that don’t provide guidelines for the means by which they can be achieved. 
Of course, decisions in companies are frequently justified with reference to 
the purpose of the company’s profits. But since the purpose of profit maxi-
mization is not very instructive, it is difficult to determine whether or not a 
new marketing campaign, the purchase of a new machine or the dismissal 
of 35 employees contribute to the maximization of profits, despite a compa-
ny’s sophisticated cost calculation. However, the formulation of more ab-
stract purposes such as ‘profit maximization’, ‘humanization of the working 
world’ or ‘pacification of a war zone’ does not often have the function of 
directing specific actions in organizations.
An important strand of organizational research, the so-called ‘neo- 
institutionalism’, does not attribute the problem of unclear purpose formu-
lation to the respective enterprise, university or administration in order to 
demand a clearer definition of the purpose in the style of a practical business 
management doctrine, but argues that many purpose-based commitments 
tend to have the function of generating legitimation towards the outside. 
A management in a capitalist economy which does not profess maximizing 
profits as its goal is likely to have the same difficulties with the company’s 
shareholders as a trade union functionary with their colleagues if successful 
representation of the union members is not at least professed to be the goal 
(see, for neo-institutionalist perspective, Westphal/Zajac 1998 or Fiss/Zajac 
2006). Because of this legitimization, companies cannot forgo the frequently 
monotonous avowal to increase profits, satisfy shareholders and workers, 
and retain their clientele (see Meyer/Rowan 1977; but for even more precise 
insights, see Luhmann 1964: 108ff.).
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So far, so good: All these limitations, identified by organizational research 
over the last 50 years, don’t exclude the fact that organizations have presented 
themselves as if they largely succeeded in using a clear purpose as a guiding 
point and established their structure predominantly based on end-means 
chains, such as Ford after the introduction of the assembly line, the software 
company Oracle after the reorganization of their business by means of their 
own software, or the Bavarian state government after it was jointly ‘whipped 
into shape’ by the CSU Premier and the Roland Berger consulting company. 
Yet with newer organizational sociology it can be argued that precisely this 
supposed streamline form illustrates the problem of organizations.
Conflicts and competition—according to a possibly heretical observation 
for non-sociologists—fulfill an important function for the organization. Fric-
tion between departments can draw attention to new possibilities that would 
not have been recognized by a clear and conflict-free organization of all de-
partments towards a general goal. The everyday clashes between departments, 
profit centers and teams counteract the impending reduction of the organiza-
tion to a purpose which, while facilitating action in the organization, also has 
a blinding effect with regards to opportunities in the environment (cf. from the 
different theoretical perspectives, Luhmann 1973; Crozier/Friedberg 1977).
The strength of this concept is that purposes are no longer conceived as a 
category dictated by (capitalist) external relations, as in Marxist sociology or 
classical business economics studies, but rather as the inherent construction 
of an organization. Whether one speaks of a “dethronement of the concept of 
purpose” (Luhmann 1973: p. 86) or of a “disassembly of the classical notion of 
an instrumental and objective organization” (Friedberg 1995: p. 62), it is always 
about putting a more complex reading of  organization—with their purposes, 
hierarchies and regulations—in place of the vacantly appearing illusion of or-
der of an organization guided by a purpose that uses hierarchical structuring.
The core of Luhmann’s ideas has so far been put to little use by research-
ers. It consists of the fact that the understanding of the organization as a 
link between hierarchically ordered end-means relations is dissolved, and 
purpose definitions, as a variable constructed by the organization itself, 
are reintroduced into the organization (see Luhmann 1973: p. 126). In other 
words, only by overcoming the central perspective on the purpose did it be-
come possible to develop the construction of purposes in organizations as a 
research subject in organizational research.
The debate on hierarchies
Unlike sociology of work and industrial sociology primarily influenced by 
Marx, organizational sociology doesn’t understand an in-house hierarchy 
as an expression of macro-social class relations between capital and work. 
Similarly to the concept of purpose, the category of hierarchy is not taken 
as the starting point for organizational analysis in the organizational theory 
of Niklas Luhmann. Instead, one asks about the function of hierarchy for 
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organizations: Why does hierarchy play a role in organizations? Why do 
hierarchical top-bottom distinctions start to develop in self-governing busi-
nesses of a certain size? Why was the principle of hierarchy not rejected in 
the companies, public administrations, hospitals, or universities of Eastern 
European state socialism—which aimed to avoid the appearance of aliena-
tion of organizations in capitalism?
Luhmann’s (1997: 834f.) concise answer to this is that organizations can 
communicate externally, primarily thanks to their hierarchical structure. 
The hierarchy—and James Coleman (1982) argues similarly as the most 
prominent representative of rational choice theory—is the ‘instrument’ 
which helps organizations ensure their ability to communicate externally. 
For example, if the head of a company and the chairman of a trade union 
agree to shorten (or lengthen) working hours by two hours a week because 
of current customer orders, both sides rely on the hierarchical protection 
of the other party in the other organization being stable enough so that the 
commitment made in that private conversation reflects not only the opinion 
of a single member of the organization, but also the attitude of the entire 
organization. It is only because of this principle that it is possible to speak 
of organizations as ‘legal persons’.
But how can hierarchy ensure external communication? By means of mem-
bership rules, the organization establishes a generally accepted system of 
superiors and recipients of instructions. As a result, thanks to ‘authority as 
hierarchy’, the ability to decide can be guaranteed in the case of decision- 
making problems in organizations. Open decision-making situations can be 
solved by the ‘hierarchs’ simply by invoking their role as ‘boss’. As a superior, 
it is possible for the boss to ask that other people perform work without them 
having the opportunity to question these requirements in principle. Because 
a hierarchical organizational chart clearly identifies who is subordinate to 
whom, contradictions, ambiguities or uncertainties can be moved upwards 
until they reach a level that restores things into (the right) order.
Through the hierarchical arrangement of givers and recipients of instruc-
tions, it is possible to generate decisions with comparatively low organiza-
tional costs. The organizational costs—one could also speak of ‘transaction 
costs’ in the language of the institutional economy—are therefore low be-
cause cost-intensive negotiation processes are not necessary thanks to the 
company hierarchy. Hierarchies free the participants from the necessity of 
leading elaborate power struggles in order to resolve unclear relations when 
solving a problem. The search for decisions can be cut short with statements 
like: “Thank you for your opinion. As manager, I will now make the deci-
sion to proceed this way or that”. In doing so, a supervisor can force his 
employees to follow the management’s concepts of time when adopting this 
decision (cf. Luhmann 1975d: p. 52).
Hierarchy plays an important role in organizations. But, just as the cracks 
of the hierarchical order were worked out in Marxist sociology, the analysis 
of power in organizations is not primarily guided by a focus on hierarchy 
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in the sociology of systems theory. The issue of power in organizations is in 
fact much more complicated than a first glance at the function of hierarchies 
would suggest.
First, the hierarchical command model suggests that rationalization takes 
place only from the standpoint of a single participant: That of the ruler, 
founder or entrepreneur. The organization appears as a quasi extension of 
its rationality of action. But just as the company boss, the other members 
of the organization also try to act as rationally as possible. Even though 
the ‘hierarch’ has better means of enforcement, there is no reason to grant 
them a ‘higher’ form of rationality than other members in organizations 
(cf.  Luhmann 1971: p. 97; see similarly Crozier/Friedberg 1977: 41ff.).
Second, power in organizations is not determined solely by the hierar-
chical position. The need for specialized technical knowledge implies that 
subordinates often possess more expertise than their bosses. This expertise 
is their wild card in the ‘power plays’ with their superiors. External transac-
tions cannot be controlled by the boss alone. Buyers, salespeople or product 
developers occupy the ‘border posts’ of the organization, and are thus able 
to use their privileged contacts in the organization’s environment in ‘power 
plays’ with their superiors (or with other colleagues). In addition, the boss 
may be able to define the formal service routes in his area, but this does not 
mean that they can also handle the informal communication channels—on 
the contrary. The mastery of the informal, non-officially legitimated com-
munication channels is a talent that can be made the most of in these ‘power 
plays’ (Luhmann 1971: 97f.; see also Crozier/Friedberg 1977: 71ff.).
Third, hierarchy does not exclude an officially legitimate cross- 
communication within the organization. Routine traffic between members 
of several departments is defined as an integral part of organizational plan-
ning with terms such as ‘task force’, ‘project groups’ or ‘lateral leadership’. 
Thus, it is possible—and this is even seen as a praiseworthy case in manage-
ment ideology—that the agreement of all subordinates involved makes the 
instruction of the superior superfluous. The function of the supervisor is of-
ten that of a ‘stopgap’, active in particularly difficult situations or in the case 
of unsolvable conflicts, or when the hierarchy is needed in the representa-
tion of external decisions. This means that hierarchy is not only top-bottom 
management; the leadership of the supervisor can also gain in significance 
through his subordinates, for example, via decision-making models or re-
porting channels (cf. Luhmann 1971: p. 98).
From this perspective, it becomes clear why organizations of a certain 
size cannot forgo hierarchy as a form of order, while being unable to ele-
vate hierarchies to a central structuring medium. What position, then, can 
be assigned to hierarchies in organizations? How can these phenomena—
which hold the interest of sociology of work and industrial sociology—be 
explained from this theoretical perspective?
From the point of view of a science with a vested interest in clear categories, 
the strength of the systematic organizational sociology can be seen in the fact 
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that—unlike other approaches such as micro-politics, neo- institutionalism, 
the institutional economy or a Marxist business analysis—it possesses a very 
precise concept of organizational structure from which the role of hierar-
chies in companies, public administrations, universities and churches can be 
determined.
Put simply: Luhmann starts from the banal consideration that one does 
not find exclusively simple decisions in organizations such as “We will buy 
this machine now.”, “Ms. Miller is dismissed.” or “The whole administra-
tive team has the day off tomorrow.” Rather, an organization only gains 
stability by making decisions that apply to a variety of individual decisions: 
“Whenever someone registers as unemployed at the employment office, you 
enter their personal data and arrange for the transfer of unemployment ben-
efits”. “You can give Mr. Jones instructions not only in this one case, but 
always”. Following Herbert Simon, Luhmann describes the decisions that 
structure a large number of individual actions perhaps somewhat complexly 
as ‘decision-premises’. But you can also simply refer to them as the structure 
of an organization.
The core of Luhmann’s thought is based on distinguishing three types 
of organizational structures: ‘Decision programs’, ‘communication chan-
nels’ and ‘personnel’. The differentiation of decision programs and indi-
vidual decisions corresponds in the widest sense to the distinction between 
headwork and handwork, according to Taylor or his industrial-sociological 
critics. Managers wrack their own brains trying to figure out what the man-
ufacturing process should look like ideally, and then program the switches 
and levers that the workers have to operate accordingly. This idea of de-
termining what is to be seen as correct in organizations either by decision 
programs in the form of predetermined purposes or by if-then rules can 
be ultimately traced back to James March and Herbert Simon. If you do 
not follow the purpose directive of “Increase your sales by three percent 
in the next three months.” or the conditional rule “If the paper from your 
colleague, Ms. Miller, reaches your desk, forward it to Mr. Smith within 
that very same day.”, you are then faced with the pressure to justify your-
self. On the other hand, an employee who follows these rules is on the ‘safe 
side’, even if their actions—in hindsight—did not contribute to the survival 
of the organization in any way (cf. March/Simon 1958: 141ff.;  Luhmann 
1964: p.  282). Furthermore, by defining communication channels, it can 
be determined who is allowed to officially communicate with whom. By 
means of hierarchical guidelines, signing rights and classification into pro-
ject groups, a structure can be established which can be used to define re-
sponsibilities and handle unusual events. The suddenly occurring quality 
problem, the massive order that disrupts the normal flow of production, 
or the ‘temper tantrum’ of a foreman in the production area can then be 
handled by the hierarchy or by a project group, and subsequently assigned 
a decision. But also personnel can be of service in the structuring of or-
ganizations. Whether a position is occupied by a lawyer, a sociologist or 
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an employee not yet spoiled by science can very well have an effect on the 
decisions made in this area of work (cf. very briefly Luhmann 1988d: 176ff.; 
comprehensively see Luhmann 2000: 222ff.).
With this instrument—expounded very briefly here—the debate on 
Taylorist- Fordist forms of work on the one hand and holistic working con-
cepts on the other can be summed up, without having to derive work organ-
ization from capitalist exploitation conditions. For example, if structuring 
through communication channels in a company loses importance as a re-
sult of the flattening of hierarchies, it is to be expected that other forms 
of structuring will gain in significance. For example, the precise specifica-
tion of purposes for each employee in the form of goal specifications, or 
the standardized and possibly engineered programming of work processes. 
The emphasis on the factor of personnel in Post-Fordist companies can be 
explained by the fact that hierarchies are flattened and programming of 
workflows is reduced. On the other hand, the ‘complete Taylorization’ of 
workflows makes it possible to reduce hierarchy levels because fixed if-then 
rules specify exactly how processes are to be executed (Kühl 2018a).
Open questions—what part does work play in organizations?
Just as there is a trend among economists to describe modern society as a 
‘work society’, an ‘industrial society’ or simply a ‘postindustrial society’, and 
knowledge sociologists and science sociologists quickly resort to a sociolog-
ical contemporary diagnosis by referring to a ‘knowledge-based society’, or-
ganizational scientists have an apparent tendency to define modern society as 
an ‘organizational society’. The understanding that the functioning of busi-
nesses cannot be exclusively explained by capitalist production conditions, 
and that more attention has to paid to the individual life of organizations, 
can have the misleading effect of such a sociological diagnosis aggrandiz-
ing the central significance of organizations. Even in an area of sociology of 
work, the postulate of a transition from ‘class society’ to an ‘organizational 
society’ is becoming acceptable with a ‘De-Marxization’ on the rise.
From the point of view of systems theory, which emphasizes the idiosyn-
crasy of social subsets, this sociological contemporary diagnosis has no 
merit. Politics cannot be understood through political parties alone, just 
as science cannot be exhaustively understood through universities, because 
one cannot comprehend the phenomenon of political elections or the sys-
tem of academic publication by narrowing one’s focus on organizations. 
Similarly, it would be wrong to attempt to seek economic-sociological ap-
proaches only through business phenomena, just as phenomena such as 
stock exchanges, capital markets, labor markets, or networked production 
relations cannot be (fully) comprehended by an organizational-sociological 
intensification of the social diagnosis (cf. Luhmann 1997: 841f.).
The strength of systems theory’s approach to organizations, which 
has only briefly been expounded here, is that it avoids the simplification 
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of ‘super-purposes’ or ‘hierarchical peaks’ of both classical organization 
theory and Marxist-influenced business sociology. The organizational ap-
proach admits that purposes have important structuring and legitimation 
functions in organizations, but it does not take a single purpose (let alone 
several) as a starting point for organizational analysis. It recognizes that or-
ganizations depend on hierarchies as structuring forms, but concedes that it 
is possible for them to put in place functional equivalents to hierarchy when 
it comes to individual issues.
A central question is whether one can craft a more precise conflict soci-
ology with this perspective than Marxist-influenced business analysts have. 
For a theory of sociology of work and industrial sociology to take Marx 
seriously, it must explain central disputes in business with the ultimately 
macro-social opposition between capital and labor. Thus, the strong focus 
of work and industrial sociology on the relationship between employer and 
employee representations can be explained by the fact that it was thought 
to be possible to comprehend the connection between internal and external 
conflicts between capital and labor through these ‘industrial relations’.
A theory focused on an organization’s idiosyncrasies reformulates this 
conflict as a question of membership commitment. What incentives are in-
troduced to commit members to an organization? How do organizations 
deal with members’ attempts to take advantage of regulatory loopholes of 
businesses as a way to protect their labor on a daily basis? What are the 
functions of trade unions, company and staff councils as collective interest 
groups of members of organizations? What functional equivalents to trade 
unions are conceivable when one considers the fact that protests, demands 
for a salary raise or requests for a lighter workload always implicitly threaten 
the membership status of an individual member of an organization and only 
collective interest groups seem to be able to abstract from this?
These conflicts pertaining to the question of membership—and  Luhmann’s 
view here is essential—cover but one part of the conflicts in organizations. 
Disputes between production and sales departments, conflicts on how to 
deal with suppliers or customers, and differences of opinion regarding the 
 restructuring plans of a chairman of the board do not result from the  contrast 
between capital and work; they come about because organizations cannot 
be structured by simple end-means schemes, and relationships of power in 
organizations do not result solely from hierarchical positions. The lacking 
integration effect of purposes and hierarchies shown above leads to a  variety 
of conflicts in organizations that are misunderstood if one’s  analytical 
 instruments are aimed at the conflict between capital and work.
Wherein lies the challenge for this approach developed from systems the-
ory? As the autonomy of organizations is emphasized in the branch of sys-
tems theory influenced by Luhmann, this theory either sinks or swims with 
the question of whether, in spite of the emphasis on the autonomy of or-
ganizations, it can gauge the connection between society and organization. 
The challenge turns out to be exactly the opposite of that to Marxist theory, 
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in which there is a clear connecting line as a result of the derivation of the 
business conditions from the overall concept of capital and work, despite, 
as shown above, its limited ability to theoretically manage and define the 
autonomy of enterprises.
The most crucial test case that the theory of functional differentiation 
has to stand is whether it succeeds in defining wage labor—that is, the con-
cept by which the connecting line between society and business was deci-
sively drawn in Marxism—in an equally fastidious manner. The starting 
point for an answer is Marx’s question of “Why do workers work?” How 
do organizations succeed in moving people to membership-compliant ac-
tivities without them—like one might do in a basketball team, a Marxist 
debate club or when picking fights with football fans of an opposing team—
inherently drawing satisfaction from organizational activity? How does a 
company ensure that an employee sits at their desk at seven o’clock every 
workday, despite the weather outside making a day at the beach a more 
plausible choice? How are universities able to motivate an employee to hold 
an introductory lecture on the connection between structure and action if 
they would rather pursue their interest in the relation between formal and 
real subsumption, a topic which was regrettably not deemed a suitable part 
of the curriculum?
The argument from this theoretical perspective is greatly simplified as 
follows: It was only under the regime of functional differentiation that the 
creation of ‘autonomous’ organizations built upon ‘voluntary membership’ 
took place. The creation of wage labor seems to have played a central role 
because only through it was it possible to commit members in various types 
of organizations (cf. approaches with Luhmann 1997: p. 840). Wage labor 
seems to be the medium that allows organizations to make use of individu-
als for arbitrarily specifiable expectations under the viewpoints of organiza-
tions and disregarding the person as a whole.
Marx and Engels had already concluded that people in capitalist societies 
carry out activities they are ‘forced’ to perform. “He is a hunter, a fisher-
man, a shepherd, or a critical critic and must remain so if he does not wish 
to lose his means of livelihood” (Marx/Engels 1958a: p. 33). Out of all means 
of motivation, wage labor seems to be the one that allows organizations to 
largely neglect the interests of their employees, and yet always have access 
to a “potential of unbound available resources” (Luhmann 1964: p. 45). To 
put it theoretically, wage labor is the central means of binding members to 
organizations (cf. Bommes/Tacke 2001: p. 62).
It is possible to formulate convincing links between organizations and 
society because the possibilities for binding members depend on a wide 
range of inter-organizational frameworks: What are the alternatives on the 
labor market? How good is state social security, and how does it impinge on 
the willingness to allow oneself to be included? How do social movements 
(e.g., the workers’ movement) change if they form themselves as organiza-
tions and rely on wage labor for the inclusion of people?
With the concept of ‘flexible people’, the sociologist Richard Sennett tries 
to grasp the effects of a ‘radically changing economy’ on the individual. 
Sennett asks: How can mutual loyalties and commitments be sustained in 
institutions that are constantly breaking apart or continually being rede-
signed? How can long-term goals be pursued in an economy devoted to the 
short term (Sennett 1998)?
The comparison of his ideas with a study—conducted with Jonathan 
Cobb in the early 1970s on the American working class—is fascinating. 
Some of the interviewees of the first study met Richard Sennett again 
25 years later. Thus, Sennett describes the meeting with Rico, whose  father 
(a janitor) and mother (a dry cleaner) he had interviewed in his first inves-
tigation. While his parents were rather poor, albeit of a certain continuity 
(cf. Sennett/Cobb 1972: 47ff.), Rico embodies the ideal type of a ‘flexible 
man’. Although (or perhaps, more appropriately, because) Rico can be 
counted among the well-earning when compared to his parents—and even 
set up his own small consulting firm after working in various high-tech 
 companies—he lives in constant fear of “losing control”, fear that “his emo-
tional, inner life” is set “adrift”. For Sennett, the parents of Rico embody 
the era of Fordism. Their activities were characterized by a high degree of 
monotonous routine. But this routine guaranteed the certainty of a pre-
dictable life. The janitors’ union and the integration into the working world 
provided a sense of community. On the other hand, Rico lives in a society 
that revolts against the “bureaucratic structure which rationalized the use 
of time” (Sennett 1998: 10ff.).
Sennett’s essay is symptomatic of a change observed by social scien-
tists, especially in the industrialized world. While the discussion of so-
cial sciences in the early 1970s was still determined by the integration of 
workers into a stable Fordistic arrangement of long-standing company 
affiliation, certainty of workers’ union representation and clear life plan-
ning, the development in the late 20th century shows a ‘new capitalism’ 
in which, although the workers are more prosperous, human beings nev-
ertheless lose their sense of community as a result of the ‘dictates of the 
economy’.
4 Worker consciousness vs. 
worker essence as a role
Class as a binding link between 
society and the individual
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4.1  The Marxian rationale: the imprint of work and 
the class concept
“In the beginning there was work”. Even if Marx would have opposed such 
an apodictic starting point for his theory, he does not completely rule out 
such a reading in his works. According to Marx (1962a: p. 57), work is an 
“eternal natural necessity which mediates the metabolism between man 
and nature, and therefore human life itself”. According to Marx and Engels 
(1958a: p. 28), “The first historical act is thus the production of the means to 
satisfy these needs”—needs such as food and drink, housing and clothing. 
The “production of material life” is “a fundamental condition of all history, 
which today, as thousands of years ago, must daily and hourly be fulfilled 
merely in order to sustain human life”. In the work process, following Marx’s 
position, the working subjects not only create the conditions for their sur-
vival, but also, in their constant exploration of nature, for themselves.
With his emphasis on the significance of work, Marx found himself in the 
tradition of a Lutheran-Calvinist understanding of labor. Martin Luther 
proclaimed that man was born to work like a bird to fly. John Calvin, as 
clearly elaborated by Max Weber, claimed that one finds God through work 
(cf. Weber 1990: 20ff.).
That this popularity of the concept of work is anything but self-evident can 
be seen in the understanding of work in Greek antiquity. Aristotle claimed: 
“It is agreed that in a state which is to enjoy good order and administration, 
the citizens must be free from the necessary (lowly) work”. According to 
Aristotle, artisans often work in a closed space or in the shadows, looking 
as pale as women, working seated (which was believed to weaken body and 
soul), and had no time to attend to friends or the city (cf.  Aristoteles 1967: 
p. 89). The life of the artisan, as also stated by Plato, was “not a life worthy 
of a free man”. Only the labor-free citizen, according to this view, could also 
be politically active. Whoever had to work was either not regarded as part 
of society, as in the case of slaves, or their contribution was scarcely appre-
ciated, as in the case of artisans (see also Conze 1972: 155ff.; Applebaum 
1992: 4ff.).
According to Marx, individuals have the possibility of finding them-
selves through work—to develop their identities as agents—so long as the 
conditions of production allow it. Capitalism on the other hand, according 
to Marx’s conception, prevents self-liberation and life-fulfillment, which 
should otherwise be possible. The worker loses contact with the product of 
his work as a result of the exploitation by the capitalist and competition with 
other workers. There is a resulting alienation of workers from their work. 
The consequences of this are a “crippling of body and mind”, “intellectual 
desolation” and “moral degradation” (Marx 1962a: p. 13, 281, 421; for an 
alternative explanation of ‘alienation’, see Luhmann 1964: 392ff.).
Background for this is the Hegelian philosophy with its dialectical concep-
tion of alienation and self-finding. For Hegel, a thing, a gestalt, an identity 
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of any kind must always ‘alienate’ itself, that is, step outside, confront the 
world, and return to itself strengthened and self-assured. Marx takes this 
concept and applies it to the working person. People divest themselves in the 
product of their work—they insert themselves into the product to a certain 
degree. The carpenter is to an extent the table they made, since they have 
poured their strength and abilities into this table. However, it is necessary 
for them to re-appropriate the table—for example, by using it—in order to 
enjoy the product of their work and benefit from it.
In capitalism the worker is denied the re-appropriation of their work. 
They work, but the product of their work does not belong to them; it be-
longs to the capitalist. That is why they are bound to remain alienated and 
are ‘estranged’ from themselves and the product of their work. With some 
pathos, one could even say that workers are denied their humanity. A hu-
man being is made human by working and then appropriating the product 
of their work. If the second part is missing, there is a lack of what constitutes 
or should constitute human existence (see Marx 1985: 465ff.).
The first reason for this alienation of the worker from their work lies 
in the degradation of work to wage labor. Just as in religion the “spon-
taneous activity of the human imagination, of the human brain and the 
 human heart, operates on the individual independently of him”, and is 
met in the form of an alien, divine or diabolical activity, the activity of 
the worker in capitalism is not their own activity. “It belongs to another, 
it is the loss of his self”. In the form of wage labor, work is “external” to 
the worker. “The worker therefore only feels himself outside his work, 
and in his work feels outside himself. He feels at home when he is not 
working, and when he is working he does not feel at home”. As soon 
as compulsion ceases to exist, the worker tries to shun “labor like the 
plague” (Marx 1985: p. 514).
The second reason for alienation is the understanding of the whole liv-
ing world through the principles of economics. Capitalists are increasingly 
driven by how to accumulate even more capital.
The less you eat, drink and buy books; the less you go to the theater, 
the dance hall, the public house; the less you think, love, theorize, sing, 
paint, fence, etc., the more you save—the greater becomes your treasure 
which neither moths nor rust will devour—your capital. The less you 
are, the less you express your own life, the more you have, i.e., the greater 
is your alienated life, the greater is the store of your estranged being.
(Marx 1985: p. 549)
But a worker as well is increasingly defined by the principles of exchange. “The 
ideal worker is active around the clock in the service of the capitalist and can 
also live from air” (Deutschmann 2002: p. 190). It is thus the case that both 
capitalists and workers cooperate in all relations, as if they were at a market. 
Human relations in capitalism became relations of exchange. “The society of 
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commodities has”, according to the poignancy of the  Marxian  position by 
Konrad Liessmann (2000: p. 99), “the characteristic that everything we are, 
feel and want to recognize and perceive as specific human qualities, can only 
be attained through the exchange of goods”.
But it is precisely in these experiences of alienation that, according to 
Marx, there is a possibility of the proletariat establishing itself as a class 
and overcoming the conditions responsible for alienation. “Objectively, 
the capitalist”, according to the summary of Luhmann’s Marxian posi-
tion, “without wanting, is destined by his class position to ruin his own 
class.  Objectively, the proletarian, without wanting, is destined by his class 
 position to alienation”. Luhmann argues that Marx had incorporated a 
“perspective on future and social change” in this form of argumentation: 
If the other class—the capitalist class—were to disappear, then, according 
to this line of argument, nothing would stand in the way of “transitioning 
to self- determination”, and a “realization of individuality free of contradic-
tions” (see Luhmann 1985: p. 126).
The definition of the class concept in terms of the conditions of 
production and the escalation towards a two-class society
The bracket Marx uses to bring together society and the individual is his 
class concept. Although this term was already used before Marx as a cat-
egorization scheme and Marx never worked out the class concept (similar 
to the concept of the state) in a theoretically coherent way (see Berger 1998: 
p.  31), the general direction of Marx’s class concept can be nonetheless 
clearly indicated. All the inconsistencies in Marx’s work notwithstanding, 
what is special about his class concept—to some extent his revolutionary 
 expansion—is the combination of two characteristics of classes (Luhmann 
1985: 121ff.).
The first central characteristic of the Marxian class theory is the deriva-
tion of class affiliation from the conditions of production based on David 
Ricardo. For Marx, there is only one relevant question regarding the class 
to which one belongs: Do you possess means of production and are you able 
to have others work for you, or do you not possess means of production and 
must therefore sell your labor power? What matters is that it all revolves 
around the private property of means of production, and nothing else. The 
question is not whether the worker owns a bicycle or has a dachshund—not 
even if they have a home to live in. The question is: Do they own machinery, 
factories and other means of production with which they can have others 
work for them? Or do they at least have an acre of land and one tractor to 
work on their own terms for their livelihood? While other factors such as 
family origin, gender, ethnicity, hair color or bank account may well corre-
late with the conditions of production derived from class conditions, they do 
not ultimately count when it comes to the affiliation to the one class or the 
other (cf. Marx/Engels 1958b: p. 469).
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Contrary to Max Weber, who referred to the ‘inheritance’ of status char-
acteristics through generations with his concepts of social classes, only the 
position in the conditions of production was significant for Marx. The son 
of a factory owner who is forced to work at the assembly line because his 
father has driven the company into bankruptcy belongs to the proletariat, 
whereas the daughter of a proletarian who, as an entrepreneur, has built a 
small business with ten employees belongs to the capitalist class.
For Marx, the amount of money a person can dispose of plays no role in 
the determination of class affiliation. The highly indebted Internet entrepre-
neur who is close to bankruptcy belongs to the capitalists class because of 
their possession of means of production, while an employee in a company 
who has much more money in the bank than the capitalist because of their 
high qualifications is a proletarian. According to Karl Marx, the “size of 
one’s purse” was a “purely quantitative distinction” and does not say an-
ything about class membership. Difference in purse sizes merely results in 
“any two individuals of the same class” being “incited against one another at 
will” (Marx 1959b: p. 339).
The second central feature of Marx’s class concept is its structure as a 
 two-class model. According to Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in the “Com-
munist Manifesto”, society as a whole “is more and more splitting up into 
two great hostile camps, into two great classes directly facing each other: 
 Bourgeoisie and Proletariat” (Marx/Engels 1958b: p. 463). According to Marx 
and Engels, the small bourgeoisie, the lumpen-proletariat, or the  landowners 
were only historical transitional phenomena that would dissolve into one 
class or the other. Here Marx moves away from considerations previously 
defined by the “Critique of Political Economy” (1961b). With his two-class 
model, Marx aligns himself with considerations of the political economist 
François Quesnay (1888), who had also derived his class model from the pro-
duction conditions, yet went on to distinguish between three classes.
From this double construction form of the class concept, one can explain 
the political appeal of Marxian theory. The class society derived from the 
conditions of production can be contrasted with concepts of equality which 
developed with modern society. In the face of the ‘discovery’ of the natural 
equality of all people by Rousseau, of the French Revolution’s values of 
“Liberty – Equality – Fraternity” and the promise of an egalitarian soci-
ety in the “Communist Manifesto”, a class society became the “embodiment 
of unfreedom, inequality and lack of fraternity” (Müller 1994: p. 120). The 
postulate of equality—with only class society with its structures of oppres-
sion, exploitation, and alienation still standing in its way—appeared on the 
horizon of the Marxist concept of society. However, Marx’s theory only ob-
tained its explosive revolutionary power with the concept of the two-class 
society. According to Niklas Luhmann, all stable hierarchies presuppose at 
least three levels. It is only the threefold nature that makes the ratio of the 
top and bottom resilient to the breaking out or the transformation of one 
of the levels and requires a semantics of the relations of rank which must 
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be valid for not just one, but all relations of rank. The Marxian reduction 
of class conditions to a dichotomy and its oppositional interpretation tor-
pedoed these safeguards. The two-class system transformed the semantics 
of order into a semantics of struggle. “The instability of the dichotomy is 
used”, Luhmann says, “to stimulate change expectations”. “If only one class 
disappeared, the other class would not be a class anymore”. The proclaimed 
goal of “human equality” would be achieved (Luhmann 1985: p. 124).
Class consistency as a starting point: from a ‘class in itself’ to 
a ‘class for itself’
In his theory, Karl Marx brings the concepts of ‘class’ and the ‘individual’ 
so closely together that they almost merge (cf. Luhmann 1985: p. 125). Even 
if the process is delayed and broken, Marx assumes a simple translation 
scheme in his model of social change. The further development of capitalism 
will lead to a further polarization of class opposition. The homeworkers, 
the artisans and the rural community are regarded as a remnant of pre- 
capitalist formations which will sooner or later be absorbed either in the 
class of the means of production or that of labor power. Therefore, Marx 
understands the classes not only as an analytical category for the definition 
of the conditions of production but also assumes that classes also develop a 
similar lifestyle, a similar ‘consciousness’.
While in Marx’s early writings one can almost read an automatism into 
the formation of classes with similar lifestyles and similar forms of con-
sciousness (cf. Marx/Engels 1958b: 462ff.), it becomes increasingly clear in 
later writings that this transition from a ‘class in itself’—characterized by 
the conditions of production— to a ‘class for itself’—conscious of its own 
position as an exploited class—is not without problems (cf. Lukacs 1923).
A first reason is that capitalist society is not able to recognize the appro-
priation of surplus value by the capital owner. In feudal society, serfs were 
still directly aware that the surplus value produced by them passed into the 
possession of the feudal lords. They worked one or two days a week on their 
‘own’ small field, from which they derived income ensured their personal 
survival. The products produced during the other days on the fields of the 
feudal lords had to be handed over to them. For example, the workers were 
very directly informed about how the surplus values produced by them were 
appropriated. In the case of the work done in factories, employees are not 
aware of the amount of work necessary for their own survival and the point 
at which value is created for the capitalist. Because of the complex work 
structures, the worker at the assembly line does not know how many hours 
are necessary in a working day for their self-preservation, and how many 
hours of their work exclusively benefit the shareholders through dividends 
or price increases (cf. Marx 1962a: p. 251). “The wage form”, according to 
Marx, “thus extinguishes every trace of the division of the working day 
into necessary labour and surplus labour, into paid and unpaid labour” 
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(Marx 1962a: p. 562). The relationship between capital and labor appears 
therefore in a mystified or fetishized form. The workers would get the im-
pression of facing the capitalist as supposed equitable owners of goods in 
order to negotiate a “fair wage for honest work” with them.
A second reason is that the social awareness of wage laborers is charac-
terized by contradictory aspects. On the one hand, a class identity could 
develop when employees find that they are in a weak negotiating position 
against the capital. While the capitalist can forgo purchasing labor when 
the price of the commodity is too high for them, the worker is dependent on 
offering their commodity of work at almost any price, lest they are unable 
to guarantee their own survival. After all, they have nothing else to sell 
but their work. On the other hand, workers as vendors of their labor power 
compete with each other for the rare commodity of jobs. Not unlike the 
way in which vendors of ice cream, baby food or steam turbines compete 
with each other, workers also compete for available work. “This organisa-
tion of the proletarians into a class” is continually at threat of “being upset 
again by the competition between the workers themselves” (Marx/Engels 
1958b: p. 471).
A third reason is that the two-class scheme never develops in its pure 
form. According to Marx, even in the most developed capitalist societies 
the “stratification of classes does not appear in its pure form”. “Middle and 
intermediate strata even here obliterate lines of demarcation everywhere” 
(Marx 1964: p. 892). The middle and transitional stages were formed both in 
the capitalist class and in the proletariat. Friedrich Engels stated that “The 
English proletariat is actually becoming more and more bourgeois, so that 
the ultimate aim of this most bourgeois of all nations would appear to be 
the possession, alongside the bourgeoisie, of a bourgeois aristocracy and a 
bourgeois proletariat” (Engels 1963: p. 358). In particular, the increase in 
profits made possible the formation of a privileged minority of workers who, 
because of their material privileges, experienced a tendency of ‘bourgeoisi-
zation’, while the greater mass of the workers continued to fall.
The challenge for the development of Marxian theory is that there are 
two concepts of classes which cannot be easily reconciled with each other. 
In the concept of ‘class in itself’, class is understood as an analytical unit. 
Class appears only on the ‘radar of the proletarian avant-garde’ or on the 
‘screen of science’ (cf. Luhmann 1985: p. 128). It appears to be ‘objective’, but 
for the scientists or the proletarian avant-garde this does not mean that the 
subjects (the proletarians) also recognize their class position. Thus, the class 
situation can only be apparent to a political activist with profound insights 
into its circumstances, or a scientist with the ability to make detailed meas-
urements of the social structure. In the unlikely event that the average man 
or woman manages to acquire the scientist’s or activist’s interpretations of 
an ‘intensified class society’, a ‘class society without classes’ or a ‘classless 
society’, they may not, as subjects, be able to make head or tails of their own 
supposedly objective position within the class structure.
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With the dictum of the ‘class for itself’, it is proclaimed that those who are 
in similar class positions would be able to notice it, especially in the case of 
attempting to fundamentally change this situation. Thus, class no longer ex-
ists merely objectively, but also reveals itself to its subjects. Thus, the ‘objec-
tive class situation’, or so it is assumed, ultimately leads to the formation of 
comparable and similar life experiences, and subsequently to an awareness 
of one’s own class situation. The average man or woman becomes aware of 
their status as workers and their class situation, and develop a comparable 
situation of awareness (cf. Marx 1959a: p. 180; see also Kocka 1983: p. 26).
From this difference between ‘class in itself’ and ‘class for itself’, from the 
distinction between ‘objective class position’ and ‘subjective processing’ a 
comprehensive research program can be generated: how can one explain, 
from a Marxist perspective, that empirically—at least in developed indus-
trialized countries—a ‘class for itself’ is barely recognizable, and workers 
develop a limited political consciousness in which they understand them-
selves as workers? Why does the average man or woman not develop a class 
consciousness? How is it that the child of a worker makes a career as a bio-
chemistry entrepreneur? What becomes of the worker consciousness when 
Taylorism loses its strength? Why do workers in the east of Germany not 
vote the party of the proletariat, but for the conservative center-right CDU? 
Why does the ‘class in itself’ not become a ‘class for itself’, or at least to some 
extent? How is it, according to the everyday formulation of the question, 
that one cannot conclude on the basis of a person’s life alone whether some-
one is a member of the proletariat?
The problematic transition from ‘class in itself’ to ‘class for itself’ is often 
explained by reference to the ‘false consciousness’ of the proletariat (see 
Decker/Hecker 2002: 253ff.). But this form of modern insult to the prole-
tarian is difficult to reconcile with the cult of worker veneration, especially 
in academic Marxism, and is therefore the target of strong criticism. The 
postulate of ‘false consciousness’ has only a few connections to the general 
discussion in social science, to which the distinction between objective rela-
tions and the subjective, and therefore possibly false, perceptions of work-
ers appears suspicious. This may not be an issue from an activist’s point 
of view, but the permanently recurring verdict of ‘false consciousness’ is 
ultimately the ‘admission of defeat’ of every sociological explanation (see 
Popitz 1958: p. 100).
4.2  The debate: formation and differentiation of 
class consciousness
At least since the Second World War, sociology has increasingly questioned 
whether the class-building processes propagated by Marx were enough for 
an analysis of society (see Touraine 1966). With the terms ‘class society in 
the melting pot’ (Geiger 1949), ‘leveled middle-class society’ (Schelsky 1965), 
‘unified classless society’ (Landshut 1956), the ‘dissolution of proletarian 
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milieus’ (Mooser 1983) and the ‘pluralization of living conditions and indi-
vidualization of life courses’ (Beck 1992), social scientists pointed out that 
new stratification lines were forming in society that were of far more signif-
icance than the unifying power of production.
The structure of modern industrial society, unlike the pyramidal corpo-
rate structure of the early capitalist phase, is being increasingly described 
in the form of the famous ‘Bolte Onion’. According to Karl Martin Bolte 
(1966), there was only one small upper class and a small group of socially 
despised people facing a group in the middle—consisting of the members 
of the new and old middle class, as well as the members of the working 
class—which was becoming increasingly dominant. According to this line 
of reasoning, an ‘elevator-effect’ would raise almost all strata to a higher 
level of income (see Popitz 1958: p. 95). Since the mindset and the interests of 
people are more strongly influenced by the possibilities of consumption and 
living standards than by the conditions of production, the result, purport-
edly, was that of a general ‘slump’ of proletarian class consciousness. The 
class- specific demands on family life, vocational and educational wishes of 
children, forms of living, consumption and entertainment, as well as cul-
tural, political and economic responses which had previously been strongly 
distinguishable, would become increasingly homogenized (Geiger 1949: 
p. 78; Schelsky 1965: p. 333).
Characteristic of this sociology—denounced by critics as ‘bourgeois’—is 
that the class concept is reduced to one of many categories of social struc-
ture analysis and is increasingly being replaced by other patterns of order. 
While with Marx the concept of class could be determined analytically by 
means of the conditions of production and similarly, the concept of strata 
Table 4.1  The ‘class question’ in social sciences
Tendency: preservation of 
two-class system
Tendency: multiple-class 
system or dissolution of classes
Conditions of 
production 
between capital 
and work as a 
starting point
Class-blending approaches: 
due to the development of 
the financial market, it is 
only partially possible to 
derive social classes from 
analytical classes.
Class-differentiation 
approaches: due to their 
position in the production 
process, there are 
constantly intermediate 
classes forming from both 
main classes.
Independent 
cultural 
existence of 
the classes as a 
starting point
Class-cultural approach: 
both the capitalist as 
well as the working class 
do not primarily form 
because of the conditions 
of production, but are 
rather reproduced through 
cultural mechanisms.
Sociocultural approach: the 
concept of capital cannot 
be reduced to economic 
criteria. One cannot 
assume just two classes.
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developed by Theodor Geiger could theoretically grasp the economic and 
social situation of a group of people and its underlying mentality (cf. Geiger 
1932), both concepts of class and stratum have threatened to become cate-
gories of empirical social research no longer theoretically safeguarded since 
the Second World War. One speaks no longer of ‘stratum’ or ‘class’, but only 
vaguely of ‘social inequality’ or ‘social structure’. Against the backdrop of 
this development, one must understand the Marxist-influenced debate on 
the ‘class question’, which, despite having peaked in the 1970s, has managed 
to maintain its glow to this day. For the sake of simplicity, four strands of 
the discussion can be distinguished (Table 4.1).
The class-blending approach: the difficulties of deriving social 
classes from conditions of production
Within the concept of ‘class for itself’, as already stated above, it is assumed 
that the production conditions can be reproduced in real social classes. In 
this sense, one is either a capitalist or a worker. The ‘class-blending’ approach 
does not exclude the possibility that the formation of social classes is pos-
sible in a capitalist economy in which individuals are owners of companies 
and the workers, as sellers of their labor power, do not have the  possibility 
to claim a part of the capital. The class-blending approach, however, raises 
doubts as to whether the current developments in capitalism, particularly 
in the financial sector of the European, Asian and American industrialized 
countries, still allow for this separation.
In the third volume of “Capital”, Marx already elaborated that due to 
the increasing importance of stock corporations, the ownership situation 
among capitalist companies was undergoing changes: Fewer and fewer 
companies belong to individuals; conglomerates are formed by capital own-
ers. According to Marx, the distribution of capital property often found 
in  corporations “is the abolition of capital as private property within the 
framework of capitalist production itself” (Marx 1964: p.  452). The indi-
vidual or family capitalism, still dominant in the late 19th century, became 
more and more relativistic, as Marx predicted, in the 20th century. The 
owners of large companies were often other companies, which in turn were 
owned by other companies. Particularly in Germany—but also in other 
 European  countries—large capital interrelations took place between com-
panies, which was also reflected in personnel interrelations, for example, in 
the boards of directors and supervisory boards of large insurance compa-
nies, banks and industrial companies (cf. Zald 1969; Palmer 1983; Mizruchi/
Stearns 1988; Scott 1997; Windolf 2002).
Simultaneously, the diversification of company shares also gained in im-
portance. Even those who earn their money through wage labor do not just 
hand over their savings as deposits in their bank accounts; they also invest 
their ‘capital’ in the form of shares or fund shares (ultimately, holdings in 
companies). This trend is reflected in the contemporary social diagnosis 
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of a society of ‘small limited liability companies’ or a ‘society of worker- 
capitalists’. Matthias Horx, for example, notes a kind of ‘people’s capitalism’ 
in which workers are increasingly invested in production assets. Linked to 
this is the transition from an ‘employee culture’ to a ‘culture of small capital-
ists’. Trade unions are progressively losing their influence, and their former 
members can now be found in shareholder meetings (Horx 2001). Quite sim-
ilarly, Richard Nadler proclaims the formation of a broad stratum of ‘labor 
capitalists’. These are employees who themselves speculate as smallholders 
on the stock market, organize their pension insurance through pension funds 
and participate in the companies through their share programs (Nadler 1999). 
Even Michel Aglietta, a thinker of Marxist tradition, looks agreeably upon 
the idea of employee shareholding. The “control of company shareholding” 
was “the battle to be fought and won” in order to preserve and develop an 
own mode of continental European capitalism (Aglietta 2000: p. 68).
The problem of these often more populist approaches is that they take a 
correctly stated, selective dissolution of the constellation between ‘owners 
of means of production’, on the one hand, and ‘propertyless pure- workers’ 
(Sombart) on the other, and stylize it into political reform programs. The 
smallholder, who owns Siemens shares of €1,000, has no influence on the 
company’s strategies, so long as a large number of shares are held by a few 
majority shareholders. The employees of a US-based cleaning company, 
whose savings are invested in a pension fund, are unlikely to feel that they 
are acting as actual ‘investors’. They have nothing to do with the decisions 
of these pension funds that are becoming increasingly relevant for the 
economy. Employees in the risk management department of the German 
insurance company Allianz, bound to the company via a lucrative share 
portfolio, are a far cry from seeing themselves as the company’s co-owners.
Regarding the question of class consciousness, two strands of this debate 
are still relevant.
The first strand points to the formation of ‘institutional capitalism’. 
 Capital funds play an increasingly important role in issues of capital owner-
ship. They attract a more or less large number of shareholders and mobilize 
large sums of money for investments in companies. In particular, pension 
funds in which the pension reserves of the working population are located 
are now among the largest capital owners worldwide, so that one could even 
speak of a so-called ‘pension fund capitalism’ (cf. Mizruchi 2004; Davis 
2009). The more centralized effect on the question of class formation is that, 
due to the diffusion of capital ownership, the right of disposal of the individ-
ual private entrepreneur is being increasingly transferred to a group of ‘ex-
ecutives without ownership’ of means of production (see Useem 1990, 1993; 
Fligstein 1996, 2001). In the 1930s, as the first ideas of a ‘democratization’ of 
financial capital were uttered, Adolf Berle and Gardiner Means pointed out 
that a spread of stock ownership to a large number of people did not lead 
to a broader control of capital, but rather to a strengthening of the man-
agement. In companies listed on the stock exchange, the manager—who is 
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actually a ‘dependent employee’—becomes the ‘seemingly entrepreneurial’ 
ruler when capital ownership is no longer in the hands of just one or two 
central equity owners, but in the hands of a large number of shareholders (cf. 
Berle/Means 1932; see also Burnham 1941).
The second strand emphasizes that in individual pioneering industries a 
collapse of capital investor logic and employee logic can be observed in the 
same (!) company. In high-growth companies in the IT, biotech and nano-
tech industries, it is a dominant goal not only for management, but also for 
employees to acquire company shares in exchange for work, in order to sell 
them on the capital market for a lot of money if the company (and thus also 
the value of the company shares) has grown strongly. This resulted in a type 
of labor power type which—in contrast to Nadler’s type of ‘worker capital-
ist’, on the one hand, and Voß-Pongratz’s (1998) ‘labor power entrepreneur’, 
on the other—could be described as a ‘labor power capitalist’. Labor power 
capitalists are also paid a salary for the employment of their labor power, 
but the problem of the transformation of labor power into work is decisively 
solved by the fact that labor power capitalists acquire shares in a company 
through the implementation of labor power (and not with money) (cf. Kühl 
2003: 56ff.).
The quintessence of both strands of discussion is that, precisely because 
of how dynamic the capitalist economy is, the polarity of the capitalist and 
the worker as two socially distinguishable groups dissolves, and as a result 
the formation of distinguishable social classes is no longer expected. Despite 
all the weight of an analytical distinction between capital and work, this 
difference is still not sufficient to fulfill scientifically or politically justified 
hopes for revolutionary upheavals.
The class-differentiation approach: intermediary classes and 
the subsets of the working class
Representatives of the class-differentiation approach take advantage of the 
possibility already suggested by Marx and Engels of the formation of in-
termediate class positions and further differentiation within the capitalist 
and the working class. As neo-Marxists, they are both separated from the 
leveling thesis of the area of sociology dismissed as ‘bourgeois’, on the one 
hand, and distanced from a simple distinction between a capitalist class and 
a working class, on the other.
The sociologist Serge Mallet, one of the most prominent representatives 
of the class-differentiation approach, observed the formation of a ‘new 
working class’. As a result of the development of the means of production, 
workers are no longer required to perform physical work. Instead, they must 
possess technological intelligence, the ability to control complex technical 
systems and the willingness to take on responsibility for the production 
process. The ‘new working class’ consisted of a highly specialized type of 
worker expected to have a high level of education. This class is characterized 
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by a strong professional and political self-awareness. Yet their urge to con-
trol the production organization in the business more strongly impinges on 
the claims of dominance of the management of capitalist companies. From 
this contradiction, a pronounced class consciousness of the ‘new working 
class’ emerges (see Mallet 1969: 38ff.; see also Deppe 1971: p. 47).
The sociologists Horst Kern and Michael Schumann came to the conclu-
sion that the majority of the workers lacked a class-based understanding 
of Marx as a guide. The two sociologists noted that an increasing degree 
of mechanization and automation tends to lead to a differentiation of the 
working class into subgroups. One group of workers performs challenging 
work that requires a high level of qualification, while another group per-
forms simple tasks under very restrictive conditions. Since the work itself 
also has an impact on the consciousness of the workers, this polarization 
of industrial work also leads to different levels of worker consciousness in 
the subgroups. The validity of the ‘collective characteristics of the objective 
social situation’ pales when compared to the ‘specific conditions of indus-
trial work’. The differences in the work itself are more significant for the 
‘determination of the life situation of the workers and their social thinking 
and action’ than the positioning of means of production, which is the same 
for all workers (Kern/Schumann 1970: p. 22).
The sociologist Erik Olin Wright assumes that although the means of pro-
duction is still the main difference in a class society, the class situation of the 
production owners and the class situation of those who are wage- dependent 
should be further differentiated. Just as it was necessary in the case of own-
ers of means of production to divide the bourgeoisie into small-size em-
ployers and the petit bourgeoisie, it was also necessary to differentiate in 
the case of the wage-dependent between managers, supervisors and workers 
because of the varying degrees of access to the resources of their organiza-
tions. Within the groups of managers, supervisors and workers, significant 
differences had to be made with regard to qualifications (Wright 1985; for 
the predecessor model, Wright 1978; Berger 1998: 34ff.).
The debate developing in the course of the class-differentiation ap-
proach has remained easy to follow. Since the question of whether the 
‘proletariat- turned-bourgeois’ has a class consciousness and can develop 
an awareness as a revolutionary subject (rather in favor: Mallet 1969; 
rather against: Deppe 1971) hardly attracts any attention, the main debate 
is led by the representatives of the thesis of a ‘re-proletarization’, on the 
one hand, and the observers of an intensified class differentiation on the 
other. The question is whether we are dealing with a trend towards the im-
poverishment of the working class and thus a ‘return of the proletariat’, a 
‘reproletarization’ and a ‘reestablishment of a working class’ with a corre-
sponding class consciousness, or whether the trend towards the formation 
of a ‘ proletariat-turned-bourgeois’ will still radicalize and a ‘class society 
without classes’ will emerge as a consequence of a progressive fragmenta-
tion of the proletariat.
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The class-culture approach: the cultural influence of the worker
The class-culture approach moves away from a derivation of class con-
sciousness from the production conditions and warns of the danger of a 
reductionist tendency of limiting consciousness to a mere derivative drawn 
from objective conditions. Workers, similarly to capitalists, are not the bear-
ers of forms of consciousness which result from a simple derivation from 
economic relations. On the contrary, people develop interpretive patterns 
which they use to try to process the reality they experience. These patterns 
of interpretation are influenced by economic conditions, but are ‘relatively 
autonomous’ (Neuendorff/Sabel 1978). The emphasis on ‘relative autonomy’ 
results almost automatically when directing one’s attention to the cultural 
reproduction of ways of thinking, lifestyles and attitudes of the working and 
capitalist classes.
A group led by the sociologist Heinrich Popitz, whose position is no-
ticeably removed from Marx, provided an early example of how patterns 
of explanation and interpretation develop in the working class. In one of 
the first large studies in the sociology of work after the Second World War, 
they found that, in the 1950s, the social image of the worker was still deter-
mined by a top-bottom dichotomy. Although the workers in their specific 
work practice showed a pragmatic, performance-oriented and not at all 
revolutionary attitude to work, there was nevertheless a collective notion 
that it was the working class who, thanks to their ‘physical exertion’, made 
the prosperity of others possible. Class conflicts, however, were not pri-
marily determined, as thought by Marx, by the contrast between posses-
sion and non-possession of means of production; they were perceived by 
the contrast between physical and mental work. The conflict, according 
to Popitz’s group, was not so much between work and capital as between 
industrial workers on one end and entrepreneurs, managers, work planners 
and functionaries on the other (cf. Popitz et  al. 1957; Popitz 1958: 97ff.; 
Bahrdt 1962: 25ff.).
When a group led by sociologist John H. Goldthorpe looked at ‘wealthy’ 
workers, they were able to determine that their attitudes were influenced 
by work, careers, colleagues, superiors, employers and trade unions, but 
above all by their specific life situation. The attitudes toward work could 
not be deduced from the simple contrast between wage labor and capital, 
but were based on everyday life and work experiences. According to these 
sociologists, not only did the ‘objective’ working conditions play a role, 
but also, in particular, whether or not the workers perceived their work 
as subjectively interesting. Work, especially among well-earning workers, 
is often no longer at the center of life, the source of self-realization or 
the center of social relations. Rather, work just aided their self-fulfillment 
during their free time. Their membership in the worker’s union or in the 
British Labor Party is not an expression of a philosophy of life; it merely 
serves as a mean of securing their material and legal status. According 
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to the research, despite comparatively good income and living stand-
ards, this does not lead to a ‘bourgeoisization’ of the wealthy workers. 
Ultimately, a worker’s consciousness emerged not so much from the fact 
that workers had a similar standard of living as employees, but rather 
because they were hired for worse jobs due to their lower qualifications 
(Goldthorpe et al. 1967: 23ff.; Goldthorpe et al. 1968: p. 162; see also Kern/
Schumann 1970: 30f.).
The sociologist Paul Willis assumes that there is a considerable degree of 
self-determination in modern democratic society, yet “working class kids” 
nonetheless usually take on “working class jobs” after school. Willis does 
not refer to the economic situation of working-class children as an expla-
nation for the fact that working-class children very likely remain in the 
working class in later life; instead, he refers to the cultural reproduction 
of classes. Still in school, working-class children create their own culture 
by ‘hanging out’ and ‘fooling around’, by emphasizing physicality and by 
displaying competitive masculine behavior. This culture serves as resistance 
to the teachers’ attempts to “to get them to do mental work”. Working-class 
children are “masters of disguised subversion”, who always stop just short of 
open confrontation. According to Willis, the forms of expression of resist-
ance are quite similar to those of the work culture with which the workers, 
under partially restrictive control structures, also try to informally control 
the work process. Both schools and companies, with their attempts to di-
rectly control workers (children), contribute to the formation of a working 
culture as counterculture. This counterculture awakens an understanding 
of the uniqueness of labor power as the only commodity that can produce 
more than what it costs. After their school career, working-class children 
look for jobs that best match the counterculture practiced at school—and 
these are, as a rule, working-class jobs. Thus—according to the argumen-
tation of Willis (1977)—broadly speaking, working-class children become 
workers.
The authors clearly differ in how strongly they link their approaches to 
Marx’s distinction between possessing and not possessing means of pro-
duction. In categories such as the ‘double constitution of consciousness’ 
(Hack 1977), which refer to the necessary distinction between ‘objective’ 
production conditions and ‘subjective’ processing mechanisms workers rely 
on, Marxian roots of a class contrast determined by the conditions of pro-
duction shine when it comes to more culturalistic approaches. However, the 
commonality of these culturalistic approaches is that, while they explicitly 
or implicitly cling to Marx’s two-class contrast between capital and work 
as a possible analytical category for social scientists, they tend to minimize 
the effects the conditions of production have on the formation of class con-
sciousness. In this way, they shift their interest away from the ‘objective’ 
economic conditions of Marx and Engels to the rather Weberian question 
of how proletarian-typical (or capitalist-typical) attitudes, positions and be-
haviors are passed on over generations.
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The sociocultural approach: on the economy of the social world
The sociocultural approach, like the class-culture approach, no longer de-
rives class categories primarily from production conditions. In addition, 
it pushes the escalation to a two-class juxtaposition. Pierre Bourdieu, the 
most prominent representative of this approach, rejects—in clear contrast 
to Marx—the escalation of the concept of capital to ‘economic capital’. 
 According to Bourdieu, the ‘economic capital’, expressed in the form of 
money, does play a significant role, but both relationship-based ‘social cap-
ital’ and knowledge-based ‘cultural capital’ are two further salient forms of 
capital. The point is ‘to comprehend capital and profit in all its forms’ and 
‘establish the laws whereby the different kinds of capital change into one 
another’. The ‘economic capital’ continues to play a central role, but ‘social 
capital’ and ‘cultural capital’ cannot be understood merely as an extension 
of ‘economic capital’ (Bourdieu 1983: p. 184). Bourdieu uses the three vari-
eties of capital to show how status is inherited over several generations in a 
society characterized by the principle of achievement, a society in which the 
level of education and the position in a profession is primarily determined 
by income. He explains, in other words, why it is highly likely that the son 
or the daughter of a university professor will also reach a similar social sta-
tus. According to Bourdieu, generational classes are no longer primarily 
based on the inheritance of production capital, for example, machines or 
factories. Rather, money can be translated into knowledge and a general 
cultural capacity; into ‘habitus’. Say a family goes to classical concerts, 
reads the “New York Times” together or spends their holidays in Florence; 
in the next generations, this cultural capacity can then be translated into 
improved education and, in the long run, into higher income (cf. Bourdieu 
et al. 1981: 23ff.; Bourdieu 1983: p. 195).
In the approach of ‘socialization of everyday life’, a group led by the soci-
ologist Thomas Leithäuser assumed that an increasing number of areas of 
life and relationships are under the influence of capital exploitation interests 
(see also Leithäuser et al. 1977). Not only paid work, but also  leisure,  family 
and friendships are becoming more and more influenced by the ‘stamp 
of capital’. This also means that the social consciousness of workers can 
no longer be derived from the work process; that the sphere of non-work 
 progressively gained influence. Mass media plays a special role by taking the 
‘production of consciousness’ into the ‘planning direction of industrialized 
superstructure’ (Herkommer/Bierbaum 1979: p. 203).
The views of the group led by sociologist Günter G. Voß are quite similar. 
The concept of ‘everyday life-management’ refers to the dissolution or disin-
tegration of work and life spheres, which are generally separated from each 
other by capitalism. The sellers of the commodity of labor power are forced 
by the capitalistic competition conditions to design their life-management 
in an increasingly efficiency-oriented manner, and to subject their everyday 
life to highly rationalized self-organization. The separation of work and 
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life was no longer exclusively predetermined by the dictates of the capitalist 
enterprise. On the contrary, daily working-time arrangements, as well as 
break-time regulations, these integral starting points of professional activity 
would increasingly become an employee’s own personal task. The result is 
an intensified ‘self-rationalization’ and ultimately an increased self-control 
of the actors (cf. Voß 1991).
These discussion threads find their commonality in the fact that 
they no longer adhere to the two-class system and are only very loosely 
linked to production conditions. The Marxian idea that one can deter-
mine class membership over a single criterion—namely, the conditions 
of  production—is rejected. Rather, as the basic assumption of the soci-
ocultural approach, social classes were formed as groups of actors with 
similar ‘conditions and conditioning’ and therefore ‘similar dispositions 
and interests’ from a variety of criteria (Bourdieu 1985: 12f.). In the end, a 
Weberian class concept is used which is no longer primarily interested in 
the production conditions in a class analysis, but is aimed at the genera-
tional ‘inheritance’ of behaviors specific to a stratum, status symbols and 
social orientations.
The slow retreat from Marx
All four approaches undermine the equation of the analytical ‘class’ (as a 
shorthand for the relation between capital and work) and the social classes 
(as a relation of two actually existing large groups with similar ranges of 
experience, lifestyles and ways of thinking). The class-blending approach 
shows that the derivation of social classes from the production conditions is 
hardly possible anymore due to the formation of corporations. The differ-
entiation approach observes the strong differentiation within the working 
class and the formation of intermediate class positions. The class-culture 
approach works out how social classes do not reproduce themselves on the 
basis of the production conditions, but instead because of their cultural 
integration. The sociocultural approach emphasizes the cultural reproduc-
tion mechanisms in classes, but also distances itself from a reduction to a 
 two-class system.
It cannot be overlooked how far these Neo-Marxist class concepts have 
moved away from Marx’s original provisions. If—as Luhmann elaborated—
the Marxian class concept is read, on the one hand, as an escalation of the 
three- or multi-class concept to a two-class concept, and, on the other hand, 
as an escalation of the classes to the position in the objective conditions of 
production, one tends to observe a reversal of precisely these two intensifi-
cations in class research. Apart from a few purists who claim to recognize 
a renaissance of the proletariat as a social class, the Marxian-influenced 
class research seems to have undermined the combination of the two-class 
concept with the conditions of production. There was no systematic place 
for the ‘explosive revolutionary force’ of Marx’s class theory.
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The question is whether class research in this formulation can still provide 
support against the thesis of ‘class society in the melting pot’, the ‘leveled 
middle-class society’, the ‘unified classless society’, the ‘dissolution of prole-
tarian milieus’ or the ‘pluralization of living conditions and individualiza-
tion of life courses’.
4.3  The approach of a theory of functional 
differentiation: roles
At first sight, the attitude of sociological system theory to the class ques-
tion is relatively simple. It does not fundamentally reject the consistency 
assumptions associated with a class concept, but considers them to be his-
torically relevant. According to the assumption of this theory, the typical 
feature of pre-modern societies is that one could infer a person’s chances of 
life in all social parts of society from their positioning in the social struc-
ture. In tribal societies the position of chieftain often meant—aside from 
religious authority—better access to economic resources and greater po-
litical decision-making power. Both in societies of pre-modern advanced 
civilization and medieval societies, it was assumed that a person of nobil-
ity had a political ‘say’; that the produced economic goods by his peasants 
could be appropriated; and that jurisdiction ultimately governed. In this 
respect, it was possible to make a precise statement about the position of a 
person in  society, both in segmentally differentiated tribal societies and in 
stratified societies. In modern society, however, according to the basic idea 
of the theory of functional differentiation, it is no longer possible to directly 
infer the life chances of a person in other social areas from their positioning 
in a specific functional area. A person’s ‘liberation’ from the constraints of 
a small tribal society, and later from the conditions of slavery and feudal 
lordship, led to the delegitimization of strata-dependent status positions 
(cf. Luhmann 1997: 634ff.).
This ‘liberation’, however, does not mean that a person is able do what-
ever they want; that is, be quasi virtually free from society. Put simply, when 
the Marxist theory speaks of ‘class’ in order to formulate the connection 
between society and the person, systems theory can resort to a suggestion 
of structural functionalism and implement the concept of ‘role’ in its place. 
Instead of referring to behavior or even ways of thinking of individuals, the 
‘role’ is now placed at the intersection where social conditions and individ-
ual modes of action meet. The function of roles in modern society is that 
they create expectation certainties that do not presuppose any knowledge—
or perhaps only little knowledge—of a person. We can assume that the bev-
erage shop “Sammy’s” in New York’s Tribeca neighborhood will sell us a 
crate of beer provided we hand over the right amount of money, regardless 
of whether we know Sammy personally or not.
With the formation of social subsets, according to Luhmann’s expla-
nation, specific performance and public roles are created. Either one is 
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involved in the provision of services in a subsystem or one is the recipient 
of services of a subsystem. One is either a doctor or a patient, a judge or 
a defendant, a governor or one who is governed, a producer of goods or a 
consumer, a university professor or a student (cf. Luhmann 1997: 739f.). In 
contrast to tribal or aristocratic society, the role in one context cannot be 
arbitrarily transferred into another context. The chairman of the board of 
directors of Daimler is obliged to blow into the breathalyzer of an Italian 
police officer to determine the level of alcohol in the blood. The parlia-
mentary deputy does not have any privileges over one of his electors when 
awaiting their turn at the local brothel. The professor has to wait patiently 
for their turn until the hairdresser is done cutting the hair of a student 
(cf. Collins 2000).
A central reason why the old-fashioned understanding of class and strata 
no longer applies is the increasing spread of organizations in modern so-
ciety. Organizations deprive their members of the opportunity to rely on 
their ‘position in society’ during their activities for this organization. The 
economist that comes from an aristocratic family cannot use their various 
‘of’ and ‘de’ nobiliary name particles to accelerate their in-company career 
at a corporate consulting firm. The son of a professor is ill-equipped in his 
doctoral procedure when he demands a summa cum laude by referring to his 
academic heritage. The organizational status can, as we are able to experi-
ence first-hand, deviate from external status aspects. It happens again and 
again that ‘someone who feels superior because of personal characteristics, 
abilities, traditions, life-style culture and interests will be subordinated in 
the organization’ (see Luhmann 1964: 165f.).
This means that indications of intellectuality, bourgeoisie, or even aris-
tocratic descent cannot justify any priority treatment in whatever form of 
organization. The subtle hints of intellectualism evidenced in publications 
such as “New York Times” or “New Yorker”) may bring about recognition 
from their peers, but no priority treatment can be derived from it in court. 
A direct lineage to the former Archduke of Austria, Otto von Habsburg, 
may perhaps be beneficial to a noble bachelor on the aristocratic marriage 
market, but it does not grant him the advantage to ignore the instructions of 
his superiors in his function as a bank clerk and justify this with a reference 
to noble parentage.
Nowadays, not only being a member of an organization for a lifetime but 
also operating within the sphere of influence of different organizations re-
sults in a considerable ranking ‘hodgepodge’ in modern society. Today one 
finds, according to a well-known bon mot of Luhmann, “Knight’s Cross 
Bearers buried in registry offices and lance-corporals in top government 
positions” (Luhmann 1964: p. 161). It is no longer an exception that the CEO 
of a Swiss food company only made it to private first class at the peak of 
his military career, whereas the group leader responsible for the market-
ing of chocolate eggs was a field major of the Swiss Army. We can assume 
that the people in question can ‘manage’ this complexity in a specific case. 
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The person responsible for the marketing of chocolate eggs would not dream 
of giving orders to the CEO regarding the repositioning of the company in 
the market, nor would the private—by referring to his position in the food 
company—be able to ignore the commands of the field major in the case of a 
military attack of Switzerland. This means, however, that modern society—
characterized by its organizations—can only be very narrowly understood 
with the help of classes and strata.
How does the erosion of classes and strata come about in modern society?
If a person who considers themselves to be special because of their origin, 
their sophistication or their lifestyle is given a low status in a company—or 
realizes that their ‘big-city bourgeoisie’ grants them no status-related ad-
vantage in their statistics examination—this would not only impair their 
chances of performing in the company or in university, but also in all other 
areas of life. In a painful conversation with their perhaps much less so-
phisticated boss or lecturer, they experience the feeling that they cannot 
transfer their sense of superiority anywhere they would like. Their self- 
understanding, and therefore their self-portrayal, in different interactions 
become ‘problematic and unstable’ (see Luhmann 1964: p. 166).
Nevertheless, the resulting tensions, dissatisfactions and behavioral dif-
ficulties can be defused—according Luhmann’s view—by the fact that, in 
modern society, status is almost exclusively conferred by organizations, and 
organizations take on the status decisions of other organizations ‘through a 
kind of diplomatic recognition’ (see Luhmann 1964: p. 166). Put simply, sta-
tus is no longer primarily a matter of family origins, position in relation to 
the means of production, or ethnic or religious affiliation, but rather of one’s 
career in an organization, as it can provide an advantage of status in other 
organizations. If you are looking for a conversation partner for a visiting 
business unit manager of a cooperating company, you can be fairly certain 
that someone in a position of similar managerial hierarchy is not only pro-
fessionally suitable, they would also be suitable in terms of their status. If an 
administration is looking for a new head of department, it is assumed that a 
person who has already held such a position in another organization is also 
suitable in terms of status.
Worker and capitalist as a role
Where does class consciousness factor into this theory based on the for-
mation of organizations? How can such a theory explain why proletarians 
prefer to vote along social democratic lines or claim their class affiliation at 
trade union meetings?
At first glance, for systems theorists, there is no reason why sociology 
should be overly concerned with research on class consciousness. For their 
sociological research, there are no grounds to examine the social image of 
the worker in more depth than the social image of the consumer of mineral 
oil or taxpayers (see also, similarly, Offe 1984: p. 22).
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At second glance, however, there are possibilities to at least find some rel-
evance for the age-old Marxist question. From the perspective of the theory 
of functional differentiation, one could point out that class reality is not (or 
no longer) reflected in the ‘economic class’, but that it is very conceivable to 
regard ‘class consciousness’ as part of a social role. In a functionally dif-
ferentiated society, ‘class affiliation’ could become a role that one would 
choose more or less in the same way one were to become chairman of the 
sports club, a member of a fraternity or a parent.
According to early role theory arguments by Theodor Geiger and later 
by Helmut Schelsky, the worker only behaves as a proletarian when it is 
expected of them to do so. They assume their role as more or less class- 
conscious workers when the interests of the workers’ council are to be 
 carried out in the company; when higher wages are to be achieved in col-
lective negotiations with the employer; when they go with their children to 
the protest marches on Labur Day; or when they are surveyed by industrial 
sociologists about their worker consciousness. Beyond these areas—for in-
stance, in family life, consumption and leisure, in religious or cultural be-
havioral forms, but also when selecting their individual company affiliation 
or individual career expectations—, ‘class roles’, according to Schelsky, are 
largely set aside. In short, for the social status of an industrial worker, a 
geriatric nurse or a call center employee, ‘class behavior’ only exists as a 
‘partially social role’, but not as a general ‘behavior of social status’ (see 
Schelsky 1965: p. 365; see also Geiger 1949: p. 176).
Schelsky argues that class conceptions are maintained and further de-
veloped only by “large lobby organizations” such as trade unions, workers’ 
parties and welfare organizations because the ‘preservation of the remains 
of class consciousness’ plays an important role in their legitimation. With 
this argument, Schelsky aligns himself to an idea of the social psychologist 
Peter R. Hofstätter. Hofstätter poses the thesis that in many societies, con-
flicts of interest are ‘preserved’ after having been overcome, so that they can 
continue to be displayed as a matter of form. Although the contrast between 
capital and labor is not a central conflict in modern societies, this conflict 
is continuously played on with ‘traditional roles’. Through this ‘ceremonial 
character’ both sides signal their distance to these conflicts and confirm 
how they have actually overcome them (Hofstätter 1963: p. 103). In this form 
of ‘ceremonialization’, according to Schelsky (1965: p. 367), it is especially 
those actors who lead the arguments on subjects of classical class struggle 
who perish. The current conflicts over pay, working time and work safety 
are carried out in an institutionalized framework, which has little in com-
mon with the image of a class struggle. However, the negotiation meetings, 
‘round tables’, and other meetings of employers and employee represent-
atives designed to overcome class struggles and what accompanies them, 
are bound to the rhetoric of class struggle for both the public as well as for 
the members of the organization. Interest groups purport ‘obsolete mod-
els’ inwardly and outwardly as ‘legends of their legitimacy’. However, these 
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models are justified by the fact that organizations might be able to success-
fully represent the present interests of their members under this ‘ceremonial 
ideology of communication’ (for a small ‘approach’ of a trade union sociol-
ogy, see Luhmann 1988c: p. 172).
With this perspective of ‘being a worker’ as a role, Schelsky turns the de-
bate on worker consciousness 180 degrees. It’s not ‘being that determines 
consciousness’, as the short formula for the Marxian thesis claims; rather, 
it’s ‘consciousness that determines the way in which one presents one’s 
 being’. In other words, it’s not the case that ‘work leads to socialist senti-
ment’, but that ‘whoever is a socialist is a worker in the sense of the expres-
sion of their opinions determined by class’. The concept of a proletarian 
gains the significance of a ‘party badge’ that is bestowed when one has the 
right socialist attitude. From this perspective it is also understandable that 
the ‘proletarian consciousness’ and ‘class identification’ are sometimes more 
pronounced in the utterances of students and intellectuals who have dealt 
with the history of labor power, than with the workers themselves (cf. early 
investigation of Kluth 1995: 148f.).
Beyond stratum and class: the explanatory power of role theory for 
the thesis of individualization
One should not push the focus on role theory too far. Even Luhmann—in 
the perception of his critics, certainly the embodiment of all the evils in 
functionalist role theory—has always warned against overestimating the or-
dering capacity of roles as factual behavior. Early sociological roles—which 
people conceived almost as ‘puppets’ of their roles—were, according to 
 Luhmann’s remark, limited in their ability to explain the diversity of human 
behavior (cf., e.g., Luhmann 1984: p. 430).
Just as the class concept was increasingly differentiated in Marxist theory, 
the concept of role was also increasingly modified, adapted, and extended, 
so that its critique—mainly based on Parson’s concept—only has limited 
bearing today. The adoption of a role concept does not mean that the ‘per-
sonal’ loses its significance in society. On the contrary, it is only through role 
attitudes that it is possible to grasp ideas such as ‘personality’, ‘individuali-
zation’ or ‘individuation’. It is only because of the variety of combinations of 
roles that has developed through the transition to the functionally differen-
tiated society that individuality is produced as an increasingly self-defined 
uniqueness of people (cf. also Simmel’s early theory of social circles).
According to the fundamental idea, one can only establish oneself as an 
‘individual’, or even as a ‘personality’, once the difference between person 
and role is clear. It is only when one knows what is expected of a worker that 
one is able to identify, say, Celine Petersen, Peter Collins or Kate Harvey 
as key players. It is only when one understands the extent to which work 
organizations encourage their members to adopt role-appropriate behavior 
that the subversiveness of workers’ council member Anne Ibscher can be 
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personally attributed. It is only when you know what the normal require-
ments are for the role-bearer of ‘manager’ or ‘revolutionary’ that one can 
identify them as a ‘real winner’ or ‘loser’.
In the internal life of organizations, in expert-client relations, or in negotia-
tions between representatives of lobby groups, it is always necessary to reflect 
on the expectations that can be achieved by the personal situation and what 
expectations are directed to a particular person. In a wage negotiation, the 
employer’s representative tries to gauge exactly how his counterpart is able to 
make a compromise with the trade union in their role of designated negotia-
tor, and the extent to which their counterpart’s authority depends on the fact 
that they are the newly designated negotiator (for instance, Mr. Peters) and 
not the former negotiator (Ms. Huber). It is only in the context of the differ-
ence between role and person that one can observe the performance of the 
role assuming a ‘personal style’ (cf. Luhmann 1997: 771f.).
In addition to the formation of ‘personality’, ‘individualization’ or ‘in-
dividuation’, roles in the functionally differentiated society can be selected 
to a certain extent. It is true that in modern society there are also roles—
such as ‘pupils’, ‘draftee’ or ‘prisoner’—which are not necessarily voluntary. 
However, most of the roles are assumed of one’s own accord: one makes 
the decision to study sociology and not business administration; one works 
in Brussels as a lobbyist for a socialist non-governmental organization and 
not as a corporate consultant for McKinsey; one becomes a member of a 
knitting club and not a boxing club; one’s spouse or life partner is a personal 
choice, and not pre-selected or suggested by a parental arrangement. As 
roles can (largely) be chosen in modern society, they become an expression 
of personal self-portrayal (cf. Goffman 1956).
In addition, it is also possible to perform roles with different levels of 
commitment. A fundamental notion of the interaction sociologist Erving 
Goffman is that the assumption of a role does not necessarily require 100% 
enthusiasm when it is carried out. A seven-year-old girl can ride a carou-
sel, while simultaneously showing that she is actually already too old for 
such banal forms of leisure. A student can perform their internship tasks at 
the photocopier, while at the same time conveying how under-appreciated 
he feels as a future member of the German elite. Role-distancing makes it 
possible to embody a role while at the same time (and even: as a result) ex-
pressing one’s own personality. The stronger the compulsion to take on a 
role, the easier it is to display this role-distancing. Someone who is forced to 
work on the assembly line because of capitalist conditions (or poor parents) 
can show their role-distancing better than someone who has worked for five 
years to become junior partner at a corporate consulting firm. It is easier 
for the draftee to display his role-distance when performing than it is for 
the professional soldiers, who have committed themselves to twelve years of 
defending their country (cf. Goffman 1971).
The discussion on individualization in modern society—which already 
played a major role with Durkheim and Simmel, and which also found its 
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way into sociology through the emphasis of Ulrich Beck—can be inter-
preted in a role-theoretical manner. When Ulrich Beck speaks of an ‘insti-
tutionalized individualism’ with recourse to Talcott Parsons, he ultimately 
resorts to the combination of different roles. The conception of roles pro-
vides enough space to push the construction of unique individuals to the 
center, and prevents the concept of ‘individualization’ from degenerating 
into a complex, evidence-avoiding shorthand (cf. Beck 2000a: p. 87).
Open questions: approaches for a class and strata conception of 
theory of functional differentiation
The strength of the theory of functional differentiation is that, unlike  Marxist 
class theory, it has no problems explaining status inconsistencies. The aca-
demic cab driver, the leading economist who loses a court proceeding and 
the top politician with an unsuccessful love life do not surprise us from this 
theoretical perspective. It can be drawn from this theory that someone who 
may well have a prominent role in one social section does not necessarily have 
much to say in another.
From this theoretical perspective, status consistencies—in other words, 
the transference of a high (or low) rank occupied in one functional area 
by someone into all other areas in which they are active—appear only as 
‘perception aids’ which can be reached for as an initial guide during inter-
actions. It is assumed that well-dressed business people have a university 
degree, or at least an MBA, and can therefore discuss the economic theory 
of Milton Friedman. One does not expect a truck driver to either be a fan 
of twelve-tone music, nor to recite the Song of Mary Magdalene from the 
Benediktbeuern Easter Drama (cf. Moers 1993). But because these assump-
tions are nothing more than perception aids for conversations while hitch-
hiking, chatting after mass or during parties, one is quickly able to adapt to 
a  status-inconsistent conversation partner.
The risk of such a role concept based on the theory of functional differen-
tiation is that—consciously or unconsciously—the subject class and strati-
fication will be ‘defined away’ in sociology. Because role theory emphasizes 
the idea that people behave differently (i.e., according to their role) in differ-
ent situations, it is difficult to observe any coherence across different roles.
Therefore, the approach of functional differentiation represented by the 
systems theorists always seems to run into explanation problems whenever 
there are status consistencies beyond social subsets in modern society: How 
can one explain that a multimillionaire company founder is treated more 
leniently when pulled over for speeding than an assembly line worker who’s 
barely making ends meet? How do you explain that the practicing lawyer 
son of a congressman successfully avoids standing trial for tax evasion for 
years? Or that in organizations, public administrations and universities, 
 organization-specific status criteria such as gender, ethnicity or sexual ori-
entation, still play a role (cf. Tilly 1998)?
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In order to find an answer to such questions from this theoretical 
 perspective, one must take a step back. It is striking that functionally 
 differentiated societies are capable of not only producing but also tolerat-
ing extremely ‘unequal distribution of public and private goods’ (Luhmann 
1995b: p.  249). It is widely accepted that murderers are sentenced to life 
imprisonment—which has extreme consequences with regards to access 
to public and private goods. The majority of the population tolerates that 
Tony Blair has more to say politically than a simple voter, even if one is 
not  sympathetic towards his policies. Similarly, Mexican billionaire  Carlos 
Slim’s Fifth   Avenue residence does not cause any kind of social unrest 
among the denizens of Manhattan.
The—at first glance—surprising tolerance of the extremely unequal dis-
tribution of public and private goods can only be explained by the fact 
that all subsystems of modern society are based on the fundamental inclu-
sion of all human beings. In functionally differentiated societies, everyone 
can, in principle, run for political office, regardless of economic standing, 
gender or ethnicity—which, as history shows, is anything but obvious. In 
principle, everyone in modern society can stand in front of a judge and 
demand that a criminal offense be prosecuted. Academic tenure at a US 
university is no longer reserved exclusively for white male Anglo-American 
heterosexual Protestants, but can also be granted to a homosexual female 
Muslim of Asian descent. In line with this ‘principle of full-inclusiveness’, 
functional systems themselves decide how far someone is to ‘being right or 
wrong, whether their knowledge is recognized as true or not’ (cf. Luhmann 
1995a: p. 142).
Hyperbolically speaking, social inequalities can grow in a functionally 
differentiated society because social sectors such as the economic system, 
education system or the scientific system use ‘equality or inequality’ for their 
own operations (Luhmann 1997: p. 776). When the sales manager dismisses 
her employee with the argument that he did not generate enough sales last 
year, it is only necessary for them to point to the ‘No admittance except on 
business’ sign—already described by Marx—, which hangs symbolically on 
the threshold of every production site, and is hardly protested by anyone 
(see Marx 1962a: p. 190). The expert at the “German Research Association” 
rejects the research project of a colleague, because the project application 
was far worse than other submitted applications. The university professor 
denies a student her PhD because her thesis was simply not good enough 
compared to those of other candidates.
It is difficult to protest against this form of inequality in a functionally 
differentiated society. The student who considers it unfair that the clever 
and well-read fellow student gets better marks is similarly ill-equipped as 
the employee who asks her boss to ignore the criterion of the turnover gen-
erated when negotiating new wages. As a result, the protest of the ‘hard done 
by’ in modern society focuses on the argument that unequal treatment has 
nothing to do with the requirements of the respective functional system. 
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The philosopher Michael Walzer (1983) has pointed out that ‘injustice’ is al-
ways felt when the ‘fences’ between social divisions do not work, and some-
one can use the benefits from one social area as an advantage in another 
field. One feels unjustly treated when, after being denied a promotion, one 
learns that the recipient of the promotion has close family ties with the boss. 
It is worth noting that it is usually acceptable for managers of a company, 
as a result of their higher monetary earnings, to drive bigger cars than the 
average person at the hierarchical base. What is actually perceived as unfair 
is when socially acknowledged achievements from one area can be linked 
to advantages in other areas; for example, when the managing director of a 
company only has a better chance of a happy relationship because of their 
influential position in the economy.
From the perspective of systems theory, which is characterized by the 
view on the process of functional differentiation, it would seem wise to re-
serve the stratification and class concept for this form of cross-system in-
equalities. From this point of view, the identification of strata and class is 
no argument against the notion of a functionally differentiated society. On 
the contrary, it is striking that, unlike in pre-modern advanced civilizations 
and societies of early industrialization, stratification and class get a ‘bad 
rap’ nowadays. Today—as opposed to a hundred years ago—it is seen as 
completely illegitimate that a farmer’s daughter should have worse chances 
of getting a university degree than the son of a senator from New York. 
Even populist conservative parties have legitimacy issues when a member 
of the upper echelons enjoys privileged treatment in legal proceedings be-
cause of their politically prominent role. In short, the fact that one feels the 
need for justification when one transfers an advantage from one social field 
into another can be regarded as an indication that we live in a functionally 
differentiated society whose basic structure no longer consists of classes 
and strata.
The difference between this kind of class and stratification approach to 
Marxist class theory is easy to spot. The numerous varieties of Marxist class 
theory, as well as most social structural analysts who distance themselves 
from Marx, seek to pinpoint the central criterion for the definition of a 
strata or class in the economy (Berger 1998: p. 32). The theory of functional 
differentiation abandons this over one-hundred-year-old sociological tradi-
tion of the economic categorization of classes, reserving the class and strat-
ification concept for the ordering patterns that have an effect across such 
diverse social segments as economics, politics, law, science and religion.
The strength of Marxist theory was that, in the fundamental formulations of 
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, it could satisfy a large part of the  demands 
of a theory of society. Marxist theory, with its idea of class struggle, has a 
concept that could be used to explain conflicts in global society,  national 
states, factories, universities or television networks, as well as in interac-
tions between people. This conception of conflicts—rooted in the idea of 
class opposition—also serves to describe social changes within Marxist the-
ory. Better than almost any other sociological theory, Marxism has a so-
phisticated understanding of the capitalist economy and is able to define the 
relationship between the economy and other social sectors by distinguishing 
between the economic ‘base’ and the ideological ‘superstructure’.
It is a particular merit of Marx-influenced social sciences that they 
break down Marxist theory—rather focused on larger social spectrums—
to the level of organizational analysis, and partly to the level of specific 
 face-to-face interactions (see, e.g., Burawoy 1979, and also Willis 1977). 
Furthermore, Marxism, with its consideration that a person’s conscious-
ness can be derived from their class situation, has a concept with which 
knowledge and ways of thinking can be reconstructed. For many social 
scientists, class situation may seem too blunt an explanation for the manner 
in which people think and what knowledge is evident to them. However, it 
cannot be denied that, with this idea, Marxism had its own sociology of 
knowledge at its disposal.
The popularity of Marxism as a theory of society can be seen in the fact 
that all classic sociologists—from Simmel to Durkheim to Weber—worked 
on Marxian theory. In the end, it was not so much scientific controversies 
which forced Marx away from the general focus of theoreticians, but rather 
the collapse of ‘real life’ state socialism. This is understandable from a his-
torical point of view, but it is certainly paradoxical (see Haug 2002: p. 229). 
Perhaps it is true when it is stated that sociologists, political scientists and 
educators whose work follows Marx’s have—for some time—been suffering 
from ‘shortness of breath’, and the evidence that has been added to scientific 
explanations of class theory has grown less and less empirical. The ques-
tion, however, is whether Marx was perhaps not too hastily dismissed as a 
5 In favor of a renaissance of 
grand theories
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sociological theorist. The strengths of Marx’s theory lie less in a Marxist- 
influenced organizational theory, or a sociological class consciousness 
research, than in the description of the expansive power of a capitalist eco-
nomic order.
Aside from rational choice theory—which, with its economic theorem, 
is much more similar to Marxism than it may care to admit—there is at 
present only one other theory of society which is as completely developed as 
Marxism: systems theory. In contrast to the theories that raise either indi-
vidual phenomena such as organizations (e.g., neo-institutionalism with its 
focus on the diffusion process of organizational patterns) or the relationship 
of structure and action (e.g., the actor-structure relation in structuring the-
ory) to a theory of society, systems theory claims to include all (!) aspects of 
the social.
Aspects that are interesting to Marxist social scientists can be more accu-
rately observed in systems theory, as it does not derive them from the causal 
yet relatively simplistic assumptions about the effect of the conditions of 
production. Only when one follows the assumption of the differentiation 
of modern society in largely autonomous social subsystems is one able to 
determine the role of ‘economy’ in society; only when one considers the in-
dividual life of organizations does the question about the function of ‘profit’ 
for companies arise; only when ‘role’—rather than ‘class’—is conceived as a 
nexus between the individual and society can the interplay between them be 
more closely observed.
Which (and if at all one) of the two sociological-theoretical perspectives 
presented here can be applied depends on whether one of the two succeeds 
in integrating the other perspective. The claim to a ‘super-theory’ of social 
sciences consists not only of being able to grasp all aspects of the social as a 
‘grand theory’, but also to classify the explanatory approaches of other the-
ories (Luhmann 1984: p. 19). The theoretical schism between Marxist theory 
and systems theory leads, in the worst-case scenario, to a silent standoff or 
a continued general rejection; in the best-case scenario, to productive at-
tempts to integrate the other’s respective observational perspective.
Regarding the ‘critical potential’ of sociology
It seems to be particularly worrisome that the ‘critical potential’ of social 
science could be lost. But what kind of criticism is referred to when speak-
ing of the ‘critical potential’ of sociology, politics or pedagogy? Is it a social 
science that does not allow itself to be blinded by the bourgeois entitlement? 
Is it a social science that the proletarian recognizes as a ‘natural’ ally, which 
attempts to collaboratively revolutionize—or at least reform—the  capitalist 
conditions of production? Is it concerned with a sociology, a political 
 science, a pedagogy, or a science of work not solely limited to the role of 
‘companion researcher’ regarding the ‘humanization of the working world’, 
but decidedly standing shoulder to shoulder with the worker?
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From the perspective of systems theory—and, more broadly, all the the-
ories of functional differentiation—one would argue that sociology, as 
a differentiated and theoretically safeguarded science, has an inherently 
critical distance to its subject (Luhmann 1991). It is characteristic of a dif-
ferentiated science to be primarily interested in the opinions of one’s own 
academic colleagues, and not so much in whether the staff manager, union 
functionary or even the assembly line worker deems one’s research particu-
larly good or insightful. Scientists read the bibliography of their colleagues’ 
essays with intent to determine whether their own more or less innovative 
ideas have also been duly recognized. Of course, one can also infer their 
reputation from their popularity in the upper echelons of political parties, 
employer associations, trade unions and mass media corporations. How-
ever, it is worth noting that this type of reputation does not translate easily 
into scientific renown within a differentiated scientific field. In fact, any 
kind of popularity outside of science can be regarded as a sign of scientific 
unreliability.
Sociology in particular gains its strength as the science of society pre-
cisely because it can produce descriptions that do not need to take into 
account the logics of action of social subsets, the interests of organizations 
or even of people (Bourdieu 1993: p. 20). Indeed, it draws the justification 
for its existence as a social science precisely from contrasting systemic self- 
descriptions with extraneous descriptions, which may seem ‘heretical’ for 
the described functional systems, organizations and interactions. Sociol-
ogy, for example, may refer to religion as the “opiate of the masses” (as 
opposed to theology), or proclaim that when people worship God, they ac-
tually worship the functioning of society (Durkheim 1981). In contrast to 
business economics, it can characterize the profiteering of companies as a 
“myth”, or even see the “beginning of all ends” in it (Marx 1962a). Precisely 
because sociology focuses on society as a whole, it does not—as is the case 
with other disciplines, such as business economics, but also political science 
or pedagogy—need to be characterized by a minimum degree of ‘loyalty’ 
with regards to the described social subsets (cf. Kieserling 2000: 45ff. and 
77ff.). In view of this ability to make heretically extraneous descriptions, 
the demand for a ‘critical sociology’ is, in fact, inherently redundant—a 
pleonasm.
For a long time, however, the ‘critique concept’ of most social sciences 
was more narrowly defined than the critical understanding derived from 
the differentiation of sociology. It dealt with the criticism of the ‘domi-
nant conditions’ with simultaneous (and, of course, also critical) loyalty to 
 ‘society-transforming’ groups of society. The famous eleventh Marxian the-
sis on Feuerbach clearly showed that it was not only a matter of interpreting 
society, but also of changing it (see Marx 1958: p. 535). Since the contrast 
between capital and work was the central differentiation scheme in order to 
determine who one should be critical about, Marxist social scientists had 
a faltering connection to the representatives of the workforce; in the boom 
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phases of the early 1970s, this was partly propagated under the label of ‘em-
ployee orientation’ and by occupying corresponding university posts with 
people who had a dual qualification as both skilled workers and a scientists 
(cf. the early observation of Hoefnagels 1966: 48ff.).
This militant social science, as propagated by Pierre Bourdieu, Michel 
Foucault, Zygmunt Bauman, Judith Butler and Ulrich Beck, gained sympa-
thy with great ease. It is tempting for social scientists to stylize themselves 
in debates as independent political intellectuals, as critics of circumstances. 
Yet the bid towards neutrality was tainted with the often haphazardly 
 formulated criticism of the dominant ‘military-industrial complex’, ‘heter-
onormative patriarchy’ or, to borrow Luc Boltanski’s formulation (2010), 
‘white colonial mainstream’.
The challenge for sociology is not so much to avoid the positive refer-
ences to the status quo. Unlike business economics, pedagogy or politi-
cal science—all of which have a strong sympathy for a system-affirming 
 perspective—the social sciences always tend to hastily take on the perspec-
tive of the victims of a system. If we look at such diverse fields of research 
as work sociology, gender research or political sociology, we can recognize 
a meticulously controlled sympathy for the oppressed, the injured and the 
subversive. By taking on exactly this underdog perspective, however, special 
areas lose their necessary critical distance. Good social scientists can be 
recognized by the fact that they do not focus on just one subject, even if it 
happens to be a good subject.
Certainly, if a discipline is ready to forgo the claim of being a science, 
there is nothing to say against a developmental path towards an affirma-
tive reflection theory of a trade union, a nongovernmental organization or a 
suppressed minority, seeing as management (with their dominating business 
economics) and politicians (with the normative political science) also fol-
low their own reflection theory, which, because of its practical orientation, 
is nevertheless exposed to the criticism of lacking scientific neutrality. But 
just as business economics and political science have to allow the  question 
whether their affirmative approach is a means to educate companies or par-
ties about themselves, a critically behaving social science must allow the 
question whether it is actually useful for trade unions, nongovernmental 
organizations or the movement organizations as their ‘natural’ contact 
partners to generate descriptions compatible with the programs of these 
organizations. Just as in parts of company and party management a trend 
can be observed whereby, under the premise of “Please, torture me”, they 
demand more than just ‘socially acceptable descriptions’ from the organiza-
tional sciences, the question also arises for workforce representatives as to 
whether it would not be more useful for sociology to not only produce he-
retically dissociative descriptions of capitalist companies, but of trade un-
ions, nongovernmental organizations or activist organizations as well. This 
question can confidently be left to the companies, trade unions and activist 
organizations as consumers of social science knowledge.
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Especially for social sciences as sciences (!), the limitation of a point of 
view is problematic. The contrast between capital and work as a guiding 
difference makes it possible for hierarchically structured power relations in 
companies to be described, but it does not recognize that trade unions and 
nongovernmental organizations form similar hierarchical principles in their 
professionalized core. Along the contrast between capital and work, one 
comes across the alienation phenomena in Taylorized and Non- Taylorized 
businesses; however, the understanding that comparable alienation phenom-
ena can also emerge in lobbies whenever they finance members with wage 
labor tends to wear down. According to Niklas Luhmann (1996: p. 200), a 
‘conceptualized theory of society’ can thus appear much more radical and 
much more unsettling than individual criticisms—such as criticism of capi-
talism or patriarchy—could have ever depicted.
The charm of a sociology bolstered by systems theory lies in the fact that 
such a theoretically well-founded sociology is, in the best sense, an ‘imprac-
tical science’ (Bergmann 1982). The strength of sociology can be especially 
recognized in how heretical its descriptions are seen to be by the field that 
is being described. It is an attribute of a theoretically safeguarded social 
science that their findings cannot be easily transferred into the practice of a 
company, a trade union or even a social movement, but are perceived there 
as a confusing clarification of themselves (and not only of their environ-
ment). The scientific appeal of systems theory is that, unlike Marxism, it 
is ‘impractical’ and ‘heretical’ for companies and trade unions, capital and 
work, economy and politics. What better basis for scientific criticism could 
there be?
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